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EDITION 19

Fatoumata Jawara, a longstanding supporter of the opposition was arbitrarily arrested and detained at the NIA for participating
in a peaceful protest in April 2016. During her eight-month long detention, she was tortured and threatened with death. 
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The Truth, Reconciliation and Reparations Commission (TRRC) is mandated to investigate and establish 
an impartial historical record of the nature, causes and extent of violations and abuses of human rights 
committed during the period of July 1994 to January 2017 and to consider the granting of reparations 
to victims and for connected matters. It started public hearings on 7th January 2019 and will proceed 
in chronological order, examining the most serious human rights violations that occurred from 1994 
to 2017 during the rule of former President Yahya Jammeh. While the testimonies are widely reported 
in the press and commented on social media, triggering vivid discussions and questions regarding the 
current transitional process in the country, a summary of each thematic focus/event and its findings 
is missing. 

The TRRC Digests seek to widen the circle of stakeholders in the transitional justice process in The 
Gambia by providing Gambians and interested international actors, with a constructive recount of each 
session, presenting the witnesses and listing the names of the persons mentioned in relation to human 
rights violations and – as the case may be – their current position within State, regional or international 
institutions. 

Furthermore, the Digests endeavour to highlight trends and patterns of human rights violations and 
abuses that occurred and as recounted during the TRRC hearings. In doing so, the TRRC Digests 
provide a necessary record of information and evidence uncovered – and may serve as “checks and 
balances” at the end of the TRRC’s work. 

After each release, the Digests are translated into Fula, Jola, Mandika and Wolof, and transmitted over 
local radio stations.

#NeverAgain
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DISCLAIMER

The current publication is NOT a document emanating from the TRRC. It is produced by ANEKED and The Point 
Newspaper. 

The information in this publication has been compiled from live testimonies given at the TRRC hearings. Great 
care has been taken to accurately represent the verbal testimonies, however errors cannot be fully excluded. 

Please note that the culpability of any persons mentioned by witnesses can only be established by a competent 
court. 

Any discrepancies and conflicting testimonies are highlighted on the next page.
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Momodou Touray was arrested, detained and tortured for over 8 months by the former regime of Yahya 
Jammeh after taking part in a peaceful protest in April 2016. He bears scars on his shoulder from one 
of the torture sessions he endured.
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DISCREPANCIES/CONFLICTING TESTIMONIES

Tamsir Jasseh versus Lang Tombong Tamba

Lang Tombong Tamba (TRRC Digest Edition 18, 
pages 42 – 70) previously claimed that the 
atmosphere during the panel interrogations 
following the attempted coup in March 2006 was 
professional and cordial and denied having any 
knowledge of people being tortured beforehand. He 
also insisted that he was only ever “fake tortured.” 
However, in this session Tamsir Jasseh testified 
that Lang Tombong Tamba was among those who 
interrogated him in 2006, that there were men with 
large guns in the room, and that he was later told 
that if he wanted the beatings to stop he should 
inform Lang Tombong Tamba. He also rejected that 
Lang Tombong Tamba was only “fake tortured” and 
said he saw him with significant wounds. 

Babou Loum versus Wassa Camara and Bunja 
Darboe

In previous testimonies before the TRRC, multiple 
witnesses have described the widespread use of 
torture to force suspects to give false statements 
to National intelligence Agency, NIA, and police 
investigators. In this session, Babou Loum admitted 
he was the independent witness for the statement 
of either Wassa Camara (Digest Edition 17, pages 
59 – 68) or Bunja Darboe (Digest Edition 5, pages 
46 – 52). Bunja Darboe testified that he was 
assaulted in front of his independent witness, and 
Wassa Camara affirmed the independent witness 
in his case was hired by the government. Babou 
Loum denied he ever saw anyone tortured in front of 
him and denied he was a professional independent 
witness.

Ousman Sowe versus Lamin Karbou and Ebrima 
Barrow

Lamin Karbou (Digest Edition 12, pages 36 – 46) 
previously claimed that, in May 2009, he interrupted 
a drug deal set up by the NIA that was part of a 
larger scheme to steal money from people trying to 
buy drugs. In this session, Ousman Sowe claimed 

that it was actually Lamin Karbou and the National 
Drug Enforcement Agency, NDEA, who were selling 
illegal drugs. 

Ebrima Barrow (Digest Edition 16, pages 112-118) 
testified that Ouman Sowe was a member of the 
panel that interrogated him and that during his 
interrogation he was beaten by Edrisa Jobe, but 
the other panelists did not intervene. Ousman 
Sowe denied he participated in the interrogation 
and suggested it was a case of mistaken identity. 
Ousman Sowe also denied Sillah Bah Samateh’s 
charge that babies were sacrificed at the NIA (Digest 
Edition 18, pages 15 – 18).

Omar Cham versus Sillah Bah Samateh and Ensa 
Badjie

Sillah Bah Samateh (Digest Edition 18, pages 15 – 
18) testified that Omar Cham threatened him, his 
wife, and his child, and was among those who took 
part in his torture. He also testified that Omar Cham 
showed him parts of human remains as a threat. 
Ensa Badjie (Digest Edition 10 pages 41 - 58) also 
claimed that Omar Cham participated in his torture. 
During his testimony, Omar Cham denied that he 
tortured Sillah Bah Samateh or Ensa Badjie, that he 
threatened Sillah Bah Samateh’s family, or that he 
ever showed Sillah Bah Samateh human remains. 

Samba Gajaga versus Mumin Baldeh

In Session 17, Mumin Baldeh1 (Digest Edition 17, 
pages 21 – 24) testified that he was unlawfully 
interrogated and tortured by Samba Gajaga. In this 
session, Samba Gajaga claimed he had never seen 
Mumin Baldeh until his appearance at the TRRC. On 
the other hand, Kebba Secka told the Commission 
that Samba Gajaga and Mumin Baldeh had known 
each other prior to Mumin Baldeh’s ordeal.

Basiru Sey versus Amadou Jogoh Sowe

Amadou Jogoh Sowe (Digest Edition 17, pages 41-
43) testified that Basiru Sey participated in his 
torture. However, in this session Basiru Sey told the 
Commission he was not present during the torture 
of Amadou Jogoh Sowe, though he had apologised 
for it on multiple occasions.

1The witness was initially listed as an unidentified witness. However, he identified himself as Mumin Baldeh during his 
testimony.
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OVERVIEW

The 19th session of the public hearings of the Truth, 
Reconciliation and Reparations Commission, TRRC, 
began on 28th December 2020 and ended on 14th 
January 2021. The Commission heard testimonies 
related to the crackdown on peaceful protesters in 
April 2016 and continued the focus on the abuses 
committed by officers of the National Intelligence 
Agency, NIA, in the latter part of the session.

Six people spoke about how Solo Sandeng, a youth 
secretary for the opposition United Democratic Party, 
UDP, led a peaceful protest on 14th April 2016 that 
was violently interrupted by officers from the Police 
Intervention Unit, PIU who arrested 26 protesters 
and took them to the PIU Headquarters. A small 
group, including Solo Sandeng, were then taken to 
the NIA Headquarters where they were tortured. 
In this session, Solo Sandeng’s daughter painfully 
described how she came to learn about her father’s 
death at the hands of the NIA.

One of the women who testified about the April 
2016 crackdown was the inspiration for the 
“Kalama Revolution,” which refers to the symbolic 
use of drinking calabashes and brooms by 
women demonstrating for change in leadership by 
sweeping out the old regime. Another woman spoke 
about how she was arrested while protesting her 
husband’s arbitrary detention and detained at the 
PIU Headquarters. She was a nursing mother at the 
time, and instead of releasing her to take care of 
her child, the authorities detained her months old 
baby as well.

The second half of the session consisted of 
testimonies about abuses committed by NIA 
officers. Of the eight witnesses in this section, five 
were NIA officers who still serve at the renamed 
State Intelligence Service, SIS, including the 
current director general, Ousman Sowe. They were 
joined by the NIA mechanic, a so-called independent 
witness, and a victim of NIA torture. 

The five SIS agents all confirmed that tortures 
occurred at the NIA during Yahya Jammeh’s regime 
and referenced a “torture room”, which was painted 
red with shackles on the wall and a metal bed 
attached to the floor. Three of them confessed to 
participating in torture themselves. They described 
how they believed the orders were coming from 
Yahya Jammeh, who they claimed used the NIA 
to produce evidence against his rivals using the 
“torture for confession” system that is described 
in TRRC Digest Edition 18. However, the so-called 
independent witness who witnessed the signing of 
suspects’ statements denied having any knowledge 
of torture at the NIA.

In addition to torturing and detaining people on 
Yahya Jammeh’s whim, the witnesses also spoke 
to how NIA officers used violence against petty 
fraudsters or to help private citizens recover debts. 
While the current director general skirted around 
Yahya Jammeh’s involvement in the international 
drug trade, he and others acknowledged that some 
NIA officers were involved in petty drug dealing. The 
long serving NIA mechanic testified about the two 
occasions in which he intervened to rescue people 
caught in the clutches of the NIA. 

Out of the 14 people who testified this session, 
three were women. Witnesses testified in various 
local languages, however, interpretation issues 
posed challenges with the translations.

In the course of the session, the human rights 
violations reported included: 

• Unlawful interrogation and obtaining false 
statements and confessions

• Torture

• Arbitrary arrest and detention

71 persons were mentioned by witnesses in relation 
to human rights violations and crimes committed, 
namely2:

Mikhail ABDULLAH: Justice in the Gambia judiciary. 
Accused of soliciting false statements and 
confessions to implicate Lang Tombong Tamba.

2The allegations against individuals listed here are only those that were mentioned in this session. Individuals 
might have been accused of other crimes in previous sessions. Please check our previous Digests.

https://de809e0c-da43-478d-9c8e-8d91ac5c3048.filesusr.com/ugd/54059b_60ff990eb1a44c929b77f629e9052156.pdf
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No names mentioned (alias “Assassin”): National 
Intelligence Agency, NIA, Officer in the Special 
Operations Unit. Accused of torture.3 

Lamin Bo BAAJI: Head of Military Intelligence in 
2007. Accused of the unlawful interrogation of 
Kebba Secka in May 2007 and being present during 
the torture of alleged Casamance rebels,4 Sam 
Kambai and Kebba Secka.

Ensa BADJIE (alias “Jesus”): Inspector General 
of Police, IGP, from June 2008 to March 2010. 
Accused of the arbitrary arrest of Femi Peters in May 
2009. According to several media reports, he was 
reinstated back into the police force with the rank of 
police commissioner in February 2020. 

Nuha BADJIE: Former Lieutenant Colonel in the 
army and senior member of the death squad team 
“the Junglers.” Accused of torture of Abbas Jarju at 
the investigations unit of the NIA in 2015. His name 
is on the list of wanted persons issued by Gambian 
authorities in 2018. 

Saul BADJIE: Former Lieutenant General in the army 
and head of the death squad team “the Junglers.” 
Accused of participating in arbitrary detention of 
United Democratic Party, UDP, demonstrators and 
the unlawful interrogation of Modou Ngum at the NIA 
Headquarters in April 2016. His name is on the list 
of wanted persons issued by Gambian authorities 
in 2018. Reported to be in Equatorial Guinea at the 
time of release of this publication. 

Yankuba BADJIE: Former Director General of the NIA 
from 2013 to 2016. Accused of the torture of Abbas 
Jarju at the investigations unit of the NIA in 2015, 
and the arbitrary detention of UDP demonstrators 
at the Police Intervention Unit, PIU, Headquarters 
and unlawful interrogation of Modou Ngum in April 
2016. Arrested in February 2017 and facing trial 
as part of the NIA 9 case on numerous offences 
ranging from conspiracy to commit felony, assault 
causing serious bodily hard, murder (of UDP activist 
Solo Sandeng) and making false documents at time 
of release of this publication. 

(No first name mentioned) BAHOUM: Police officer 
in Tujereng in 2011. Accused of the arbitrary arrest 
of Amadou Jallow in October 2011.

Alasan BALDEH: Officer in the Special Operations 
Unit of the NIA in 2015. Accused of the arbitrary 
detention of Abbas Jarju and the torture of Sowe,5 

Amadou Jogoh Sowe, Abbas Jarju, Camara, and an 
old man who worked at an abattoir.

Fatoumata BALDEH: PIU officer in 2016. Accused 
of arbitrary detention (incommunicado) of Lilly 
Bojang, Kaddy Samateh, Aisha Fatty (a minor), and 
Sukai Dahaba at PIU Headuarters in Kanifing in April 
2016.

Bai Faal Kebba BANG: Accused of arbitrary detention 
of 26 UDP demonstrators including Modou Ngum at 
PIU Headquarters in Kanifing in April 2016.

Foday BARRY: Senior officer at the NIA and, at 
one point, he was the director of intelligence and 
investigation at the National Drug Enforcement 
Agency, NDEA.6 Accused of torture of Balo Kanteh 
at the investigations unit of the NIA Headquarters 
in 1996.

Lang BEYAI: NIA officer in 2016. Accused of 
arbitrary detention of 26 UDP demonstrators at PIU 
Headquarters in Kanifing in April 2016.

Haruna BOJANG: Commanding Officer of the Special 
Operations Unit at the NIA in 2016. Accused of 
torture of multiple UDP demonstrators, including 
Fatoumata Camara and Fatoumata Jawara in April 
2016.

Alieu CEESAY: Accused of torture of Tamsir Jasseh 
in 2006.

Lamin CEESAY:7 Assistant Superintendent of Police 
in 2006. Accused of unlawful interrogation of Tamsir 
Jasseh in 2006.

Lamin CEESAY: NIA officer in 2014 and 2016. 
Accused of unlawful interrogation and obtaining 
false statements and confessions from alleged 
December 2014 coup plotters, including Alagie 

3The person’s real name is never mentioned but they are said to be in the Special Operations Unit. This culd possibly be Lamin Senghore also known 
as Assassin as well but it is unclear if he was ever part of the Special Operations Unit.
4The Mouvement des Forces Démocratiques de Casamance, MFDC, is a separatist movement in the Senegalese region of Casamance adjacent to The 
Gambia. It still formally exists but is no longer the movement it once was.
5Likely Saidou Sowe.
6The National Drug Enforcement Agency, NDEA was established in 2005. The Act establishing the agency was amended several times and it was 
renamed the Drug Law Enforcement Agency, the Gambia, DLEAG in November 2014. These bodies are commonly referred to as the ‘Drug Squad.’ (cont.)
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Jobe, Ahmadou Sowe, and Jarju, and from UDP 
demonstrators in April 2016, including Fatoumata 
Camara, and Fatoumata Jawara.

Omar CHAM: NIA Officer from 1996 to 2011. 
Confessed to torture of Nfamara Nasso, Pa Sallah 
Jeng, Musa Oldi Jawo, Simon Grant, and Sainabou 
Keita and arbitrary arrest of Pa Sanyang and Ebou 
Khan. Currently serving as an officer in the State 
Intelligence Service, SIS.8

Richard CHENGE: A Nigerian lawyer who served 
as director of public prosecutions from 2009 to 
2011. Accused of obtaining false statements and 
confessions to implicate Lang Tombong Tamba.

Omar COLLEY (alias “Jah Guide”): Warrant Officer 
Class 2 and member of the State Guard appointed 
to Mile 2 Prison. Accused of arbitrary detention of 
Tamsir Jasseh. According to previous testimony at 
the TRRC, Omar Colley is currently serving at the 
defence headquarters camp in Yundum. 

Yankuba COLLEY: Mayor of the Kanifing Municipal 
Council, KMC in 2016. Accused of participating in 
arbitrary detention of Modou Ngum and 26 other 
UDP demonstrators at PIU Headquarters in April 
2016.

Michael Sang CORREA: Captain in the army and 
member of the death squad team “the Junglers”. 
Accused of the torture of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006. 
Arrested in the United States in 2017 and indicted 
by federal prosecutors in June 2020 for tortures 
committed in The Gambia in 2006. His trial is still 
in preliminary stages at the time of release of this 
publication. 

Lamin DARBOE: Commanding Officer of the Special 
Operations Unit of the NIA. Accused of arbitrary 
arrest, unlawful interrogation, and torture of alleged 
Casamance rebels in 2007; unlawful interrogation 
and torture of Kebba Secka in 2007; torture of 
Mumin Baldeh in 2007 and of Alhagie Jobe in 2013; 
arbitrary arrest and detention of Abbas Jarju and Sey, 
and torture of Sowe, Camara, and an old man who 
worked at the abattoir in 2015. As of publication, 
Lamin Darboe still works for the SIS.

Muniru DARBOE: Former Director General of the 
NIA. Accused of arbitrary arrest and detention of Pa 
Sanyang and Ebou Khan. Deceased in 2004.

Jim Ebrima DRAMMEH: NIA officer in 2012. Accused 
of torture of Lamin Karbou. Said to be working for 
the Drug Law Enforcement Agency, the Gambia, 
DLEAG, at the time of release of this publication. 

Samba GAJAGA: NIA officer from 1995 to the present. 
Confessed to arbitrary detention and being present 
during the torture of alleged Casamance rebels, 
Sam Kambai, and Kebba Secka in 2007. Accused of 
also participating in unlawful interrogation of Kebba 
Secka. Currently employed at the SIS at the time of 
this publication. 

Louis GOMEZ: Former officer and later Deputy 
Director of the NIA. Accused of torture of Sowe, 
Camara and the old man at the abattoir in 2015, 
and the arbitrary detention of UDP demonstrators 
at the PIU Headquarters in Kanifing in 2016. 
Deceased in 2018 whilst standing trial with eight 
former NIA officials for the murder of UDP activist 
Solo Sandeng. 

Momodou/Muhammed HYDARA: Acting Director 
of the NIA in March 2006. Accused of unlawful 
interrogation and being present during torture of 
Tamsir Jasseh in 2006. Deported to The Gambia by 
the US authorities in October 2018. 

Nfally JABANG: Military Intelligence Officer with 
the State House in 2006. Accused of unlawful 
interrogation of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006.

Moku JABBIE: Police officer in 2007. Accused of 
unlawful interrogation of alleged Casamance rebels 
in 2007.

Bahoreh JAITEH: Legal officer in the Gambia Armed 
Forces. Accused of obtaining false statements and 
confessions from alleged December 2014 coup 
plotters (including Alagie Jobe, Ahmadou Sowe, and 
Jarju).

7Likely Malamin Ceesay (who testified before the TRRC on 8th March 2021). Identified in previous digests as Mam 
Lamin Ceesay, Momodou Lamin Ceesay, and just Lamin Ceesay.
8In early 2017, the NIA was renamed the SIS.
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Baboucarr ARK JALLOW: NIA Officer in 2007. 
Accused of being present during torture of 
Casamance rebels, Sam Kambai and Kebba 
Secka in 2007 and soliciting false statements and 
confession from Kebba Secka. 

Ousman JALLOW: Commanding Officer at the NIA 
in 2014. Accused of unlawful interrogation and 
obtaining false statements and confessions from 
alleged December 2014 coup plotters (including 
Alagie Jobe, Ahmadou Sowe, and Jarju).

Benedict JAMMEH (alias “Ben”): Held several 
positions in the security sector including Inspector 
General of Police and Director of NDEA. Accused 
of the assault of Rui Jabbi Gassama in 2009. 
Deceased in 2018.

Ebrima JAMMEH (alias “Chief Torturer”): 
Commissioner of Operations in Mile 2 Prison 
in 2016. Accused of arbitrary detention of UDP 
demonstrators in April 2016. Suspended from the 
Gambia Prison Service in 2017 pending on-going 
investigation. 

Musa JAMMEH (alias “Maliamoogoo9”): Former 
officer in the GNA and bodyguard of Yahya Jammeh. 
Accused of torture as well as being present during 
torture, arbitrary arrest, unlawful interrogation of 
Tamsir Jasseh in 2006. Deceased in 2007. 

Yahya JAMMEH: Chairman of the AFPRC, later APRC, 
and President of The Gambia until January 2017. 
Accused of ordering multiple tortures, including 
the Casamance rebels in 2006, ordering arbitrary 
arrest and detention including of Lamin Sanneh, 
Omar Cham, Rui Jabbi Gassama, and unlawful 
interrogation and obtaining false statements and 
confessions. In exile in Equatorial Guinea at the 
time of release of this publication. 

Yahya JAMMEH: Accused of torture of Abbas Jarju 
in 2015.

(No first name mentioned) JAMMEH: NIA 
officer stationed in Kanifing in 2016. Accused of 
participating in arbitrary detention of Ismaila Ceesay 
in 2016.

Malick JATTA: Member of the death squad “the 
Junglers”. Accused of torture of Tamsir Jasseh in 
2006. Arrested in February 2017 and released 
on 10th August 2019 from detention following 
recommendation from the then Minister of Justice 
Abubacarr Tambadou after his testimony at the 
TRRC. 

Michael JATTA: Member of the death squad team 
“the Junglers”. Accused of torture of Abbas Jarju 
in 2015. His name is on the list of wanted persons 
issued by Gambian authorities in 2018. 

Sheikh Omar JENG: Operations Commander at the 
NIA in 2016. Accused of participating in the arbitrary 
detention of UDP supporters in April 2016.

Lamin JOBARTEH: Minister of Justice from 2012 to 
2013. Accused of torture of Balo Kanteh in 1996.

Alagie Modou JOBE: NIA officer in 2007. Accused of 
unlawful interrogation of alleged Casamance rebels.

Edrisa JOBE (alias “Alagie Morr”): Former NIA 
officer and later head of the NDEA Intelligence Unit. 
Accused of torture of Kubba Secka and Mumin Bah 
in 2007, unlawful interrogation of Kebba Secka, and 
arbitrary arrest and torture of alleged Casamance 
rebels. Reported to be in Scotland at the time of 
release of this publication.10

Gibril KANYI: NIA officer in the Special Operations 
Unit. Accused of torture and arbitrary detention of 
Abbas Jarju.

Boto KEITA: Police officer. Accused of unlawful 
interrogation and being present during torture of 
Kebba Secka in May 2007. He is reported to have 
been demoted but is still serving in the police at the 
time of publication. 

Musa KINTEH: NIA officer in the Investigations Unit 
in 2007. Accused of unlawful interrogation and 
torture of alleged Casamance rebels, torture of 
Mumin Baldeh, and arbitrary arrest and detention of 
Kebba Secka in May 2007. 

9The correct spelling is Maliyamungu and refers to Isaac Maliyamungu, known as Idi Amin’s “hit man” and “principal 
hangman”. He was responsible for the mass murder of civilians and soldiers suspected of being disloyal to Idi Amin.
10See The Trumpet, 12th March 2020, Who is Alagie Morr?

https://trumpet.gm/2020/03/12/who-is-alagie-morr-a-bully-and-sadistic-notorious-torturer/
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Numo KUJABI: Former Director General of the NIA. 
Accused of arbitrary detention of Lamin Sanneh 
and obtaining false statements and confessions. 
Deceased in 2014. 

Almamo MANGA: Police officer in 2016. Accused 
of arbitrary arrest and detention of Kaddy Samateh, 
Aisha Fatty (a minor), Lily Bojang, Fatoumatta Sarr, 
Amie Bayo, and Isatou Saidy.

Bintou MANGA: NIA officer in 2016. Obtaining false 
statements and confession and arbitrary detention 
of Kaddy Samateh in 2016.

Lamin MANNEH: NIA officer in the Operations Unit. 
Accused of arbitrary detention of Lamin Sanneh.

Daba MARENAH: Former Director General of the 
NIA. Accused of torture of Balo Kanteh in 2006. 
Malick Jatta confessed to having been present at 
his killing by Junglers in 2006. 

Alagie MARTIN: Lieutenant in the State Guard in 
2006. Accused of being present during torture of 
Tamsir Jasseh in 2006. He was still serving as a 
general in the army in 2019 but suspended following 
his testimony before the TRRC in June 2019. 

Tamba MASIREH: NIA officer in the Special 
Operations Unit. Accused of torture of Alhagie Jobe in 
2013 and the torture of UDP demonstrators in April 
2016 including Modou Ngum, Fatoumata Camara, 
and Fatoumata Jawara. Arrested in February 2017 
and facing trial as part of the NIA 9 case on numerous 
offences ranging from conspiracy to commit felony, 
assault causing serious bodily hard, murder (of UDP 
activist Solo Sandeng) and making false documents 
at time of release of this publication. 

Nfansu NYABALLY: Member of the death squad 
team “the Junglers”. Accused of torture of Abbas 
Jarju in 2015. His name is on the list of wanted 
persons issued by Gambian authorities in 2018. 

Salif NYANG: Police officer in 2007. Accused of 
being present during torture, unlawful interrogation, 
and obtaining false statements and confessions 
from Kebba Secka in May 2007.

Baba SAHO: NIA officer in 2006. Accused of torture 
of Balo Kanteh in 1996. Reportedly working at the 
Gambian Embassy in Guinea-Bissau at time of 
mention. 

Baboucarr SALLAH: NIA officer in the Special 
Operations Unit. Accused of torture of Alhagie 
Jobe in 2013 and of UDP demonstrators including 
Fatoumata Camara and Fatoumata Jawara in April 
2016. Arrested in February 2017 and facing trial 
as part of the NIA 9 case on numerous offences 
ranging from conspiracy to commit felony, assault 
causing serious bodily hard, murder (of UDP activist 
Solo Sandeng) and making false documents at time 
of release of this publication. 

Sulayman SAMBOU: Member of the death squad 
team “the Junglers.” Accused of torture of Abbas 
Jarju in 2015. His name is on the list of wanted 
persons issued by Gambian authorities in 2018. 

Harry SAMBOU: NIA officer who was shuffled around 
various ministries before serving a brief stint as 
Acting Director General of the NIA in 2006. Accused 
of unlawful interrogation of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006.

(No first name mentioned) SANNEH: Commissioner 
of Police in 2016. Accused of participating in 
arbitrary detention of UDP demonstrators, including 
Modou Ngum at PIU Headquarters in April 2016.

Kebba SECKA: NIA officer from 1998 to 2007, then 
from 2013 up to the time of publication. Confessed 
to participating in unlawful interrogation and 
obtaining false statements and confessions from 
alleged December 2014 coup plotters and from UDP 
demonstrators in April 2016. Currently employed at 
the SIS.

Basiru SEY: NIA officer in the Special Operations Unit 
from 2015 up to the time of publication. Confessed 
to torture of Sowe, Abbas Jarju, Camara, an old man 
who worked at the abattoir and arbitrary arrest and 
detention of Abbas Jarju and Sey. Currently employed 
at the SIS.

Sibo (no last name mentioned): Accused of arbitrary 
arrest of UDP demonstrators in April 2016. 
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Ousman SONKO: IGP from 2005 to 2006 and 
Minister of Interior from 2006 to 2016. Accused of 
arbitrary detention of UDP demonstrators in April 
2016, including Modou Ngum and Aisha Fatty, a 
minor, and unlawful interrogation of Modou Ngum. 
Detained in Switzerland and under investigation 
by Swiss authorities for crimes against humanity, 
including rape, at the time of release of this 
publication. 

Yankuba SONKO: IGP from 2010-2014 and again 
from 2015-2017. Accused of participating in 
arbitrary detention of UDP demonstrators in 2016. 
Minister of Interior at the time of release of this 
publication. 

Lang Tombong TAMBA: Chief of Defence Staff, 
CDS, from 2006 to 2009. Accused of unlawful 
interrogation of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006.

Mai TAMBA: PIU officer in 2016. Accused of 
arbitrary detention of Sukai Dahaba, Lily Bojang, 
Kaddy Samateh, and Aisha Fatty (a minor).

Tumbul TAMBA: Head of the death squad team 
the “Junglers” in 2006. Accused of torture, and 
arbitrary arrest and being present during torture of 
Tamsir Jasseh in 2006. Deceased in 2007. 

Sheriff WADDA: NIA officer in 2007. Accused of 
unlawful interrogation and being present during 
torture of Kebba Secka in May 2007. 

HOLGAM    NIA HEADQUARTERS    BAMBADINKA    PIU HEADQUARTERS    MILE 2 PRISON
INVESTIGATION UNIT    KANIFING    TUJERENG    WESTFIELD JUNCTION    HIGH COURT BANJUL
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3 
TYPES OF HUMAN 

RIGHTS VIOLATIONS

71
PERSONS MENTIONED 
in relation to human rights violations 

and crimes committed

6
4
3
1

S
P
E
A
K
E
R
S

MANDINKA
ENGLISH
WOLOF
FULA

arbitrary arrest
and detention

torture
 unlawful interrogation
 and obtaining false

statements and confessions

14
PERSONS TESTIFIED
Including 3 women
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WITNESS NAME: Modou NGUM

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 28th December 2020

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: Persecution of UDP members 
by the security services; the events of 16th April 2016; 
and the witness’ torture and arbitrary detention at NIA 
Headquarters and Mile 2 Prison 

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): UDP supporter

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): UDP demonstrator

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Not mentioned 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Modou Ngum began his testimony by explaining he was 
born in August 1987 in Tujereng. He finished secondary 
school in Brufut and became involved in politics in his 
adult life. He explained that he was always an active 
supporter of the United Democratic Party, UDP, and had 
experienced far too many negative encounters with law 
enforcement because of his party affiliation.

Leading up to the 2011 election, the witness remembered, 
he regularly met other UDP members including Karamo 
Daffeh, Kafu Bayo, Ebrima Jabang, Pa Jabang, Pa Jatta, 
Binta Saidy, Omar Bittaye, Ebrima Solo Sandeng, Fa 
Kebba Colley, Lang Marong, Ara Demba, and Yusupha 
Cham. They met at Bajara Saidy’s house in Tujereng and 
the witness recalled that National Intelligence Agency, 
NIA, agents would often try and infiltrate the meetings. 
At the meetings the MC would call their leader Ousainou 
Darboe the next president - but not through a microphone, 
as they knew from the unlawful arrest of their campaign 

manager Femi Peters in May 2009 by Ensa Badjie, 
that if the state said they could hear the microphone 
from more than 100 metres away, they would start 
arresting people. 

On 12th October 2011, Modou Ngum and other 
UDP members held a gathering at Amadou Jallow’s 
compound where they met with women’s groups and 
discussed politics. After sundown, a police vehicle 
arrived and the then station officer from Tujereng 
named Bahoum warned Solo Sandeng to stop the 
meeting. The meeting attendees were forced to 
disperse, an outcome the witness found distressing 
as they went out of their way not to use the microphone 
and held their event in a private compound. The next 
morning Amadou Jallow was arrested and taken to 
Tujereng station. 

The station officer Bahoum apparently 
told the witness he could not speak 
with Amadou Jallow because the 
orders for his arrest came “from 
the top”.
Describing a few more instances of the police 
interfering with their rights, the witness recounted in 
2013, he was sent to attend a UDP event in Madina. 
As he arrived, he received a call from Solo Sandeng 
warning him not to come as many UDP supporters 
were being arrested. Modou Ngum was able to avoid 
his arrest that night and returned to Tujereng safely. 
He also mentioned the cases of Sankaru Jasseh, 
Jalley, Ousman Drammeh, and Master Keita, who he 
said were arrested in November 2015 after they held 
a party for the UDP in Tanjai even though they had 
obtained a permit.

Later in his testimony, Modu Ngum brought up an 
incident that occurred in April 2015. According to 
the witness, after seeking a permit for a tour and 
being denied, the UDP members decided to proceed 
with the tour anyway. In Barra, the police attempted 
to disperse them, but the UDP supporters were too 
numerous. When another attempt was made to arrest 
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them in Essau, Ousainou Darboe showed the police their 
attempt to legally obtain a permit and chastised them for 
not respecting their rights as a political party. However, 
when they arrived in Fass Njagai Choi, they were met 
with a roadblock erected by the paramilitary. Ousainou 
Darboe refused to leave and they entered a stalemate 
that resulted in them sleeping on the side of the main 
road from Thursday 16th April 2015 until the following 
Tuesday.

Reflecting on his previous experiences with law 
enforcement, the witness explained that as a result of 
the political landscape at the time he and his fellow 
UDP supporters did not feel free due to their political 
affiliations. 

“We were up against someone you know 
was a dictator but was also someone 
who was wise,” he told the Commission, 
“and that was Yahya Jammeh, the former 
President.”
Modou Ngum then began narrating the events that led up 
to 14th April 2016, beginning with meeting Solo Sandeng 
on the 12th of April to discuss electoral reforms. The 
next day he went to see Kafu Bayo and informed him 
of their conversation and promised to pass along any 
further information. Later that day, the witness received 
a call from Solo Sandeng confirming there was to be a 
demonstration in support of electoral reforms on 14th of 
April. He said that Solo Sandeng was well aware they did 
not have a permit and would not be granted one so he 
did not even bother.

News of the protest was spread out to various UDP members 
including Kafu Bayo, Binta Saidy, Ebrima Jabang, Lang 
Marong, Lamin Jatta, Lamin Cham, and Bouba Ceesay. 
The witness said he had several phone conversations 
with Solo Sandeng in which he learned that Ousainou 
Darboe was unaware of the planned demonstration, that 
other political parties would be involved, and that the 
event would be paid for by Gambians in the diaspora. 
However, the witness told the Commission that he later 

learned Solo Sandeng’s phones had been tapped by 
the NIA, who accessed conversations between the 
two of them, along with the calls the witness had 
made to other UDP members about the upcoming 
demonstration.

Modou Ngum recalled that on the morning of 14th 
April 2016, he said goodbye to his family and headed 
out to organise transport for the protesters. On his 
way, the witness stopped at the Manjai bureau at the 
request of Solo Sandeng, where they met with Nogoi 
Njie11 and their respective entourages. Solo Sandeng 
and Woday Cessay brought out banners that said 
“We need proper electoral reforms and we need 
dialogue with the IEC”, “Gambian people are hungry”, 
“Why is the Gambian border to Senegal closed?”, 
“Dictatorship must end” and “Jammeh must go”.

According to Modou Ngum, Solo Sandeng told them 
to behave peacefully and respectfully, and advised 
them to blame him if they were arrested. At this 
point, a man called Tunkara - who the witness later 
came to know was actually an undercover NIA agent 
- stood up and declared “Yahya Jammeh has gone 
to Istanbul, may he not return back peacefully” while 
they were saying prayers. When Jarga Mansa learned 
they did not have a permit, he got cold feet and tried 
to stop the event. He convinced a couple of people 
to go home, after which Lamin Sonko, also known as 
Falang,12 escorted the rest to the demonstration.

Once there, Solo Sandeng distributed whistles and 
took up a brand-new white microphone. They took a 
moment to pray again and the same undercover NIA 
operative, Tunkara, again prayed that Yahya Jammeh 
not return safely from Istanbul, a prayer to which 
the witness confessed he replied “Ameen.” As they 
raised their banners and readied themselves, Modou 
Ngum heard bystanders talk amongst themselves 
saying the protesters were not in their right minds 
and were committing suicide. He reasoned their 
outlook stemmed from the public knowledge that “if 
you were arrested by way of politics, they put so much 
trouble on your head, so much suffering.”

11See TRRC Digest Edition 9, pages 102 – 111.
12See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 76 – 80.
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As the demonstrators reached Westfield junction 
with their banners and microphone, Modou Ngum 
narrated, they faced their first encounter with the 
police. None of the other political parties they had 
called had shown up. As they had been ordered, the 
protesters told the police that Solo Sandeng was 
their leader. When the officers moved to arrest Solo 
Sandeng, the witness said he stepped in front of 
him and said, “Solo Sandeng alone is not going an 
inch. If you want that, you will take all of us away.”

That officer left, but later, a Serrekunda police officer 
with the surname Sowe arrived and attempted 
to disperse those that remained. The situation 
escalated as more people arrived, including the 
mayor of the Kanifing Municipal District, and the 
witness confessed to even pushing Commissioner 
Sanneh at one point. Then suddenly the paramilitary 
arrived and people began running away. One of them 
dropped their banner, which was then picked up by 
Lamin Sonko and photographed and sent to various 
outlets such as The Fatou Network and Freedom 
Newspaper.

Modou Ngum told the Commission that he was the 
first person arrested that day. He described how he 
was approached by two paramilitary officers, one of 
whom, without uttering a word, blundgeoned him in 
the head with a baton. The other then kicked his 
feet from under him. 

“That was how I was carried and 
thrown onto the truck as you would 
throw a bundle of firewood.”
The witness then gave the names of the 26 UDP 
supporters who were arrested along with two 
students that day including: Kafu Bayo, Ebrima 
Jabang, Solo Sandeng, Lamin Sonko, Lang Marong, 
Nogoi Njie, Fatou Camara, Fatoumata Jawara, Lasana 
Beyai, Ebrima Janko Ceesay, Modou Touray,13 Kalelu 
Saidykhan, Ebrima Jadama, Boubacarr Jaiteh, Baba 
Ceesay, Alagie Fatty, Pa Ousman Njie, Sader Secka, 
and Kekuta Jabo. 

They were taken to the Police Intervention Unit, 
PIU, in Kanifing, where they were placed in the hall 
and seated on the floor. Modou Ngum remembered 
Yankuba Colley being there celebrating and excitedly 
congratulating the paramilitary. He said Yankuba 
Colley accused Nogoi Njie of planning a coup d’état 
to which she replied, “Someone who is holding a 
banner and a whistle, how can such a person plan 
the coup d’état?” Modou Ngum recalled seeing 
senior Bai Faal Kebba Bang, then Minister of Interior 
Ousman Sonko, Presidential Guard Commander 
Saul Badjie, NIA Director Yankuba Badjie, Deputy 
NIA Director Louis Richard Gomez, Operations 
Commander Sheikh Omar Jeng, Inspector General 
Yankuba Sonko, and an NIA officer called Lang 
Beyai. Commissioner Sanneh was also there, and 
the witness recounted him publicly accusing both he 
and Nogoi Njie of leading the demonstration.

The witness explained that when they were taken to 
Kanifing, Solo Sandeng was separated and taken to 
Kairaba Station by Commissioner Sanneh. Back at 
the PIU, the witness explained that Commissioner 
Sanneh tried to force him and Nogoi Njie to read 
their banner on camera, but they both refused. 
While that was happening, Tunkara stood up and 
revealed himself as an undercover NIA agent, much 
to the surprise of the actual UDP supporters. Later, 
Solo Sandeng was brought to the PIU hall. He 
remembered their former leader being drenched in 
sweat.

Eventually the witness, Nogoi Njie, Solo Sandeng, 
Kafu Bayo, and Ebrima Jabang were separated from 
the other UDP supporters and taken to the NIA by 
Sheikh Omar Jeng, Saul Badjie, Ousman Sonko, 
and Yankuba Badjie. They arrived shortly after 
6pm accompanied by a cameraman. The witness 
described the premises as being heavily guarded 
by armed paramilitary officers. Solo Sandeng was 
quickly fingerprinted and taken out of sight. The 
witness recalled he was being fingerprinted when he 
heard Solo Sandeng’s first cry.

13See TRRC Digest Edition 9, pages 70 – 74 for Fatou Camara’s testimony, and 49 – 56 of the same digest for 
Fatoumata Jawara. For Modou Touray, see TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 30 – 33.
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Shortly after that, the witness continued, 
Nogoi Njie was dragged away. He could 
hear her exclaim “You will not undress 
me!” and “la Ilaha Illallah.”14  

Then he and Kafu Bayo were taken upstairs and made 
to give their statements. He was interrogated by a panel 
including Ousman Sonko, Saul Badjie, and Yankuba 
Badjie, who accused him of working with Scattred 
Janneh,15 which the witness denied. They also said 
he was working against President Yahya Jammeh and 
wanted to bring turmoil to the country. They threatened 
that vultures would eat his remains and he would be 
buried nine metres deep. Before being taken to a cell, he 
was forced to remove his trousers, leaving him in just his 
underwear and shirt.

Modou Ngum then told the Commission that Solo 
Sandeng was later brought to his cell. According to the 
witness, Solo Sandeng was begging for water and had a 
weak demeanour. Just as Modou Ngum launched into the 
details of Solo Sandeng’s treatment, including a masked 
man placing him in urine, the Lead Counsel stopped him 
and asked him not to go into specifics because the case 
was currently active in Gambian courts.16

The witness complied, and instead retold how he was 
removed from the cell by a masked man whom he later 
came to know as Tamba Masireh. According to the 
witness, the instant he was taken from the cell, he had 
one of the “infamous” black plastic bags placed over his 
head, was tied up, and forced to remove his underwear. 

He said he heard Tamba Masireh 
instruct a cameraman to remain on 
standby then threatened the witness 
“If you don’t speak the truth, you will 
die here.”
Modou Ngum testified that he was led to another room 
and bound around his stomach to a metal table. A 
whistle blew, and the beating began. The plastic bag was 

still around his head, so he guessed that there were 
around 6 to 8 men beating him. After some time, he 
fainted. 

The witness recalled that when he awoke he was 
hit over the head and dragged to a grassy area 
where the beating continued. This time they also 
began electrocuting him on the soles of his feet 
and his genitals. They then poured cold water 
over him, and tried to force him to incriminate OJ 
Jallow and Ousainou Darboe as participating in the 
demonstration.

Later in his testimony, Modou Ngum described being 
tortured for a third time that day. On this occasion, 
he described, his assailants wanted him to implicate 
Omar Bittaye and Ndey Tapha Sosseh.17 When he 
refused, they continued to beat him. The witness 
recounted how he became so desperate for water at 
one point that he resorted to drinking the blood from 
his own wounds.

The witness also described overhearing NIA officers 
attempting to coerce Nogoi Njie into implicating Omar 
Bittaye. Apparently, they were threatening her with 
different forms of torture, including putting her in a 
sack and hanging her from a crane and the Bubba Ley 
treatment, which was described as burying someone 
up to their neck.

After the torture, Modou Ngum informed the 
Commission, he could no longer see out of his left 
eye. He also showed them the scars on his body 
along with the swelling on his feet resulting from 
the electrocution. He revealed he was still taking 
medication to treat his feet as well as “recover his 
manhood” due to the torture he received that day. 

“My entire body was covered in 
blood,” the witness said, “you would 
even mistake me for a butcher.” 

He asserted that Kafu Bayo had also been beaten 
and had his tooth broken by a hammer. While in NIA 
custody, it took them five days to be treated by a 
doctor and when he went to use the restroom, he 
discovered blood in his urine.

14Meaning-”I bear witness that none deserves worship except God, and I bear witness that Muhammad is the messenger of God.”
15See TRRC Digest Edition 13/14, pages 107 - 115.
168 former NIA officers are currently facing trial for the murder of Solo Sandeng, conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing 
serious bodily hard and making false documents.
17See TRRC Digest Edition 6, pages 40 – 47.
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Eventually, after having his head forced in a barrel of 
dirty water and being slapped multiple times, Modou 
Ngum was taken to Bambadinka.18 On the way, they 
threatened his life and the lives of a number of his 
UDP comrades. When he got to the cell, he found 
Kafu Bayo and Ebrima Jabang unconscious on the 
ground. He recalled Ebrima Jabang had his left eye 
destroyed as a result of his torture session. 

The witness then went on to describe another 
incident where an NIA officer became so angry 
with Nogoi Njie for insulting Yahya Jammeh that 
he ordered one of his subordinates to bring him 
to lethally inject her. Thankfully for Nogoi Njie, the 
subordinate he sent had the sense to hide the 
vinegar and the angry NIA officer let them go.

When asked if there were any other incidents of 
poisoning, Modou Ngum revealed that Lang Marong, 
who was targeted because he was the brother of 
former Vice-President Saihou Sabally, told him he 
was held by his nose and poison was forced inside 
his mouth. He also divulged that one sympathetic 
NIA officer warned them never to eat the plasas19 
because it would be poisoned. The witness recalled 
only being served plasas once, and because they 
had the warning they just picked at the food until it 
was taken away.

After being detained for two weeks, 
the police came to the NIA and took 
their statements. Despite being 
denied legal counsel and never 
seeing a judge, they were served 
with seven charges. 
Sheikh Omar Jeng, who tried to disguise himself 
with the fake name Lamin Saidy Bah, assured them 
that they were being taken home, but Nogoi Njie 
addressed him by his real name and said she was 
sure they were being taken to Mile 2 Prison.

The UDP supporters along with two bystanders were 
taken straight to the then Operations Commander 
“Chief torturer” Ebrima Jammeh20 once arrived 

at Mile 2 Prison. Modou Ngum explained Ebrima 
Jammeh earned the nickname “Chief torturer” 
because he was notorious for going to the cells, 
picking a prisoner, and beating them for no 
apparent reason. The witness said he arrived at 
Mile 2 Prison with Kafu Bayo, Nogoi Njie, Fatoumata 
Camara, Fatoumata Jawara, and Lalo Massaneh 
Jawo. They all had their pictures taken and were 
separated throughout the maximum-security military 
confinement section.

The witness told the Commission that it was 
basically the law at Mile 2 that new detainees would 
be sealed for their first two weeks. He described how 
his cell lacked a mattress or even mosquito netting. 
They arrived on 28th of April 2016, and the next day 
Ousainou Darboe, who was also imprisoned, came 
to see him. A sympathetic prisoner named Modou 
Njie who was accused of being a part of the 30th 
December incident had already given him advice 
on what food was safe to consume, but had been 
unsuccessful in procuring him a mattress. Ousainou 
Darboe was able to get a mattress and mosquito 
netting for all of the UDP supporters by threatening 
to strike and give up his own if they did not all get 
the same treatment.

Modou Ngum’s court proceedings began on 5th May 
2016. Before going to the High Court, he was allowed 
to bathe and borrow shoes. That was the first time 
he had seen any of his family since his arrest on 
14th April 2016. In response to the Lead Counsel, 
the witness said it was only later he learned that 
his uncle had reported him missing after he was 
arrested. 

Kafu Bayo, Alagie Fatty, Lasana Beyai, Lamin Falang 
Sonko, Lang Marong, Modou Touray, Nogoi Njie, 
Fatoumata Jawara, Fatou Camara, and the witness 
were transferred to Janjanbureh Prison and had the 
rest of their trail conducted at Mansa Konko High 
Court. The witness was sentenced to three years 
imprisonment but did not end up serving it all. 

When current President Adama Barrow won the 
2016 presidential election, Modou Ngum recalled, 
there was a celebration throughout the prison. The 

18Bambadinka means crocodile’s pond in Mandinka. It was a chamber located within the NIA premises often used 
for torture sessions.
19A Gambia dish made from sweet potato or cassava leaves and palm oil.
20See TRRC Digest Edition 13/14, pages 132 – 142.
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political prisoners thought they would be released that 
day but Ousainou Darboe explained it would take time 
because there was a handover process. The witness 
candidly confessed hearing that broke his spirit. 

On 8th December 2016, they were taken to court in 
chains and subsequently releaed on bail. The witness 
said he did not know who paid his bail, but that he was 
elated to have been freed. However, the nightmare did 
not end there. 

After their release, several of his 
colleagues passed away including 
Kalelu Saidykhan in 2018, Kaikuta 
Jaiteh in 2020 and Ebrima Janko 
Ceesay in 2017. They had all been 
tortured and suffered. 
The witness stated, “I am not well, and my colleagues too 
are in the same state.”

The Lead Counsel ended his questioning and turned the 
witness over to the Chair. The Chair asked what were 
the arrangements made with the other political parties 
regarding the demonstration on 14th April, and why did 
they fail to appear? Modou Ngum repeated that Solo 
Sandeng made the arrangements and speculated the 
other parties did not show up because they did not have 
enough manpower, were afraid for their lives, and were 
sceptical because they knew the UDP leader did not back 
the event.

Commissioner Samba then asked if the witness ever got 
married after his release. He responded in the negative. 
Commissioner Kah inquired about the witness’ current 
health, to which he replied he does not feel like himself 
anymore and cannot work because he is not well. The 
Chair followed up on that and questioned what he did to 
sustain himself. The witness answered that his uncles 
and father help sustain him because he is unable to do 
so for himself.

In his final remarks, Modou Ngum thanked the TRRC, 
his family, his lawyers, the Victims’ Centre, the UDP 

executives, and the doctor at Kololi clinic who help 
treat him. He then praised the new government for 
their current efforts in security sector reforms and 
appealed to Adama Barrow to build a new prison, 
as Mile 2 Prison will soon be 100 years old. Modou 
Ngum ended his testimony by thanking all citizens of 
The Gambia for their efforts in helping bring change 
to the country.

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary arrest (of Femi Peters in May 2009)

Ensa Badjie 

Arbitrary arrest (of Amadou Jallow in October 2011)

Bahoum

Arbitrary detention (of 26 UDP demonstrators in 
April 2016)

Yankuba Colley, Bai Faal Kebba Bang, Ousman 
Sonko, Saul Badjie, Yankuba Badjie, Louis Richard 
Gomez, Sheikh Omar Jeng, Yankuba Sonko, Lang 
Beyai, Commissioner Sanneh, Ebrima Jammeh

Unlawful interrogation (of Modou Ngum in April 
2016)

Ousman Sonko, Saul Badjie, Yankuba Badjie 

Torture (of Modou Ngum in April 2016)

Tamba Masireh
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Ismaila Ceesay was among the UDP supporters arbitrarily arrested and detained in April 2016. He was 
sentenced to three years in prison in July 2016, but was released after the change in government in January 
2017.
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WITNESS NAME: Fatoumatta SANDENG-DARBOE

TRRC HEARING Date (S): 29th December 2020

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The events of April 14th, 15th 
and 16th 2016; the witness’ flight to Senegal, life as a 
refugee in Senegal and her return to Gambia; the impact 
of April 14th to 16th on the witness’ life and that of her 
family.

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Worked at a 
microfinance institution

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Daughter of Solo Sandeng

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Founder of 
the Solo Sandeng Foundation, Spokesperson of the 
Jammeh2Justice campaign

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe told the Commission that 
she was born on 6th April 1994 in Dippakunda. She 
graduated from Nusrat Senior Secondary School in 2012 
and worked as a musician between 2007 and 2015. 
She also worked for about six months at Supersonicz 
Microfinance. After coming back from exile, she founded 
the Solo Sandeng Foundation to keep the legacy of her 
late father alive and continue fighting for a democratic 
Gambia that is fit for all. At the time of testimony, she is 
also the spokesperson for the Jammeh2Justice campaign 
and is attending college in Germany.

At the invitation of the Lead Counsel, the witness 
explained that Ebrima Solo Sandeng, her father, was 
born on 1st January 1959 and was the youth secretary 
of the United Democratic Party, UDP. She recalled her 
father always being in meetings, including meetings with 
other political parties about forming a coalition. He also 
fought for other peoples’ rights and stood up for them. 
She agreed with the Lead Counsel that her father was 
a political and human rights activist. When asked about 
the depth of her father’s conviction, she replied that her 
father used to say “If I am supposed to be the sacrificial 
lamb for Gambia to be free, then so be it.” 

Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe told the Commission she 
had a very close relationship with her father. She fondly 
recalled how she used to record her father snoring while 

he slept and would play it back to the rest of the 
family to make fun of him. Choking with emotions, 
Fatoumatta Sandeng silently nodded when the Lead 
Counsel said to her “you must miss him very much”.

Moving on to the events of 14th April 2016, the 
witness explained that after the fajr21 prayer her 
father told her that they were going to a peaceful 
protest and he did not know how it would end. He 
told her that whatever happened, she should look 
after the family and warned her not to come home 
until she knew that things were okay. He told her he 
would make sure that her mother and siblings were 
taken to another house for safety. 

That morning when she left for work 
was the last time she saw or spoke 
to her father. 
The Lead Counsel further inquired why her father was 
taking all these precautions for his family. Fatoumatta 
Sandeng-Darboe explained that her father had been 
arrested before, and recalled that the last time he 
was arrested, he spent 22 days at Mile 2 Prison 
after being denied bail. Her father was certain that 
protesting against the government would be met with 
and he may have thought it could extend to his family.

That afternoon, the witness continued, she saw 
women running from Serrekunda towards Sukuta 
from her office window in Bakoteh. She asked one 
woman why they were running and was told there was 
a coup d’état and some people were arrested. The 
witness said she immediately knew that her father 

21The Muslim prayer offered at dawn.
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and his group were arrested. She called her mother who 
confirmed her suspicion and told her to stay put until they 
were sure everything was okay. Later when the witness, 
her mother and younger brother, Muhammed, inquired 
about her father’s whereabouts at police stations, they 
received no information. 

They stayed home the next day as well, waiting to hear the 
fate of their father. Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe explained 
that she was constantly checking social media, and later 
that evening she saw on Seedy Sanneh’s Facebook page 
that Solo Sandeng was being tortured and was in critical 
condition. As she was not certain that this information 
was true, and knowing that her family would have been 
troubled by the news, she encouraged them to go to bed, 
hoping to hear something different the next day. 

On 16th April 2016, she woke to someone screaming. 
When she went outside she saw a small crowd had 
gathered including neighbours, family friends, Ya Kumba 
Jaiteh, and her mother. Apparently, they had just heard 
that Ya Kumba Jaiteh’s sister had seen on Facebook that 
Solo Sandeng had been tortured to death. Ya Kumba 
Jaiteh offered to drive them to Ousainou Darboe’s22 house 
where they hoped they would have more information. 

When they got there and saw Ousainou 
Darboe crying, she concluded that 
what she heard was true and that her 
father had died.
Ousainou Darboe confirmed he heard the news of her 
father’s death from reliable sources, but said he would 
still go to Banjul to corroborate. Later that day, Fatoumatta 
Sandeng-Darboe said, Ousainou Darboe came to their 
house with the late Lamin Dibba and reaffirmed the 
news of Solo Sandeng’s death. Before leaving, Ousainou 
Darboe told them “We cannot let Solo’s death go in vain. 
We can’t let this continue”. He said that he was going to 
hold a press conference at his house later that day.

The witness’ house quickly filled with people, including 
many young people from Dippakunda. She told them 
that she was going to march to demand her father’s 
body, dead or alive, and they were welcome to join her. 

Together they walked to Ousainou Darboe’s house in 
Pipeline. She recalled people behind her shouting 
that Jammeh killed Solo Sandeng as they marched 
on the footpath.

During the press conference at Ousainou Darboe’s 
house, he announced that they were going to march 
to demand Solo Sandeng’s release. He explained 
that the UDP executives would be in the front so that 
whatever happened would happen to them first. They 
wrote slogans such as “Release Solo Sandeng, dead 
or alive” and “Release the Westfield Protesters” to 
carry as they marched. Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe 
said the demonstrators were a broad spectrum of 
men, women, young and old. She specifically named 
Femi Peters, Lamin Dibba, Ousainou Darboe and 
Kemesseng Jammeh23 as those who were at the 
front of the procession.

They left Ousainou Darboe’s house and headed 
towards Westfield, chanting, “We need Solo Sandeng, 
dead or alive”. As they passed Pipeline Mosque, they 
saw two truckloads of soldiers with guns, but were 
not stopped. However, as they got near the Comium 
building, truckloads of paramilitary officers suddenly 
appeared. The officers got off and started beating 
people. She said she did not know if the paramilitary 
had advised the crowd to disperse as she was at the 
back of the group. 

She said they did not have a 
microphone, “the only weapons we 
had were the papers that we held in 
our hands and the voices with which 
we shouted”.
As the officers were beating people, the crowd 
got chaotic. Some people were resisting and the 
paramilitary were throwing protesters in the trucks. 
Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe confirmed that she saw 
a man being hit by the paramilitary with a baton.

The witness and her younger sister were quickly 
bundled into a taxi by someone, and though she tried 
to resist, her brother-in-law encouraged her to go 

22Ousainou Darboe is one of the founding members of the UDP and is still the party’s leader. See TRRC Digest Edition 
5, pages 10 – 15.
23See TRRC Digest Edition 3, pages 16 – 19.
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home so they left. She could not find her younger brother 
at the time, but he later joined them at home having run 
all the way from the scene. He told her he was hit with a 
baton and was followed by paramilitary officers. She told 
the Commission she recalled seeing Ousainou Darboe, 
Kemesseng Jammeh, Femi Peters, the late Lamin Dibba, 
Fanta Darboe and Jukuna Susso among those who were 
arrested. She later learned that they were taken to the 
paramilitary headquarters.

Shortly after they arrived home, Fatoumatta Sandeng-
Darboe continued, a young man ran in and told them 
that soldiers were coming towards their house. She and 
her immediate family members rushed next door to hide 
while Muhammed called Ousainou Darboe’s daughter, 
Yama Darboe, who sent a friend to come and pick them 
up and take them to the Senegalese embassy. Given her 
father’s concerns, and the fact that the soldiers came to 
their home immediately, they did not feel it was safe to 
stay home. 

However, they were denied entry to the Senegalese 
Embassy as it was a Saturday. They hid from the 
paramilitary officers on the road behind the embassy 
while her brother-in-law sent a taxi to take them to his 
house in Sanchaba. They stayed in Sanchaba in hiding 
for about a week. They received no information about 
the whereabouts of her father from the government, who 
made no attempt to interact with the family or even make 
a public statement. 

In fact, she said, not only did the 
government remain silent: they were 
actively hunting them.
Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe told the Commission they 
were hunted for being the family members of Solo 
Sandeng and for speaking out. Realising that they could 
not stay in hiding forever, the witness reached out to a 
friend, who put them in touch with Sohna Sallah of Duga 
DC24 in the United States. Sohna Sallah agreed to help, 
but swore them to secrecy. She put the witness in contact 
with Musa Sarr, a Gambian living in exile in Senegal, who 
sent a driver. 

The witness recalled that it was still dark when they 
left very early in the morning on the 25th of April. They 
divided into two groups – one group crossed by ferry 
and went via Barra and the other used the Giboro 
route. When they got to the border, her brother and 
sister pretended to be villagers to cross. The witness 
was escorted by the driver through the bush to get 
into Senegal. The driver went back into The Gambia 
to pick up her mother and two-year old baby sister. 
Eventually, they all arrived in Senegal safely.

Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe explained that they 
went to Nguekokh as rumours that Yahya Jammeh 
had plain clothed NIA officers in Dakar made it too 
dangerous to travel to the capital. They stayed in 
Senegal for nine months. Sohna Sallah arranged 
for Musa Sarr to rent a house for them, but it only 
had two bedrooms and they were ten people, so they 
had to use the sitting room as another bedroom. 
She called a friend in Gambia who had her salary 
sent to her in Senegal and they bought additional 
mattresses. She slept on a prayer mat initially. 

When asked about the impact of the move to Senegal 
on her and her family, Fatoumatta Sandeng explained 
that due to the circumstances of their departure, 
they did not travel with any clothes and thus had 
no belongings in Senegal. Her younger siblings 
were initially unable to attend school until they were 
registered in a Franco-Arabic school in Nguekorh. She 
said they were assisted by Amnesty International, 
Senegal through Seydi Gassama and Fatou Jagne-
Senghore of Article 19.25

While in Senegal, they came to learn that the April 
14th protesters were taken to court but Solo Sandeng 
never appeared. It was not until June that Sheikh 
Omar Jeng confirmed publicly that Solo Sandeng had 
died in custody, ostensibly due to respiratory failure. 
Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe told the Commission 
she was hiding in the room when she heard the 
news. As she began to speak about reading Nogoi 
Njie’s testimony about what happened to her father, 
the witness broke into tears. 

24Democratic Union of Gambian Activists in Washington DC, a civil society organisation promoting human rights, 
freedom and democracy in The Gambia.
25A human rights organisation that focuses on the defence and promotion of freedom of expression and freedom 
of information worldwide
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“I know how strong my father was,” she 
said, “and torturing him to a point 
where he would succumb to those pains 
would have been very hard torture.”
The witness said she did not break the news to her 
mother immediately. She later showed the article to her 
siblings in private but told them she did not know how to 
break the news to their mother. They called their uncles 
in The Gambia and asked them to tell their mother. She 
recalled that her mother fainted when she heard the 
news. Worried about their mother, they all started crying 
but she eventually recovered.

The Lead Counsel asked what she did in light of her 
father’s death, given that it was election period in The 
Gambia. Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe said that she 
decided to continue her father’s work by campaigning 
against Jammeh through Facebook videos appealing to 
people to vote for the coalition party.26 She also held 
many interviews and reached out to young people in The 
Gambia. 

The night of the election, the witness continued, they 
did not sleep. When the news broke the next morning 
that Adama Barrow had won, the family cried tears of joy 
because Solo Sandeng had achieved what he was fighting 
for and, most importantly, what he died for. They were 
also happy because they would be coming home soon. 
After the elections, when people were being arrested for 
wearing “Gambia Has Decided”27 T-shirts, she reached 
out to friends and they bought spray paint for people to 
write the slogan on walls in the streets. 

The Sandeng family returned home on the 28th January 
2017 after ex-President Jammeh left the country. The 
Lead Counsel shared photos of the Sandeng family in 
Senegal and photos taken when they arrived in Banjul, 
which were admitted into evidence. The witness explained 
that they did not expect to come back home any time 
soon. She told the Commission that her sister had a 
baby in Senegal and she also got married.

Back in The Gambia, the witness and her family were 
invited to the Banjul Police Headquarters and informed 
that her father’s grave was found in Tanji. 

They were told he was buried the 
night he was tortured to death. She 
confirmed that her father was just 
dumped in the grave and not given 
a proper Muslim burial. 
With the family’s permission, the police exhumed the 
body and took a sample to the Edward Francis Small 
Teaching Hospital for a DNA test. It was confirmed 
that the remains were that of Solo Sandeng, but her 
father’s body is still at the hospital after four years, 
denying them closure.

Elaborating on the impact of the experience on her 
family, the witness told the Commission that her 
younger sister Jainaba, who was very close to their 
father, suffers from emotional breakdowns and has 
had to be hospitalised. She explained that she still 
has nightmares of her father being tortured. She said 
she is seeing a psychologist but does not think she 
will ever be able to get over it. Her youngest sister 
who was two years old at the time cannot remember 
their father. She explained that she and her elder 
sister lost their jobs when they went into exile, and 
when they returned found that someone else was 
renting their house. 

The Lead Counsel ended his questioning and handed 
the floor over to the Chair. After thanking the witness 
for her testimony, the Chair lauded Ebrima Solo 
Sandeng’s patriotism and ultimate sacrifice, which he 
said would remain in the annals of Gambia’s history. 
Responding to a question from Bishop Odico, the 
witness confirmed that her father’s remains were still 
at the mortuary, adding that they were told that they 
were still needed for the on-going NIA 928 court case. 

Responding to Commissioner Kah’s question about 
her siblings, Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe explained 
that Muhammed and Jainaba were attending the 
University of the Gambia. Her elder sister works at 
the Gambia Revenue Authority, GRA, and the rest of 
her siblings are still going to school. She added that 
her youngest sibling is now six years old.

26In early 2016, a group of Gambian opposition parties formed an electoral coalition to challenge Yahya Jammeh in the December 
2016 election. 
27“Gambia Has Decided” was a movement in opposition to President Jammeh’s decision to annul the results of the December 2016 
elections.
288 former NIA officers are facing trial for the murder of Solo Sandeng, conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing serious bodily 
harm and making false documents.
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Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe began her final remarks 
by lamenting the difficulty her family faces when people 
that offered help use that and Solo Sandeng’s name to 
score political points. She said sometimes people, after 
helping her family, would take pictures of the receipts and 
circulate it on Facebook. She also addressed claims that 
Solo Sandeng was betrayed by stating that her father was 
an adult who did what he had been doing for years. She 
said he could not be deceived or lured into something 
that he did not want to do and that he went out that day 
because he wanted to. She begged for respect to him 
and their family.

The witness talked about the pain and difficulties victims 
face in their work and in recounting events over and over 
again. However, by coming together as an organisation at 
the Victims’ Centre, she said, they can fulfil the centre’s 
promise to bring Yahya Jammeh and his accomplices to 
justice. 

Fatoumatta Sandeng-Darboe then addressed Yahya 
Jammeh and his associates with an analogy from the 
Sandeng family. She said they used to fight as kids but 
would always unite when they hunted for “dirimo29” at 
home. They would pour soapy water from the laundry into 
the dirimo’s hole and the rest stood by with sticks to beat 
it with and as soon it came out, they would hit it until it 
was weak. 

“This is to say. In the hole that you are 
hiding in, we will fish you out like we 
fished that rat out. We wouldn’t relent. 
One thing I know for sure, brave people 
don’t hide when things are hard. Only 
cowards who hurt people run when 
they are about to get caught. Equatorial 
Guinea might be your rat hole but the 
Sandeng family and victims in general 
will be the kids that pour water in that 
hole and hit that rat until it is weak 
and justice will be ours”.

She concluded that the Jammeh2Justice campaign 
takes inspiration from the Chadians who suffered 
under Hissène Habre but fought for over 20 years 
to him behind bars. They are ready to pursue Yahya 
Jammeh until hell freezes over. If they cannot achieve 
it, the next generation will continue the fight. The 
witness concluded her statement by quoting Martin 
Kyere30: “Jammeh2Justice. This is our greeting and 
this is how we conclude things”. 

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

None

When asked about the 
depth of her father’s 

conviction, she replied 
that her father used to 
say “If I am supposed 
to be the sacrificial 

lamb for Gambia to be 
free, then so be it.” 

29Gambian pouched rat.
30Ghanaian victim and sole survivor of the massacre of the over 56 West African migrants ordered by Yahya 
Jammeh in 2005. He testified before the TRRC on 1st March 2021.
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WITNESS NAME: Ismaila CEESAY and Yahya JAMMEH

TRRC HEARING DATE(S): 29th December 2020

EVENT(S) DISCUSSED: Events of the 16th April 2016 
including the meeting the witnesses attended at Ousainou 
Darboe’s house; the protest staged by the United 
Democratic Party, UDP, demanding the whereabouts of 
Solo Sandeng; the arrest of the witnesses and other 
UDP members; their detention, trial and subsequent 
conviction; events leading to their release. 

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT(S): UDP members

ROLE DURING THE EVENT(S): Arbitrarily arrested, 
detained, and convicted for protesting in 2016

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Ismaila CEESAY 
Unemployed / Yahya JAMMEH Driver

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Before the witnesses were brought in, the Lead Counsel 
and Chair admitted evidence related to previous 
testimonies in Session 19. The witnesses were then 
sworn in separately. The Lead Counsel went over 
the contents of their testimonies before starting the 
questioning with Ismaila Ceesay. Ismaila Ceesay told 
the Commission that he lived in Brufut and that he does 
not work. Yahya Jammeh stated that he was from Jarra 
Tonyataba but currently resides at Tallinding Kunjang, and 
is a driver by profession.

Yahya Jammeh recalled that on the morning of 16th April 
2016, he received a call informing him that there was a 
meeting at Ousainou Darboe’s31 compound that day. He 
later proceeded to the venue, arriving there at around 4 
to 5pm. Ismaila Ceesay replied that he also received a 
call that morning, but had not been able to speak with 

the caller at the time. However, he was later informed 
by Bekai Gitteh that he was wanted at Ousainou 
Darboe’s compound. He headed off, arriving at 
Ousainou Darboe’s house before 10 am.

Ismaila Ceesay said the meeting at Ousainou 
Darboe’s house was well attended and he could not 
tell how many people were there. He remembered 
hearing them say, “Solo Sandeng is somebody that 
we need. Whether he is dead or alive, we need to get 
him.” He said his attention was focused on Ousainou 
Darboe. Ismaila Ceesay later left the house and 
headed towards the Africell area on Kairaba Avenue. 
All of a sudden, he said, a commotion broke out as 
paramilitary officers spilled onto the street and gas 
was released into the air. He lost sight of Ousainou 
Darboe at that point.

Yahya Jammeh explained that when he arrived at 
Ousainou Darboe’s house between 4 and 5pm and 
found people sitting around who told him Ousainou 
Darboe called a press conference. He recalled 
seeing journalists Kemesseng Jammeh32 and Lamin 
Dibba, as well as Dembo by Force Bojang and Kunda 
Nyang among the many party supporters there. He 
said the press conference did not take place, but he 
remembered Ousainou Darboe telling the assembly 
in Mandinka “We are all one big family. Let’s try to 
unite and take care of each other so that the party 
would be able to grow up in strength.”

As they finished praying following 
Ousainou Darboe’s speech, Yahya 
Jammeh continued, Solo Sandeng’s 
family ran in crying, saying that their 
father was dead. 
People jumped up and said that they should 
demonstrate at the Buffer Zone33. The witness said 
the political supporters organised themselves behind 
their leaders, Ousainou Darboe, Modou Sanneh, 
Lamin Dibba and Kemesseng Jammeh and began 
marching towards Africell.

Ismaila Ceesay then told the Commission he was 
among those who followed Ousainou Darboe towards 

31UDP party leader. See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 10 – 15.
32See TRRC Digest Edition 4
33The Buffer Zone is an open park located in Talinding in the Kanifing Municipality used for football matches, meetings 
and events. It is a frequently used by the UDP for their meetings and rallies.
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Africell, but decided to stop after a short distance. After 
he stopped, he saw paramilitary officers who arrived with 
a truck. 

Yahya Jammeh also recalled stopping after a short 
distance and seeing a truck approaching with paramilitary 
officers. The first vehicle that approached them did not 
stop; it just turned and went back. A little later, another 
truck approached, followed by another. Paramilitary 
officers alighted from the second vehicle and fell upon 
the UDP supporters and started beating them. While 
some fired rubber bullets in the air, others were throwing 
people into their trucks. There was total chaos at that 
time. 

Ismaila Ceesay explained that he had not realised that 
the first truck went back, but recalled that when another 
truck joined the first one, people fell on the group. He 
described paramilitary firing guns, hitting people, and 
throwing teargas, which got in his nose and eyes. He 
went to a small shop nearby to ask for some water before 
heading back to Ousainou Darboe’s compound.

Yahya Jammeh told the Commission that when the 
paramilitary started hitting people and firing teargas or 
rubber bullets, he and other people went to the front to 
find Ousainou Darboe. When they discovered Ousainou 
Darboe, he had suffered a head wound and had blood 
smeared all over his white t-shirt.

After confirming a photo of himself, Femi Peters, 
Kemesseng Jammeh, Kebba Colley, Manneh, and Jukuna 
Susso, was taken that day, Yahya Jammeh described 
the injuries he suffered. He explained that he was hit 
on the shoulder during a struggle with an unidentified 
paramilitary officer. He added that up until today, he is 
unable to raise his arm when it gets very cold. When 
asked if any of the paramilitary died that day, the witness 
said yes, but he did not know which paramilitary officer 
that died. 

Further describing the manner in 
which they were arrested, the witness 
explained that all around him, the 
paramilitaries were beating people 
and dumping them into their vehicles.  

The witness said Ousainou Darboe was apprehended 
early, put on a vehicle, and driven away. While he 
jumped into their car, he said he did so after he was 
ordered and against his will as he was only trying 
to avoid being beaten. He was joined in the vehicle 
by Fa Kebba Colley, Jukuna Susso, Fanta Darboe - 
Ousainou Darboe’s daughter - and others. He also 
saw another person from Kiang called Balankang in 
a truck.

Moving on, Yahya Jammeh affirmed that he along 
with other leaders of the UDP he identified in the 
picture were taken to the Police Intervention Unit, 
PIU Headquarters. He said that Kemesseng was 
wounded on the back of his hands and Lamin Jatta 
from Brikama was struck on his head. Others, like 
himself, were beaten but they did not sustain injuries 
that bled. 

Ismaila Ceesay, on the other hand, told the 
Commission that he managed to return to Ousainou 
Darboe’s house. However, while sitting outside, the 
paramilitary found him and told him to board the 
truck. He recounted that he initially resisted and told 
them he had not committed any crime but they later 
persuaded him to board the vehicle. They were taken 
to PIU Headquarters at Kanifing. He added that he was 
very angry at this point. The witness mentioned that 
he saw Momodou Fatty in the vehicle he boarded, but 
Yahya Jammeh and Ousainou Darboe were already at 
the PIU Headquarters when he got there.

Ismaila Ceesay explained that at PIU Headquarters 
they were asked their names, place of residence and 
their political party. A young man from Nuimi with 
the surname Jammeh who worked for the National 
Intelligence Agency, NIA, advised him to say that he 
supported President Yahya Jammeh, otherwise he 
would be taken to Mile 2 Prison. The witness told 
him “I will die but I will never support Yahya Jammeh. 
That is impossible.” 

Continuing, the witness said that Jammeh told him 
to sit down and that they were going to call them to 
go to Mile 2 Prison. Around 6:30pm, they came and 
read the names Ismaila Ceesay, Ousainou Darboe, 
Fa Kebba Colley, Femi Peters, Alhajie Modou Sanneh, 
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Lamin Dibba, Modou Fatty, Ebrima Ceesay, Jukuna Susso, 
and Fanta Darboe from a list. Ismaila Ceesay added that 
there might have been around twenty names, but he did 
not recall the others. They were put on a vehicle and 
taken to Mile 2 Prison where they were placed in different 
cells in confinement.

They got to the prison around 7:30 in the evening, Yahya 
Jammeh narrated, and were taken to the place called 
confinement number 5 and put in a one-man cell. The 
following day, they had their photos taken for identification 
purposes. Yahya Jammeh told the Commission that 
initially, he became afraid because he thought that they 
were about to kill him when the identification placard was 
placed on his neck for the photo.

In response to the Lead Counsel, both 
Ismaila Ceesay and Yahya Jammeh said 
they were not given an opportunity to 
talk to a lawyer, nor told what crime 
they committed, nor taken before a 
judge. 
Yahya Jammeh and Ismaila Ceesay both affirmed that 
they were subsequently taken to court, tried, convicted, 
and sentenced to three years in prison. Ismaila Ceesay 
described the conditions at the prison as “very hard”, 
elaborating that the food, water and sleeping place were 
very bad and sometimes, they did not provide them with 
food. If they became sick and needed medicine, they 
were only provided with sleeping pills. They added that 
they were later allowed family visits once a month.

Yahya Jammeh stated that the prisoner in the cell next to 
his was Masanneh Kinteh’s bodyguard from Nuimi, and 
would sometimes tell them not to eat the food that was 
served and instead gave them his own food. When asked 
why, the witness suggested that President Yahya Jammeh 
was trying to get to them. He elaborated that President 
Yahya Jammeh’s intention was to make Ousainou Darboe 
and his followers suffer regardless of if anybody died in 
the process. When asked if any member of his group died 
while in prison, the witness responded that Solo Koroma 
died after being operated on at the hospital, but he did 
not know what illness he had. 

Ismaila Ceesay attested that he was neither tortured 
nor beaten nor taken to the NIA premises. He explained 
that they were released after Adama Barrow won the 
presidential election just eight months into their jail 
sentence. At this point, Yahya Jammeh interjected to 
say that Adama Barrow did not release them; the law 
freed them. 

When asked about the impact of the arrest and 
imprisonment on him and his family, Ismaila Ceesay 
responded that on the side of his family, there were 
no problems. However, he had a toothache while in 
prison. When he was released all his teeth had to be 
removed and have yet to be replaced. 

Yahya Jammeh said that after his arrest and 
imprisonment, his son’s schooling stopped, as he 
was unable to pay the fees. Later, a friend of his 
helped his son get a job, through which the young 
man is surviving. 

The Lead Counsel thanked the witnesses and 
handed over to the Chair who thanked the witnesses 
for their testimony. Pointing out that both witnesses 
answered the call of their party leaders to demand 
the whereabouts of Solo Sandeng and his colleagues, 
the Chair asked what they thought Solo Sandeng 
was demonstrating for. Ismaila Ceesay responded 
that Solo Sandeng was trying to pull the country out 
of President Yahya Jammeh’s dictatorship. Yahya 
Jammeh agreed.

Yahya Jammeh closed his testimony with a prayer 
for everyone and the country while Ismaila Ceesay 
cautioned citizens of The Gambia to not allow a 
dictatorship to return.

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony 
(Ismaila Ceesay): 

Arbitrary detention (of Ismaila Ceesay in 2016)

Jammeh

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony 
(Yahya Jammeh): 

None
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and fired teargas into the crowd. As the women 
scattered in separate directions, the paramilitary 
officers gave chase. 

As she ran away, Kaddy Samateh 
narrated, “a paramilitary officer came 
from behind and hit me. I fell down, 
and after I fell he did not let me be.” 
She recounted how he pursued her into a ditch, at 
which point another officer joined him and together 
they began beating her with their batons all over her 
body. In the mayhem, her husband’s nephew, who she 
identified as “Baby Police” and was later revealed to 
be named Ebrima, recognised her headscarf and put 
himself between her and the paramilitary officers 
and urged her to run away.

The witness explained that in that moment she was 
dizzy and not entirely sure where she was going. She 
divulged she had given birth only 40 days before the 
incident. As she tried to escape, another paramilitary 
officer came from behind, picked her up, and threw 
her into a parked truck. She described how she was 
wearing a dress and said he put his hand between 
her legs and exposed her thigh while picking her up 
and throwing her in the truck. 

In the back of the truck, Kaddy Samateh continued, 
the paramilitary officers, who were wearing masks 
covering their faces, began kicking her and insulting 
her mother. She said they told her she was a bad 
person who wanted to depose Yahya Jammeh and 

WITNESS NAME: Kaddy SAMATEH

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 30th December 2020

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The 14th April 2016 attack on 
protesters; the assault and arbitrary arrest and detention 
of the witness and her infant in May 2016

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Housewife

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Arbitrarily arrested and 
detained alongside her infant child because of her 
husband’s political views

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Housewife

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Kaddy Samateh began her testimony by telling the 
Commission she was born in Bakoteh. After consulting 
her ID card, she confirmed she was born in January 1991. 
She said she is married to Modou Fatty and together 
they have three children: Aisha Fatty, Fatima Fatty, and 
Sulayman Fatty.

When asked to describe the incident of 9th May 2016, the 
witness took the story back to the arrest of her husband 
and Ousainou Darboe,34 the leader of the opposition 
party - the United Democratic Party, UDP - a few weeks 
beforehand on the 14th of April. Hearing he would be 
in court on 9th May, she left her daughter Aisha Fatty, 
who was just a baby at the time, with Mariama Dibba, 
whose father was a leader in the UDP, and went to the 
courthouse in Banjul with other UDP supporters. 

After court ended at 2pm and her husband promptly 
returned to prison, Kaddy Samateh continued, the Police 
Intervention Unit, PIU, closed the road connecting Banjul 
to the rest of the country, essentially leaving the UDP 
supporters stuck on the island. Assessing their options, 
some of the people she was with suggested they walk 
back to Kombo while others pointed out it was a long 
distance. 

They began walking, but around the Christian cemetery 
they met a group of soldiers who forced them onto a 
waiting truck, which dropped them off at Iceman junction.35 
While they debated whether to keep walking or stay put, 
another group of paramilitary officers closed in on them 

34See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 10 – 15.
35A junction in Kanifing just on the other side of Denton Bridge that connects the island of Banjul to the rest of the 
country.
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She described how Lily Bojang had been slapped 
until her cheek was injured and Sukai Dahaba had 
been beaten with a baton in an area she had had a 
prior medical operation. Isatou Saidy, she said, did 
not sustain injuries. 

Turning to herself, the witness described how her feet, 
thighs, hands, and shoulders all sustained injuries 
and still pain her to this day. She said apart from 
a paramilitary officer resident named “Bum” Sowe 
who took it upon herself to massage the witness 
with shea butter every morning, she was offered no 
medical attention. At the PIU, they were taken to a 
large room where they could lie down. 

Kaddy Samateh told the Commission she later 
learned that a family member had seen her getting 
arrested and had called Mariama Dibba to bring the 
witness’ baby to the PIU because she was crying 
and had a rising temperature. Mariama Dibba took 
Aisha Fatty to Ousainou Darboe’s compound, where 
Antouman Gaye, who was collecting names of those 
arrested, gave her the fare to go to the PIU compound 
to plead for the witness’ release with the baby.

At the gates of the PIU, Baba Jobe told Mariama Dibba 
her father, Lamin Dibba, was worse than a murderer. 
A PIU officer named Fatoumata Baldeh then took the 
baby from Mariama Dibba to the office of Inspector 
General Ousman Sonko. An argument followed over 
whether to release the witness and her baby, or to 
bring the baby to the witness in detention. 

According to the witness, it was 
Ousman Sonko who said the baby 
should be detained alongside the 
witness.
The next day, Kaddy Samateh continued, her nephew 
tried to bring new clothes and diapers for Aisha Fatty, 
but was warned that anyone who came to the PIU 
would be arrested. “Baby Police” brought in diapers 
for the witness a few times by hiding them under his 
clothes, but he was eventually reported and punished. 

warned she would regret her actions. She told the 
Commission she could not remember how long she 
was in the truck nor how many people were beating her 
because “in that moment I was not myself.”

The witness was then taken to a big hall at the PIU - 
barefoot and without her headscarf or purse - where 
she met Amie Bayo and Fatoumatta Sarr and was later 
joined by Lily Bojang, Sukai Dahaba,36 and Isatou Saidy. 
They were made to stand with a wooden plaque to be 
photographed. She later added that there were also 
men in the room, including Modou Sarr, Solo Kuroma, 
Jerreh Fatty, and Yahya Jammeh.37 After Sukai Dahaba 
was brought into the room, an NIA officer named Bintou 
Manga told the women she was the witch of the police 
and took their statements. 

According to Kaddy Samateh, after they took her statement 
Bintou Manga asked how much her political convictions 
were worth and insinuated that if she accepted Yahya 
Jammeh they would be released. She told the officer that 
she was lactating while her baby was crying at home. 
When Bintou Manga asked if it was worth leaving the 
baby at home, the witness explained how she had not 
seen her husband in weeks and this was why she went 
to court. Apparently, Bintou Manga continued berating 
the witness, asking if any man was worth leaving her 
breastfeeding baby. At this point the other NIA officers 
present, all of whom were men, told Bintou Manga she 
was shameless for denigrating the institution of marriage.

When asked if they were informed of the charges against 
them, the witness said they were told they broke the law, 
which they connected to not accepting Yahya Jammeh. 
She said there were no independent witness present 
while she gave her statement and instead paramilitary 
officers holding their batons surrounded her. 

“Things were alleged against me that I 
did not do,” she explained. “They asked 
me to sign and I refused.”
After she refused to sign their statement, Kaddy Samateh 
was taken to another room where she was reunited with 
some of the other women she had been brought in with. 

36Sukai Dahaba also testified during the 19th session of the TRRC.
37Yahya Jammeh (not the former President) also testified during the 19th Session of the TRRC.
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After that, Fatoumata Baldeh would sometimes sneak in 
sanitary materials. Apart from that, the witness never got 
any fresh clothes for her baby during their detention. 

The witness said the room they were detained in was 
narrow with one window that was always closed. The 
mattresses were small and dirty, they had no protection 
from mosquitos, and there was no ventilation. The six 
women had to sleep with their feet on one another. The 
food, she said, was inedible. She later said they were 
given the opportunity to bathe, but none of them dared 
out of fear. 

The morning after they arrived, Fatoumata Baldeh woke 
the women up early and ordered them to clean the PIU 
compound. 

Kaddy Samateh said she was forced 
to leave her baby in the room while 
they did the chores. She said no one 
was allowed back inside until the 
chores were completed and she could 
hear Aisha Fatty crying while she was 
forced to work.
According to the witness, the PIU officers made no new 
arrangements to ensure the baby was comfortable apart 
from sometimes bringing fresh bread. She said she 
washed Aisha Fatty with what little water they were given, 
but her skin started to peel off. She said the PIU officers 
were notified, but did nothing. 

Meanwhile, Kaddy Samateh testified, her feet were 
swollen, she was suffering a blood clot, and she was 
unable to walk or raise her hand. Reading from the 
witness’ previous statement, Counsel Singhateh divulged 
that the witness was also urinating blood, and would 
sometimes split the diapers she had in half to experience 
slight relief. The bloody urine continued throughout her 
detention even though she told a woman paramilitary 
officer after a few days. 

After five days in detention, a PIU vehicle came and 
took the women and Aisha Fatty to a magistrate court in 
Kanifing. She described how her baby’s name was read 

aloud in court alongside the other UDP supporters. 
She approached the magistrate, who she said was 
from Nigeria but whose name she forgot, with her 
baby in her arms, but was still denied her release on 
bail. Their case was sent to the high court where they 
secured bail and were allowed to return home. 

She said she was detained at PIU 
with Aisha Fatty for a total of 11 
days. 
After repeating the conditions of her detention, the 
witness revealed it was someone named Mai Tamba 
who reported “Baby Police” for bringing in the diapers. 
According to Kaddy Samateh, Mai Tamba then joked 
they were going to bring diapers in for all the women 
inmates. Isatou Saidy, the eldest of the detainees, 
was so offended by her junior telling her she would 
have to wear diapers she refused to eat all day.

A little later in her testimony, the Counsel asked the 
witness to described an incident involving tear gas 
at the prison. She explained that around dusk on the 
first day of her detention, after a heated exchange 
between Isatou Dibba and an officer, a soldier threw 
tear gas into the cell in an attempt to break the “UDP 
strongwomen.” 

Aisha Fatty immediately began 
coughing and the witness gave her 
her breast to suckle and covered 
her in a cloth. However, “even after 
that she would sleep for a time and 
wake up and start coughing. She 
was suffocating.”
After the break, the Counsel asked the witness to 
describe any skin conditions her baby suffered during 
her 11-day detention. The witness said her skin was 
peeling off and there were cuts under her armpits. 
She then held photos taken after they were released 
to the camera, which showed the baby, who was very 
small and covered in red spots, and her older sister. 
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evening because the guards made it difficult for their 
relatives to deliver food. All she had to clean her 
baby was an old dirty sack and sponge. There was 
no mosquito net and they were not providing with any 
bedding except for a small mattress for the baby. At 
one point someone brought her some diapers. When 
asked about bathing, she said, “we don’t even have 
water to drink much more to bathe the baby.”

Two days later, she appeared before the High Court, 
where her lawyers pointed out they had already been 
released on bail. The judge acknowledged that their 
arrest had been wholly illegal and ordered them 
released according to the conditions of their first bail. 

The witness said the second 
detention caused even more red 
spots on her baby’s body and cracks 
around her throat and arms. 
Kaddy Samateh told the Commission she was going 
back and forth to her husband’s court dates until 
the election in December 2016. The Monday after 
Adama Barrow defeated Yahya Jammeh at the polls, 
Ousainou Darboe and her husband were released.

The Counsel then asked the witness how her family 
coped when her husband was detained at Mile 2 
Prison and she was at the PIU. The witness said while 
they were detained the authorities were looking for 
her other daughter, who started wearing the niqab to 
hide. They were evicted from the compound they were 
living in and when she was released she was able to 
find a place to rent, even though the conditions were 
far from ideal. 

After the 2016 election and her husband’s release, 
Kaddy Samateh was still ordered to return to court. 
This time her husband accompanied her. When the 
charge sheet was being read out and Aisha Fatty’s 
name was included, he grew so angry they had to 
take him outside to calm down. By the end of the 
day, the judgement was passed that the witness was 
free to go. 

When they were released, the witness disclosed, “It is 
the elder sister who takes care of her and bathes her and 
does a lot of things for her because I am always scared 
to touch her skin.” After being bailed out, the witness 
continued, they went to Dr. Ceesay38 where they received 
medical attention for the baby and for her bloody urine. 

A few days after being released on bail, she was told she 
was wanted in court. After the court proceedings, as the 
witness and her fellow UDP supporters were leaving the 
court, a policeman from headquarters named Almamo 
Manga intercepted them and ordered them to board a 
vehicle. When the witness asked where they were being 
taken, he apparently responded by insulting her mother. 

She said the judge did not know about 
their re-arrest and even the presence 
of their lawyers was of no help as they 
were forced to board the vehicle and 
taken to headquarters. 
Kaddy Samateh said she and baby Aisha were taken to 
Police Headquarters alongside Lily Bojang, Fatoumatta 
Sarr, Amie Bayo, and Isatou Saidy. When they arrived, 
they were all put in one cell but not told why they were 
being re-arrested. Amie Bayo, Fatoumatta Sarr, and the 
old woman Isatou Saidy were released but the witness, 
her baby Aisha Fatty, and Lily Bojang were left there. She 
suggested she was targeted because her husband was a 
known supporter of the UDP. 

This cell, the witness continued, was very tight with one 
small opening for ventilation. Aisha Fatty began crying, 
and this time an officer who was a woman heard the 
cries and confronted Almamo Manga. The witness was 
subsequently let out of the cell and spent the night in a 
corner where they left discarded materials. The witness 
then told the Commission that on a later date when she 
was attending another court date for her husband and 
Ousainou Darboe, she heard that it was Yahya Jammeh 
who had ordered her re-arrest. 

Kaddy Samateh said they spent two days in the Police 
Headquarters. On the first day, they did not eat until 

38See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 27 – 28. 
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Returning to the eviction, the witness claimed that they 
were told to leave the compound because the hosts were 
Jola and the witness and her family was Mandinka and 
they belonged to different political parties. The witness 
clarified their ethnic differences had never been a problem 
in their relationship until politics entered the equation. 

The Counsel then ended her questions and passed the 
witness over to the Chair. 

The Chair confirmed that indeed her 
baby was officially charged with a 
crime and that when Aisha Fatty was 
told to identify herself in court, the 
witness had to raise her up for all to 
see. 
Imam Jallow then confirmed that Ousainou Darboe and 
her husband also had their cases discharged by the court 
after Adama Barrow won the elections. Commissioner 
Kah then asked about the witness’ health, to which 
she replied that her left arm was still dysfunctional but 
the pain elsewhere had eased. In her final remarks the 
witness greeted her family and asked God to bless them 
all.

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary detention and obtaining false statements and 
confessions (from Kaddy Samateh in May 2016)

Bintou Manga

Arbitrary detention (of Aisha Fatty, a minor)

Ousman Sonko, Fatoumata Baldeh, Mai Tamba

Arbitrary arrest and detention (of Kaddy Samateh, 
Aisha Fatty, Lily Bojang, Fatoumatta Sarr, Amie Bayo, 
and Isatou Saidy in May 2016)

Almamo Manga
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Kaddy Samateh was arrested in 2016 because of her husband’s political views. She was detained at the PIU with 
her infant child, Aisha Fatty for a total of 11 days. When they appeared in court, her baby was officially charged 
with a crime. Kaddy Samateh had to raise the baby up for all to see when she (the baby) was told to identify 
herself in court.
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WITNESS NAME: Sukai DAHABA

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 31st December 2020

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: April 2016 protests against 
Yahya Jammeh; the “Kalama revolution”; the witness’ 
arrest, assault, and detention, her escape to Senegal, 
and the effect the ordeal had on her and her family

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Businesswoman 

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Assaulted, arbitrarily 
arrested, and detained 

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Businesswoman 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Sukai Dahaba began her testimony by saying she is 
sometimes known as the Kalama39 Revolution. She 
said she was born in June 1975, currently resides in 
Latrikunda, and is a businesswoman. In 2016, she said, 
she was cooking in her home when one of her children 
told her that Solo Sandeng had been killed. She stopped 
cooking at once and went to Solo Sandeng’s compound. 
She said she remembers one of her children telling her 
to be careful as she walked out the door.

When the witness arrived at Solo Sandeng’s compound 
in Dippakunda, it was full of people. Upon seeing Nyima, 
Solo Sandeng’s wife, she fell to the ground. Nyima told the 
witness that her husband had been killed. The witness 
responded by crying and shouting, and then leaving for 
the compound of Ousainou Darboe,40 the party leader of 
the United Democratic Party, UDP.

At Ousainou Darboe’s compound in Pipeline, Sukai 
Dahaba continued, she found the party leader holding 
a press conference asking those protesting to know 
Solo Sandeng’s whereabouts do so peacefully. She 
said she recognised Femi Peters, Lamin Dibba, 
Kemesseng Jammeh,41 and Fa Kebba Colley in the 
crowd. 

After the press conference, the UDP 
supporters stood up and began 
marching towards the Westfield 
junction chanting, “Give us Solo, 
whether he is dead or alive.”
When they got to the Elton petrol station a group of 
paramilitary42 personnel arrived in the back of a truck. 
Without any warning, they started attacking the 
demonstrators with their truncheons. She said she 
remembered Ousainou Darboe was hit in the head 
and was bleeding, as well as Lamin Dibba, Femi Peters 
and Kemesseng Jammeh. They then fired teargas 
into the crowd and grabbed the demonstrators, both 
men and women, and threw them in the back of the 
truck. She said the only officer she recognised was 
a woman named Sibo. During the attack, she was 
beaten with a hosepipe on her lower legs. 

Sukai Dahaba said a woman led her to her house 
where she took shelter while teargas was thrown 
at the compound gate. Around 1pm, she noticed 
the woman had left and returned to her home in 
Latrikunda. Believing that someone in the compound 
she was living in was watching her, she collected all 
their belongings and moved to a temporary residence. 
She did this out of fear for her children. 

A few days later, the witness went to the Banjul 
courthouse with family members of people who had 
been arrested at the Elton station. Moved by all the 
people she saw, the witness raised a large wooden 
calabash in the air and began chanting. After further 
questioning from the Deputy Lead Counsel, Sukai 
Dahaba acknowledged that she was the first person 

39Kalama in Mandinka refers to a smaller calabash used for drinking liquids and porridges.
40See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 10 – 15.
41See TRRC Digest Edition 3, pages 16 – 19.
42Many witnesses at the TRRC refer to the Police Intervention Unit, PIU, as the paramilitaries.
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to raise a calabash that day and call for the liberation of 
Solo Sandeng, Ousainou Darboe, Fatou Camara, Njogu 
Njie, and Fatoumata Jawara.

After that day at the courthouse, women supporters of 
the UDP decided together to embrace the calabash and 
a traditional broom as their protest symbols as they 
demonstrated at the courthouse and in other venues. 
Later on, women started sweeping the floor or just sitting 
on the floor with their brooms. Sukai Dahaba explained 
that everyone knows the kalama and it is not associated 
with violence. “After we started the revolution by raising 
up those objects that’s how I knew whatsoever the case 
may be Yahya Jammeh will fall. 

This is why we held up these two objects, 
the calabash and the broom, even if 
they were beating people, these objects 
were always in our hands.”
After a few protests with the calabashes and brooms, the 
paramilitary started guarding the court and forcing the 
women to gather near the old parliament. The witness 
described how towards the end of the court proceedings 
each afternoon they would leave the pre-designated 
protest area and march on the back road to the court. 
She said this happened at least three times. The Deputy 
Lead Counsel then presented a photo of the witness 
holding the calabash and broom from one of the protests.

Sukai Dahaba then told the Commission that the 
government told the public transportation conductors not 
to take them on their buses, meaning they had to walk 
back to Kombo from Banjul. One day, as they began the 
long slog home, they were met by a large group of armed 
soldiers at the bond road junction43 in Banjul before Mile 
2 Prison. The soldiers told them to wait while they brought 
vehicles to pick them up. Some of the demonstrators 
boarded the vehicles, but the witness said she told them 
to descend or they would likely be arrested.

Soon after Modou Sarr, another UDP supporter, arrived 
in his own vehicle, picked up the protesters, and took 
them back into Kombo. The witness remembered 
chanting as they passed Mile 2. Modou Sarr dropped 
them in Jeshwang where they continued to parade 

around with their banners. She said that day they 
were an especially large crowd. As they approached 
the paramilitary camp, the former inspector general 
and Landing Bojang came out of the building. The 
paramilitaries approached the group to arrest them 
but the marchers continued on their way.

Sukai Dahaba said they sought refuge in a large 
sales place on the side of the road. At first, one of 
the women working there told them they could not 
stay there, but a man came along and told her to 
leave them alone. The witness said she grew angry 
and went back onto the road. A young paramilitary 
man who recognised her as the person who had 
started the Kalama revolution approached her and 
struck her on her legs with a truncheon and kicked 
her back. He then pulled her up and told her to run. 
When she refused and walked at a normal pace, 
he hit her back. Later in her testimony, she said he 
broke her calabash. 

As she was marched into the Police Intervention Unit, 
PIU, compound, she narrated, the officers standing 
around began striking her face and hurling insults at 
her. She was taken to a room with other women who 
had also been arrested. She said while they were 
sitting on the floor suddenly a teargas canister went 
off. 

Before they stopped for the break, the Chair asked 
the witness how the calabash is a symbol of peace. 
Sukai Dahaba responded that, in fact, after two 
people get married, a large calabash is hung in a 
room, and the husband and wife fight for it. Whoever 
reaches the calabash first has the right to hit the 
other person with it. 

Imam Jallow then jumped in to say 
that in his culture the calabash 
symbolises change as it is something 
that rotates between people, and 
the broom represents sweeping 
something away that needs to be 
gotten rid of. 

43Now called Kankujereh road.
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to be let out on bail. The witness later testified that 
the magistrate hearing the matter left the court room 
a few times to take phone calls. 

The witness then related how her elder brother, 
Modou Lamin Dahaba, saw her and tried to approach, 
but was stopped by a paramilitary officer. He started 
crying, but through a lawyer named Nenneh she was 
able to tell him where to get money to look after 
her children. When asked about the state of Kaddy 
Samateh’s baby Aisha, who had also been brought 
to court, the witness said she was the first to bathe 
Aisha. On the way out of the courtroom, Lily Bojang fell 
down and was picked up and taken away elsewhere.

As they left the courtroom, Sukai Dahaba narrated, 
she realised a large crowd had assembled outside 
and she began chanting “Kalama revolution” as they 
were escorted to the vehicle. “I was very unhappy 
that day but I was happy in another way,” she said. 
In the back of the truck, they were made to sit on 
the floor by men who were pointing guns at them, 
“but after I had shouted out Kalama revolution, some 
other people started shouting out Kalama revolution 
as well.”

Back at the PIU compound, the witness continued, 
they all sat in silence for a while. Sometime later 
they were released. It was in the evening, she said, 
because the Government did not want the UDP to 
know. That night she went straight home to her three 
children who were all under the age of 18. 

Sukai Dahaba described how when she got home she 
lay next to her sleeping 1-year and 8-month-old son, 
Modou Lamin. However, when she called to him, he 
did not respond. Even when her daughter tried to tell 
him that his mother had returned, he just stayed lying 
down. The next morning, when she asked point blank 
whether he recognised her, he asked who she was. 
She later explained that she had lost a lot of weight 
during her detention. He then told her to go buy him a 
Vimto, which she did. When she laughed as he drank 
the soft drink “He looked at me and realised that I 
was his mum. Then he came and hugged me.”

After the break, the witness described how when the 
room they were kept in at the PIU was full, detainees were 
taken to the paramilitary officers’ sleeping quarters. The 
men, some of whom were injured, were later separated 
out and taken to MacCarthy44 Prison, leaving five women 
including Lily Bojang, Kaddy Samateh, and her baby 
Aisha.45 The witness said that Kaddy Samateh had been 
severely maltreated during her arrest. She remembered 
her statement being taken by a woman police officer with 
the surname Jobe. 

The next night, Sukai Dahaba continued, she began 
feeling serious pain. When she lay down, she immediately 
became unconscious. She was taken to a doctor who put 
her on a drip and brought her back to consciousness. 
She later told him she was feeling pain throughout her 
body and he gave her paracetamol and another medicine. 
She added that he also brought her pads when she had 
her period. Despite her injuries, she said, she was still 
expected to do daily tasks including washing dishes from 
the entire compound. 

The witness recalled a PIU officer named Fatoumata 
Baldeh who would sometimes buy chicken and sneak it 
in for the detainees. She also mentioned a woman officer 
named Mai Tamba who lived at Serrekunda Police Station 
who gave them problems. She said this officer told them 
not to bother her if they wanted to visit the restroom at 
night. Instead, she said, they were taken to restrooms 
occupied by male PIU officers. The food was inedible and 
one of the women they were detained alongside refused 
to eat it. She added they had to take their showers and 
bathe outside. 

Sukai Dahaba told the Commission that 
her family did not know she had been 
detained until after about eight days at 
the PIU Headquarters in Kanifing, she 
and the other women were brought in 
front of a judge. 
The witness did not remember being served a charge 
sheet, but recalled the presence of lawyers. She also 
confirmed that her lawyers made an application for them 

44Also known as Janjanbureh. 
45Kaddy Samateh also testified during the 19th session of the TRRC.
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One day while was watching TV with Modou Lamin when 
she heard a knock at the door. She opened the door 
– while carrying Modou Lamin – and someone grabbed 
her neck while another person else hit her. She later 
described her assailants as wearing paramilitary 
uniforms. While one of the men held her, the other broke 
into her drawer and took 381,000 dalasi46 she had saved 
from her business. On the way out of the house, one of 
the men injected her with a syringe. 

After the men left, Sukai Dahaba scaled the fence into 
the neighbour’s compound with her two daughters and 
Modou Lamin. They stayed there until the next morning 
when she briefly returned to get her wallet then went to her 
family’s compound. She asked her brother to accompany 
her to Kaolack in Senegal, but noted that his wife was 
pregnant and he needed to stay with her. Even though he 
was unavailable to escort her, she told her brother she 
would flee into Senegal with her children. 

The witness remembered covering her face with her scarf 
as they passed over Denton Bridge. After waiting some 
time for the ferry, she crossed the river and got a car to 
the border. At the border she told the driver not to wait 
for her on the other side of the customs check point. 
She passed the first one without being stopped. As they 
approached the second checkpoint, she got out of the car 
and went into the grass with her children in the direction 
of the border. She later admitted that at the time she did 
not know even a single person in Senegal.

Sukai Dahaba said it took her hours to walk across the 
border with her children, as she did not know the way. 
When she finally arrived in the village in Senegal, she 
fell to the ground out of exhaustion. She said a kind 
Senegalese man gave her some meat to eat, but her 
kids ate it before she could have more than one piece. 
“Even if I was going to die,” she said, “my children would 
be safe.”

The witness told the man she knew where she was going 
in Senegal, but had no money. The man escorted her 
to the nearest public garage, gave them some money, 
and left. She then went up to the police station. When a 
policeman tried to drive her away, she refused to leave. 
He then led her to a small room and said she could rest 
if she wanted. Her kids immediately fell asleep. 

After a rest, Sukai Dahaba continued, she gathered 
her children and went to Kaffrine where she called 
her elder brother and asked him to come escort her. 
On the phone he told her that he had actually been 
attacked, likely, she told the Commission, because 
he had paid her bail. He agreed and they met in 
Kaolack. She then called someone who connected 
her with a friend in Europe who told her to take a car 
to Mbour. 

When they arrived in Mbour, a woman she identified 
as Mama picked her up and took her to her compound 
where she was installed in a room with her kids. After 
moving around to a few places, she finally found a 
comfortable living situation in Sally. Her patron in 
Europe sent a little money and she was able to buy 
a cooking pot and basin. She spent 8 months living 
hand to mouth with her kids. 

Sukai Dahaba said she missed Gambia and wanted 
to return for the 2016 election, but she had to think 
about her children. After Adama Barrow won the 
elections, she called her brother, who by that point 
was back in Gambia, and he told her to wait to return. 
She ended up waiting until Yahya Jammeh had fled to 
return home.

The Deputy Lead Counsel then ended her questioning 
and turned the witness over to the Chair. In response 
to a question from him, the witness said she moved 
twice in Senegal. Commissioner Samba then asked 
the witness about the effect of the ordeal on her 
health. She said her health problems were due to 
Yahya Jammeh’s rule. She also said that when she 
returned to Gambia her children returned to school. 
Commissioner Kah asked about the schooling 
situation while she was in Senegal, and she said she 
took her kids to school there, but it was in French, 
which was very difficult for them. 

In her concluding remarks, Sukai Dahaba addressed 
the TRRC and the members of her compound. She 
prayed for her family and for Ousainou Darboe, who 
she said helped pay her children’s school fees. She 
also said she prayed for Solo Sandeng in heaven. 
She ended by praying for everyone at the TRRC. 

46The equivalent of USD 8,905.
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Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary arrest (of UDP demonstrators in 2016)

Sibo

Arbitrary detention (incommunicado of Sukai Dahaba 
in 2016)

Fatoumata Baldeh and Mai Tamba
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WITNESS NAME: Tamsir JASSEH 

TRRC HEARING Date (S): 4th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The witness’ relationship with 
former Chief of Defence Staff Ndure Cham; the escape of 
Ndure Cham; the witness’ arbitrary arrest, interrogation 
and torture at the NIA; his unlawful detention at Mile 2 
Prison, his court proceedings, his release and relocation 
to the United States.

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Director General of 
Immigration, Restaurant owner

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Assisted in the escape 
of Ndure Cham, unlawfully arrested, arbitrarily detained 
and tortured.

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Not mentioned 

 SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Tamsir Jasseh was born in August 1957 in Banjul. After 
completing his basic education in The Gambia, he moved 
to the United States in 1984 where joined the United 
States Marines and later obtained a bachelor’s and 
master’s degree. He also completed his postgraduate 
education, earning certificates in public administration 
and justice studies.

The witness returned to The Gambia in December 1994 
for his mother’s funeral. While there, he noticed some 
opportunities to improve the Gambian police force and 
wrote a reform programme. He gave his suggestions to 
then Inspector General of Police, IGP, Pa Sallah Jagne. 
He was invited back in July 1999 and appointed to the 
position of police advisor. After the April 2000 student 
protests, Sankum Badjie was appointed IGP and Tamsir 
Jasseh his deputy. He remained in the position until in 
December 2000, when he presented a paper on the role 
of security forces in a democracy that was popular with 
his audience, but not with President Yahya Jammeh.

After 11th September 2001, he was called back to The 
Gambia by the British High Commission to devise a plan 
to increase their security in The Gambia. Ousman Badjie, 
the then minister of interior, offered him the position of 
director general of immigration where he oversaw the 

creation of an interior enforcement unit. He also 
worked with the late Abdourahman Touray to introduce 
new national identification cards and create a new 
department called passport and civil registration 
directory. The witness explained why they wanted to 
reduce the handling of cash within the immigration 
department, “We had a lot of discrepancies with 
cash handling, and it was distracting the efforts of 
enforcement.”

On the first day of Ramadan in 2005, Tamsir 
Jasseh was arrested. He told the Commission he 
never received any official reason as to why he was 
arrested, but the late Major Badjinka told him that 
it was because President Jammeh felt the new ID 
cards were interfering with his politics. The witness 
went on to explain that the new ID cards would have 
made it nearly impossible for non-Gambians to get 
voter cards. He admitted this was his goal as he had 
information about voter fraud, “and my view is if you’re 
going to win the election it’s got to be fair and square”.

The witness said he was eventually released from 
police custody and was fired, but decided to stay in 
The Gambia as a restaurant owner. His restaurant 
the Banjul Terrace Restaurant was marketed towards 
senior government officials and others who did 
government work that wanted a nice environment 
to eat in. He acknowledged that many Alliance for 
Patriotic Reorientation and Construction, APRC, 
members frequented his restaurant including Ndure 
Cham who was a regular. He affirmed that he and 
Ndure Cham were quite friendly and often discussed 
the state of The Gambia. 
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He recounted the conversation they 
had prior to Ndure Cham’s appointment 
as Chief of Defence Staff where Ndure 
Cham told him “maybe it’s time to 
change Jammeh.“
Tamsir Jasseh inquired more and came to understand 
that Ndure Cham’s major concern was not the corruption, 
but that killings were happening under Yahya Jammeh’s 
watch. Tamsir Jasseh recalled Ndure Cham expressing 
he thought he may be a victim. The witness did not take 
him seriously at first but came to realise that Ndure 
Cham did not let up on the topic. The witness requested 
that Ndure Cham keep him in the dark about the details, 
but wanted to know who would replace Yahya Jammeh if 
the coup were to succeed and if Lang Tambong Tamba47 
was privy to the plans?

The witness recalled telling Ndure Cham “if you bring in 
someone worse than Jammeh, the Gambian people will 
never forgive you”. Ndure Cham confided in him that 
Alieu Jobe48 was to be the transitional leader and shared 
Alieus Jobe’s credentials. The witness said he objected 
based on Alieu Jobe’s young age and lack of experience. 
As for Lang Tambong Tamba, Ndure Cham clearly stated 
that he had no knowledge of or involvement in the coup 
plot.  However, Tamsir Jasseh acknowledged that this 
conversation happened one year and six months before 
the coup attempt in March 2006 and anything could have 
changed during the time.

Tamsir Jasseh claimed he suggested the late Bishop 
Tilewa Johnson as the transitional leader because he 
believed his background as a member of a minority tribe 
and religion would make it hard for him to try and overstay 
his welcome. The witness also advised Ndure Cham to 
refrain from ostracising members of the APRC if the coup 
succeeded. 

At some point before the coup attempt, the witness 
explained, he went to see the Senegalese ambassador 
about a cooking gas shortage. According to the witness 
that was all he spoke to the Senegalese ambassador 
about, but “the significance of that visit was magnified 
by some members of the NIA and those that were in the 

panel” in their quest to create a set of facts that 
would support the narrative that Yahya Jammeh 
wanted.

On 22nd March 2006, the witness continued, he 
received a call from Ndure Cham informing him 
that the coup had failed. Ndure Cham asked Tamsir 
Jasseh for help leaving the country in order to avoid 
arrest and execution. The witness agreed and had 
Ndure Cham arrange for an individual to wait for him 
in Farato. The individual gave the agreed-upon signal 
he followed him by car to Ndure Cham’s location.

It was around 4pm, and they decided to take the 
main road to the border because he did not think 
anyone would expect them to be so bold. The plan 
worked, he said, because the security was so weak. 
After crossing the border, the witness dropped Ndure 
Cham off and told him he would help him apply for 
asylum in Germany by contacting the late Mrs. Korr. 
According to the witness, Ndure Cham travelled light, 
wearing flip-flops and a little money. 

Two days after dropping off Ndure Cham, Tamsir 
Jasseh continued, there were gunshots at his front 
door. He recalled hearing his watchman screaming 
while he was badly beaten. In that moment the 
witness remembered turning to his wife, holding her 
hand and telling her “I am about to put the family in a 
very difficult situation. I don’t know how long it’s gonna 
last, how difficult it’s going to be, but I am sorry.” 

After explaining his relationship with Ndure Cham to 
his wife, she told him that she would do her best 
to stall the men at the door while he got dressed 
and called the American ambassador. He was able 
to reach the ambassador and inform him of the 
situation. 

“The purpose of calling them,” he said, 
“is for them to know you have been 
picked up. To avoid disappearances.”
Musa Jammeh and Tumbul Tamba eventually entered 
his house and put him in handcuffs in front of his 
wife and children. He identified the arresting team 
as the “black black“ boys and the Junglers. He told 

47See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 42 – 70.
48See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 93 – 97.
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the Commission that they were wearing black fatigues 
that he himself had designed based on the Atlanta SWAT 
uniforms. Musa Jammeh later removed the handcuffs 
after some pleading from his wife, and the witness was 
taken to Mile 2 Prison.

Tamsir Jasseh was detained in the security wing of Mile 
2 Prison. At 3am, he was removed from his cell by Omar 
Colley aka Jah Guide, which he pointed out, due to the 
late hour, was a violation of law. Omar Colley and his 
team roughly handcuffed him, and when Tamsir Jasseh 
complained, one of the men squeezed them harder until 
they cut into his wrists. On the way to the vehicle Tamsir 
Jasseh recalled the soldiers lining up and hitting him as 
he passed. He was taken to a conference room in the NIA 
that held a panel of police officers and soldiers. 

Tamsir Jasseh identified some members of the panel by 
name, including Lang Tambong Tamba, Musa Jammeh, 
ASP Lamin Ceesay49, Harry Sambou, Momodou Hydara, 
and Nfally Jabang. He vehemently rejected any claims 
that there were no armed men in that room, insisting 
men with AK-47s escorted him from Mile 2 into the room, 
where they sat throughout the interrogation. He also 
denied any suggestions of the panel being a friendly and 
calm environment. Instead, he said, it was disorganised 
and chaotic as the different teams were all disagreeing 
with one another’s methodology and trying to gain a leg 
up on each other. 

“It was scary, it was intimidating, it was 
disorganised,“ he said, “It was designed 
to threaten you to make you feel like 
your life is in their hands.” 
The witness claimed he was not read his rights. He 
requested his lawyer, Mariam Denton, but was never put 
in contact with her as she had been arrested and taken 
to Mile 2 Prison on United Democratic Party, UDP, related 
matters. Nonetheless, they continued interrogating him, 
with Momodou Hydara threatening that if he did not 
cooperate, “the investigators would step out and the 
soldiers would step in.”

Tamsir Jasseh explained that he understood that 
to mean the investigators were going for plausible 

deniability. He explained that they had already made 
up their minds that there was a coup in the works 
and were demanding evidence that would support 
that belief on the threat of being beaten. He claimed 
he had other colleagues who had been threatened 
by investigators and beaten by the soldiers for not 
complying. When he asked Momodou Hydara what 
he wanted him to say, Momodou Hydara replied he 
wanted him to admit to being involved in the coup 
and helping Ndure Cham escape.

According to the witness, the investigators not only 
wanted his confession, but also wanted him to 
implicate the late Sheriff Dibba, former Vice-President 
Isatou Njie-Saidy, and the Senegalese in the coup as 
well. He refused to do so as it would not sit well on 
his conscience.

Tamsir Jasseh was then taken to another room to write 
a statement. He wrote “I am writing the statement at 
2am in the morning and I am being forced to do so.” 
An NIA official tore up that statement and Momodou 
Hydara was brought in with another piece of paper. 

Momodou Hydara apparently told 
the witness “Mr. Jasseh if you don’t 
do this, we’re going to make you do 
it”.
The witness eventually complied. He explained his 
reasoning to the Commission saying, “at that point I 
was more concerned with staying alive.” The witness 
revealed that part of the statement he gave that day 
including the fact that there was a coup and Ndure 
Cham was the leader was dictated to him, while the 
details about locations and timing were his own 
words. He stressed to the Commission that the 
statement was coerced saying, “at no point did I want 
to write a statement” and “I was not volunteering in 
any way, shape, or form.”

He was not allowed to sign the statement that day 
and was brought back to the NIA the next day. This 
time a man named Babou Loum50 identified himself 
as an independent witness and Tamsir Jasseh was 
made to sign the statement in front of him under 

49Likely Malamin Ceesay who testified before the TRRC on 8th March 2021.
50Babou Loum also testified during Session 19 of the TRRC.
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the looming threat of torture. A few years later, he said, 
he came to realise that Babou Loum was a professional 
independent witness. The witness signed the statement 
in the morning and was brought back in the afternoon for 
a televised confession.

On the day of the televised statement, Tamsir Jasseh 
tried to refuse but was threatened again by Momodou 
Hydara, who told him that Yahya Jammeh wanted their 
confessions to be televised so he could pardon them. 
The statement was aired on Gambia Radio Television 
Services, GRTS, and after the witness was released from 
prison, he had a chance to watch the aired video for the 
first time and realised they had edited out the parts in 
which he made it clear he was giving the confession 
under duress.

Tamsir Jasseh took a moment to describe an incident 
that occurred before he gave the televised confession. 
He recounted being escorted to his residence by ASP 
Lamin Ceesay and two other officers. They seized his car, 
desktop, two of his video cameras, and his laptop.

Returning to the night after his televised confession, the 
witness remembered being returned to the NIA, where a 
group of “black black” soldiers were waiting for him at 
the main entrance. 

The witness said Micheal Correa 
immediately put a black plastic bag 
over his head. The group then began 
beating him. 
He was thankfully able to bite a few holes in the plastic 
and regain his breath. As the beating persisted, the black 
plastic bag was torn, and he recalled seeing Alieu Jobe 
with a torn plastic bag over his head being beaten in the 
same room as him.

Tamsir Jasseh was then moved to behind the NIA building 
and the plastic bag was replaced. They poured ice-cold 
water over him, handcuffed his arms behind his back, 
and made him kneel on the ground. He then recalled 
his assailants beating him over his back with banana 
stalks. There were about five of them, according to the 
witness, and he identified both Malick Jatta and Micheal 

Correa as being the most aggressive. The witness 
was asked about the duration of the beating and 
became extremely emotional as he said, “I couldn’t 
tell because the duration is the last thing on your mind 
when you’re under such a situation but when it was all 
done, I heard the first call for prayer”.51

The witness told the Commission he was tortured 
in the same way, for the same duration, by the same 
people the next day. However, this time Alieu Ceesay 
was among the torturers and it was done in the 
presence of Musa Jammeh, Tumbul Tamba, General 
Martin,52 and Momodou Hydara. When asked about 
the involvement of the military in the tortures at the 
NIA, the witness pointed out that all of the people 
who tortured him were members of the military and 
said he once complained about the severity of the 
torture to the senior officers including Musa Jammeh, 
Tumbul Tamba, and ASP Lamin Ceesay.

According to Tamsir Jasseh, Musa Jammeh told him 
that they must speak to Lang Tambong Tamba if 
they wanted the beatings to stop. The Lead Counsel 
pointed out that Lang Tambong Tamba claimed he 
had no knowledge of what was going on at the NIA. 
The witness retorted this was false, misleading, and 
shameful because while imprisoned at Mile 2 they 
had seen Lang Tombong Tamba himself taken to the 
NIA and returned with injuries. He completely rejected 
that Lang Tombong Tamba was only “fake tortured”. 

Instead, he speculated that Lang 
Tambong Tamba continues to lie to 
protect Yahya Jammeh because 
“the idea of the presidency to him 
was a family thing that belongs to 
them. And they have to protect one 
another from outsiders.”
The Lead Counsel then asked the witness if he 
believed Yahya Jammeh was privy to the happenings 
at the NIA. The witness responded by explaining that 
after one of his torture sessions Musa Jammeh 

51Fajr prayer which is usually around 5 to 6am
52Likely Alagie Martin. See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 53 – 57.
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revealed to him that Yahya Jammeh had been on a call 
with him during his torture session. Yahya Jammeh 
requested to hear the witness’ beating and had accused 
the ‘black black’ boys of being afraid to harm the witness 
due to his American citizenship. 

Tamsir Jasseh also recounted an incident where Malick 
Jatta put a 9 mm pistol in his mouth and said, “Oh you 
are an American Rambo we’re going to deal with you”. 
According to the witness, Malick Jatta and the men he 
was with were all drunk and high during the encounter.

The Lead Counsel then asked about other people 
questioned in regard to the Ndure Cham coup plot. The 
witness narrated how one day he was in a vehicle with 
Tumbul Tamba and Musa Jammeh when he overheard 
Musa Jammeh tell another soldier to pick up Daba 
Marenah, Ebou Lowe, Alpha Bah along with others and 
carry out the operation. 

The other soldier refused, and Musa 
Jammeh got angry saying “It’s a fucking 
military order you have to do it”. 
According to the witness, that was the 
night those men were executed.
Tamsir Jasseh was asked how the torture came to a 
stop and he revealed that he was able to get word to the 
American ambassador Joseph Starford through the late 
Alieu Bah about the happenings at the NIA. Three days 
later the witness received information from the late Baba 
Jobe that Joseph Starford confronted Yahya Jammeh and 
Tamsir Jassseh was not tortured again after that.

When asked about his sentencing, the witness abruptly 
revealed that Ndure Cham returned to The Gambia two 
weeks after the witness’ arrest and remained there until 
his eventual execution. He said that they had been in 
communication during his entire prison stay and Ndure 
Cham had even sent him money in prison. He told the 
Commission that Ndure Cham returned after he was 
arrested because he felt guilty and was even trying to 
plan a prison break for him and the others involved in the 
coup plot. Tamsir Jasseh was able to talk him out of it 
and they remained in regular contact until Ndure Cham’s 
arrest and execution.

Returning to the Lead Counsel’s original line of 
questioning, Tamsir Jasseh explained he was 
formally charged with concealment of treason and 
aiding and abetting for his involvement in the Ndure 
Cham coup plot. The witness said that they leaned 
heavily on their legal defence and did their best to 
help by having the names of all of their torturers 
memorised as evidence. He claimed that there was 
no privacy when they were meeting with their lawyers 
and prison officers along with armed soldiers always 
accompanied them. After everything, Tamsir Jasseh 
was sentenced to 20 years with hard labour.

The witness served 6 1/2 years of his sentence. On 
17th September 2012, the witness recalled hearing 
over the radio that the Reverend Jesse Jackson53 was 
in town and had secured the release of two prisoners 
from Mile 2 Prison. Tamsir Jasseh recounted how he 
was later picked up by the then Solicitor General Pa 
Harry Jammeh and taken straight to the airport. He 
remembered making a joke about how unfashionable 
he and the other man who was released, Dr. Scattred 
Janneh,54 must have looked dressed in their old, out-
dated clothes from when they were arrested. He then 
smiled to himself as he recalled having his first cold 
drink in over 6 1/2 years. “I was in a cell that was 1 
1/2 m by 2 m,” the witness said, “within a blink of an 
eye I woke up in the downtown Sheraton in New York 
City. Only Allah can do that.”

Tamsir Jasseh told the Commission his imprisonment 
was infinitely harder on his wife and two sons, who 
had to live not knowing whether or not he was OK and 
as outcasts for having conflict with Yahya Jammeh. 

He followed it up by saying “it is 
amazing the strength that is in 
the Gambian woman. Don’t ever 
underwrite them. They are strong”.
That brought an end to the Lead Counsel’s line of 
questioning and the Chair took over. He asked Tamsir 
Jasseh what he believed went wrong, to which Tamsir 
Jasseh simply answered, “the system broke down.” 
He continued, blaming the lawlessness on a lack of 

53Jesse Jackson is an influential American activist and politician. 
54See TRRC Digest Edition 13/14, pages 107 – 115.
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accountability and stressed that those complicit in the 
torture “are decent human beings who could have done 
otherwise had they the right leadership”. The Chair then 
inquired as to how Ndure Cham was able to remain in 
The Gambia undetected. The witness responded that 
it was possible because no one was expecting it and 
blamed the lack of a proper internal security network in 
The Gambia.

The Deputy Chair questioned as to why he was tortured 
after he already confessed publicly. Tamsir Jasseh 
likened his torturers to sadists and speculated they did 
it to satisfy the urge to inflict harm. He then said, “the 
shame on our military: they will eat their very own.”

Imam Jallow recounted an experience he had with the 
witness while he was still serving as the Director General 
of Immigration, where they were trying to identify the man 
responsible for shooting down Ousman Sillah. Imam 
Jallow asked the witness how he felt after hearing some 
of Yahya Jammeh’s soldiers confess to the killing in front 
of the TRRC. The witness responded he hoped no nation 
had to deal with a Yahya Jammeh, and condemned the 
way Yahya Jammeh exercised power. When asked why he 
allowed himself to get involved in a coup plot despite his 
background as an experienced soldier, he answered it was 
wrong for Yahya Jammeh to overthrow the government of 
The Gambia, and after too many people have died, it was 
just natural that people would want to put an end to it.

Imam Sey wanted to know about the whereabouts of 
Mariam Denton. The witness informed him that she was 
detained for three months at Mile 2 Prison before being 
released and is now doing well.

Commissioner Kah wanted to know how Reverend Jesse 
Jackson became involved. Tamsir Jasseh revealed that his 
cousin James Gomez contacted him after Yahya Jammeh 
began executions. Tamsir Jasseh was then asked if he 
believed his fate would have been different if he was 
not American, to which he answered that he believes if 
Allah wants to protect you, he will. Commissioner Kah’s 
last question was if Ndure Cham ever confided that his 
family was victimised as a result of his actions, and the 
witness responded that they never discussed that, but 
Ndure Cham was always very invested in the welfare of 
the witness’ family.

Beginning his final remarks, Tamsir Jasseh stressed 
the importance of putting into action security sector 
reforms in The Gambia. He expressed his belief that 
the country will prosper once Gambians feel secure. 
Tamsir Jasseh ended his testimony saying, “We have 
a lot of work to do, but I don’t think we have any 
problems that other nations haven’t experienced. The 
solutions are available, we just need to learn them 
and apply them. Long live The Gambia.”

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary arrest (of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006)

Musa Jammeh, Tumbul Tamba

Unlawful interrogation (of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006)

Lang Tambong Tamba, Musa Jammeh, ASP Lamin 
Ceesay, Harry Sambou, Momodou Hydara, Nfally 
Jabang 

Torture (of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006)

Micheal Correa, Malick Jatta, Alieu Ceesay

Present during torture (of Tamsir Jasseh in 2006)

Musa Jammeh, General Martin, Momodou Hydara, 
Tumbul Tamba
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WITNESS NAME: Babou LOUM

TRRC HEARING Date (S): 5th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: His role as an independent 
witness for the NIA; the statements he signed, and how 
he came to get the job; his role as a Green Boy.

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Video Operator

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Independent witness

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Second-hand 
clothes seller

 SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Babou Loum began his testimony by explaining he was 
born in Barra in February 1965. Instead of high school, 
he entered the workforce after getting a basic education 
and dabbled in many business ventures over the years, 
including selling and teaching. 

One morning in March 2006, the witness received a 
call from a friend of his named Sergeant Sainey Ndure 
who was the then station officer of the Banjul Police 
Department. According to the witness, Sainey Ndure 
asked him to act as an independent witness against 
several failed coup plotters.

After some convincing, Babou Loum agreed and the next 
day he went to the National Intelligence Agency, NIA, 
Headquarters in Banjul. Once there, he was escorted 
by about five NIA officers armed with AK-47s to an 
office where he met with the then Director of Political 

Affairs Jim Drammeh and NIA officer Lamin Cham55. 
Jim Drammeh let the room, and the first coup plot 
suspect was brought in.

The witness could not recall his exact name but 
speculated it may have been Wassa Camara or 
Bunja Darboe56. Although he could not remember 
their name, he informed the Commission that their 
demeanour was somewhere between dazed, dizzy, 
and tired. Lamin Cham informed the witness he 
was there to serve as an independent witness to 
the signing of their statement. He then turned to 
the suspect and told him the witness was there to 
ensure the statement was signed completely of free 
will. 

The statement was signed that day, 
but Babou Loum confessed to the 
Commission he could not recall if 
the suspect signed it, or if Lamin 
Cham had forged the signature.
In response to a question from the Lead Counsel, the 
witness said he had only been in the NIA conference 
room on one occasion in his capacity as an official 
independent witness. He described how he was told 
to come in and witness a group of people respond 
to a series of questions by authorities, all of which 
was being recorded by Gambia Radio and Television 
Services, GRTS. He identified Lamin Cham, Abdoulie 
Sowe, Sainey Ndure, and Boto Keita as also being 
in the room. He said he later met a person called 
Musa Jammeh, but only heard of Tumbul Tamba at 
the TRRC.

Babou Loum claimed to be unable to recall exactly 
how many times he went to the NIA to serve as an 
independent witness. The exchange between the 
witness and the Lead Counsel grew tenser as they 
could not agree on an estimate, which greatly agitated 
the Lead Counsel, especially because Babou Loum 
was implying he was not a frequent visitor at the NIA. 
When the Lead Counsel told the witness to “cut that 
nonsense,” the witness accused the Lead Counsel 

55Ebrima “Jim” Drammeh testified before the TRRC on 27th January 2021 and Lamin Cham testified before the TRRC 
on 2nd February 2021. 
56See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 59 – 68 and Edition 5, pages 46 – 52.
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be able to come in after having already told Nfally 
Jabang he would, after which Sainey Ndure warned 
him that Nfally Jabang and others were soldiers and 
it would be better for him to come in anyways.

Babou Loum explained that while he never knew 
Nfally Jabang and some of the others were Junglers 
until the TRRC, he knew they were dangerous, and 
was afraid of them. He described how Nfally Jabang 
would sometimes drive him around like a maniac. He 
then narrated how he tried to find out more about 
Nfally Jabang, but the people he spoke with were 
evasive and just warned him that these were very 
dangerous soldiers. 

Eventually, the witness continued, he went to the then 
Director of Public Prosectuions, Emmanuel Fagbenle, 
and told him he did not want to ride with Nfally Jabang 
and other personnel because he had a dream they all 
got in a car crash together. He confirmed he never 
actually had this dream and it was all a lie so he 
would not have to ride with Nfally Jabang and the 
soldiers. The Lead Counsel pointed out this was a 
case where the witness lied to save himself for a 
situation.

After the break, Babou Loum was asked about Faring 
Sanyang. When he claimed he could not remember 
the details, the Lead Counsel again called his 
credibility as an independent witness into question. 
The witness retorted that the 14 years since these 
events had clouded his memory. The Lead Counsel 
counter-speculated that Babou Loum’s inability to 
recall any specific details had nothing to do with 
the passage of time – it was because he was a 
professional witness for the state in extracting these 
confessions. The witness protested the accusation 
and insisted he only worked as an independent 
witness for the 2006 coup cases and never did it 
again. 

The witness maintained that he had never signed 
a statement that was not written in his presence, 
to which the Lead Counsel brought up Wassa 
Camara, who testified that he had been tortured and 
threatened into writing his statement. The witness 
denied having any knowledge of that or any other 

of trying to force him to implicate himself. Babou Loum 
insisted he did not have anything more than a brief 
working relationship with any NIA officers having only 
visited their offices around five times.

At the request of the Lead Counsel, the witness 
described his first experience at the NIA Headquarters 
again. When the witness again could not recall if the 
first suspect he interacted with was Wassa Camara or 
Bunja Darboe, the Lead Counsel brought the reliability of 
his memory into question, and pointed out that on the 
day of Bunja Darboe’s trial the witness had claimed to 
have a perfect recollection of all the events. The witness 
then contradicted himself by stating the suspect had his 
statement written for him, when he had previously stated 
he could not remember. The Lead Counsel drew attention 
to the contradiction, but the witness passed it off as a 
misunderstanding.

The Lead Counsel and Babou Loum returned to the issue 
of how many times he served as an independent witness 
for the NIA. Since the witness could not remember it off 
the top of his head, he was given a piece of paper and 
asked to make a list. As he wrote the list, he asked the 
Lead Counsel for a mask, as some of the people in the 
room were wearing them, which he was denied. After the 
Lead Counsel told him off for his evasive and irreverent 
behaviour the witness wrote a list of five names: Wassa 
Camara, Bunja Darboe, Alieu Jobe, Yahya Darboe,57 and 
Faring Sanyang. He acknowledged the possibility of there 
being more, but he could only recall those five at that 
moment.

Babou Loum told the Commission his role was to 
witness the signing of cautionary statements by various 
suspects. When asked if he was given compensation, he 
responded in the negative. It was pointed out that the 
witness travelled from Barra to Banjul several times, and 
he explained that Sainey Ndure would sometimes provide 
him with his fare and in the end, he was reimbursed 250 
dalasi for the rest of the travel costs he incurred.

Speaking to his conduct as a State witness, the witness 
explained that while he was prompt and reliable, it was 
more because he was afraid of getting into trouble. When 
asked who would put him in trouble, he referred to an 
incident where he had to tell Sainey Ndure he would not 

57See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 93 – 97 and Edition 17, pages 75 – 81.
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incidents of torture at the NIA. He said any comments to 
the contrary would be surprising to him, explaining that 
“the first thing they say is that this man has been brought 
here to witness that you have not been threatened in any 
way before they give their statements.”

When asked if it was strange to him that so many senior 
government officials offered complete confessions to 
extremely serious crimes without protest, the witness 
answered in the negative. The Lead Counsel then 
informed Babou Loum he had served as an independent 
witness in many cases, including Hamadi Sowe and Omar 
Faal58, whom he had failed to list earlier. 

Upset at the lack of cooperation 
from Babou Loum, the Lead Counsel 
exclaimed, “Mr. Witness you cannot 
recall all of them because they were too 
many!” He then proceeded to accuse 
Babou Loum of having a deal with the 
state to serve as their professional 
independent witness.
The witness denied this and told the Commission he 
only agreed to serve as an independent witness as a 
favour to his friend Sainey Ndour. It was pointed out 
that the witness had to cross the river by ferry to get 
to Banjul from Barra every time he went to the NIA. The 
Lead Counsel explained it was suspicious that whenever 
they asked him to make the trip, a complete confession 
was given, almost as if the state knew the confession 
was coming; and the same pattern was followed for the 
statement signings of Faring Sanyang, Wassa Camara, 
Yahya Darboe, Bunja Darboe, Alieu Jobe, Tamsir Jasseh, 
Omar Faal and Hamadi Sowe. 

Babou Loum ignored these accusations and replied that 
he did not remember Hamadi Sowe. He was informed that 
he served as the independent witness during Hamadi 
Sowe’s trial and was even on record by The Gambian 
Times as having claimed that Hamadi Sowe was laughing 
as he signed his statement. Babou Loum denied this 
vehemently and claimed the newspaper was lying.59

The Lead Counsel told the witness Yahya Darboe 
testified that his statement was taken in the 
middle of the night (while the witness would have 
been at home), yet it bore the witness’ signature. 
Nonetheless, the witness denied he served as an 
independent witness for statements he had not 
been present for. The Lead Counsel pointed out 
that Yahya Darboe, Omar Faal, and Faring Sanyang 
were all tortured before they gave their statements. 
He accused the witness of agreeing to lie in his 
capacity as independent witness because he and 
Sainey Ndure were childhood friends. Babou Loum 
responded that no torture happened in his presence, 
but they could have happened before or after he saw 
the suspects. 

The Lead Counsel revealed that 
according to documents available 
to the TRRC lawyers, the witness 
had signed about 32 statements 
between 2006 and 2009. 
The witness immediately claimed this to be a falsity 
and expressed his shock at such a large number. 
The Lead Counsel pointed out that the witness 
would have had to leave Barra at 7am and take a 
one-hour ferry ride to Banjul at least 32 times. When 
asked what was so special about him, the witness 
responded that the only person who could answer 
that would be Sainey Ndure.

Moving on, the witness was asked if he was affiliated 
with the Green Boys.60 He told the Commission he 
was a coordinator, but denied having been a part of 
the witch-hunts in Barra.61 The Lead Counsel told 
the witness it was common knowledge that he was 
an NIA informant and that he often threatened to 
use his connections with Sainey Ndure and the NIA 
against others. The Lead Counsel speculated that 
Sainey Ndure was well aware of this dynamic and 
that was why he chose the witness to serve as an 
independent witness.

58See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 47 – 49.
59See The Gambian Times “Gambian Coup Suspect Reveals NIA Brutality”.
60The Green Boys were a youth organisation established to support Yahya Jammeh and the Alliance for Patriotic 
Reorientation and Construction, APRC, party at a grassroots level.
61See TRRC Digest Edition 10.

http://pkjarju.blogspot.com/2009/04/gambian-coup-suspect-reveals-nia.html
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Commissioner Samba then asked if Sainey Ndure 
was still alive, to which the witness responded in 
the negative. When asked if he was an informant 
for Sainey Ndure, the witness said they just trusted 
each other. He went on to describe a situation where 
he helped track down someone who had deeply 
insulted Sainey Ndure. Commissioner Samba asked 
why he travelled back and forth from Barra to Banjul 
so many times if he was not a security officer or 
being paid. Babou Loum replied he was a frequent 
volunteer in his community. Commissioner Samba 
said that she did not believe him and advised him to 
seek forgiveness for those whose lives he ruined by 
signing their statements. Babou Loum rebutted that 
those who falsely accused him would have to answer 
to God one day. He said the only thing he would be 
willing to apologise for would be not knowing about 
the torture happening at the NIA.

Commissioner Kah inquired about the witness’ time 
in the Green Boys. The witness said he joined after 
prompting from his community and was responsible 
for organising and mobilising the “greens” in his 
jurisdiction. When asked if the Green boys had any 
special benefits, the witness said in 2015 many 
greens, along with non-greens, were recruited 
into the army. Commissioner Kah questioned if 
the witness had any regrets and the witness said, 
“There is something that I regret and that is being an 
independent witness. I regret and will be mindful of 
such a thing until I die”. The witness then claimed he 
would be willing to apologise to the suspects.

Imam Jallow followed up and asked Babou Loum to 
admit to wrongdoing, publicly apologise, and confirm 
that he was not aware of any torture. Babou Loum 
grew frustrated, saying they were being unfair and 
that he could not seek forgiveness for crimes he did 
not commit. He doubled down on his claims of being 
unaware of any torture and swore that if he was 
lying, God should make it so he would get into a fatal 
car accident on his way home. Later in his testimony, 
Iman Jallow asked why he believed he was chosen 
and Babou Loum reiterated that it was a question 
only the late Sainey Ndure could answer.

Babou Loum and the Lead Counsel again entered a back 
and forth about the torture that happened at the NIA. 
The Lead Counsel reminded the witness that every NIA 
officer who had testified in front of the TRRC admitted 
that there was an established system of torture and 
witness intimidation at the NIA. Nonetheless, the 
witness remained firm that he was never aware of any 
human rights violations and only signed statements that 
were given voluntarily. 

The Lead Counsel suggested that the witness was 
selected as an independent witness because of his 
friendship with Sainey Ndure, his position with the Green 
Boys, and his clear support for the Yahya Jammeh regime. 
He accused of the witness of legitimising the crimes 
of the state. He told the witness many people served 
long sentences, lost their lives, and a lot of suffering 
happened because of him. He asked the witness if he 
felt bad about the consequences of his actions.

Babou Loum refused to accept any blame, but did say that 
if he had known that his led to these things happening 
the way they happened, he would not have gotten into it.” 

Hearing this, the Lead Counsel said very 
plainly “You were never independent. 
You were a witness to help your friend. 
To do the dirty job of the state.”
Moving on the trials of the coup suspects, the witness 
reminisced on his shock when Wassa Camara claimed 
he had been tortured. He told the Commission that 
while Wassa Camara testified that he was bleeding while 
getting his statement taken, even showing the court his 
scars, and the witness never remembered seeing any 
blood and even claimed that Wassa Camara was fine 
enough to ask for coffee during his statement taking.

The Lead Counsel said it was interesting that Babou 
Loum could remember those little details but not any 
critical ones. Babou Loum answered he could remember 
it clearly because he believed Wassa Camara was 
lying brazenly. The Lead Counsel could not contain his 
disbelief and swiftly ended his questioning after implying 
that Babou Loum was the liar. The witness was handed 
over to the Commissioners.
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Commissioner Bojang asked if there was any individual 
statement the witness regretted signing, to which he 
responded in the negative.

Commissioner Sey asked if he believed any of the coup 
suspects to be innocent. Babou Loum responded that 
he had no way of knowing. He again affirmed that all the 
suspects were present when he signed their statements. 
Commissioner Sey also warned Babou Loum about lying 
after swearing on the Quran, and reminded him that the 
statements he signed sent people to prison. Babou Loum 
stated only God knew the truth. When Commissioner Sey 
urged him to take responsibility for what he did, Babou 
Loum did not respond.

The Deputy Chair thanked the witness for publicly 
admitting to being a Green Boy, and then asked for his 
final remarks. Babou Loum began by thanking the TRRC 
for their work and the security forces in The Gambia for 
doing their jobs. The witness prayed the misdoings in 
the country would end with the TRRC and advocated for 
all bad deeds committed from the day of The Gambia’s 
independence to the present to be forgiven. The 
witness expressed his feeling that respect should be re-
established in The Gambia and ended his testimony by 
apologising to anyone he may have offended.

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

None
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Kafu Bayo was among the UDP supporters who organised the April 2016 protest for electoral reforms and those 
who were arbitrarily arrested and detained at the PIU Headquarters in Kanifing. He was among those taken to the 
NIA Headquarters, where multiple witnesses at the TRRC have testified that he was tortured.
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WITNESS NAME: Ousman SOWE

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 6th & 7th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: Reforms underway at the SIS62; 
institutional structure and laws governing the NIA; 
jurisdiction of NIA over drug cases, the torture of Lamin 
Karbou, alleged destruction of evidence of torture at the 
NIA

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): High ranking official 
at the NIA

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Operative in analysis 
unit at the NIA; director of investigations unit at the NIA; 
director of external security at the NIA; arbitrarily arrested 
and detained, appointed Director General of SIS

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Director General 
of the SIS

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

The Lead Counsel began by explaining that Ousman Sowe 
had not been served with a notice of adverse mention and 
was appearing at the TRRC to testify about the problems 
in the National Intelligence Agency, NIA, and the reform 
arrangements currently underway. 

The witness thanked the Commission and then outlined 
that he was born in 1972 outside the small urban cluster 
on the coast and came to the capital for his education. 
After completing his A-levels, he was among the first 
batches of recruits for the NIA in 1995. After finishing 
top of his batch, he was posted to the analysis unit of 
the service for around five years. At the same time, he 
was studying at the University of The Gambia, and later 
travelled to the United Kingdom to pursue a Master’s 
degree. He returned to The Gambia and served as head 
of the investigation unit at the NIA from August 2003 to 
April 2004, and then spent two years doing analysis for 
the United Nations mission in Liberia. Upon his return in 
2006, he was appointed the director of external security 
and cooperation. 

Then, after a brief two-month stint 
as a Deputy Permanent Secretary 
followed by three days deployment 
in the police, he was dismissed, 
arrested, and detained for two 
weeks at the institution where he 
used to work.
After his release, Ousman Sowe spent time in 
the private sector as a banker and a manager for 
ActionAid. He achieved another Master’s degree, 
this time in Malta, after which he was appointed 
Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of the Interior 
for two months in April 2014, then redeployed as 
Permanent Secretary at the Minister of Environment 
and Climate Change, where he served until the 
end of Yahya Jammeh’s government. In February 
2017, he was appointed the director general of the 
State Intelligence Service, SIS. The Lead Counsel 
summarised that the witness worked at the NIA for 
15 years, from 1995 to September 2009, in analysis, 
investigations, and external cooperation and security. 

The witness then gave a basic description of the 
structure of the NIA: it operated under the Office of 
the President, was led by a director general and their 
deputy who direct a series of directors who oversee 
the officers, command the operatives, and are 
responsible for collecting intelligence on domestic 

62In January 2017, the National Intelligence Agency was renamed the State Intelligence Services. 
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and international matters related to The Gambia’s 
national interests. In addition to the daily tasks of 
collecting, analysing, and disseminating intelligence, he 
also highlighted the administrative functions that keep 
the institution running.

Citing Section 11 of Decree 4563, the Lead Counsel 
outlined that the NIA should be divided into three 
divisions: personal security, foreign operations, and 
national communications headquarters. Ousman Sowe 
responded that the institution has changed over time 
and that the national communications headquarters 
no longer exists. After repeating the functions of an 
intelligence service, the witness listed they specifically 
investigated “sabotages, insurgencies, insurrections, 
rebellions, espionage, terrorism, drug trafficking, money 
laundering.”

The Lead Counsel clarified whether detecting drug 
trafficking was one of the functions of the NIA. The 
witness responded that considering the role of the drug 
trade in subverting states in the region, the intelligence 
service has a responsibility to address the drug trade as 
a threat to national security. The Lead Counsel accepted 
the intelligence service has a role in collecting and 
analysing information about the drug trade, but when 
he asked about acting on that intelligence, the witness 
responded that the Drug Law Enforcement Agency, the 
Gambia, DLEAG,64 would be expected to take the lead. 

The Chair then interrupted to ask if the 1995 decree the 
Lead Counsel had previously cited had been amended 
when the DLEAG was founded to specify who had 
jurisdiction over drug intelligence matters. The Lead 
Counsel handed the question on to Ousmane Sowe, who 
said that drug cases were included in the section about 
prevention or detection of serious or economic crimes. 
When the Lead Counsel shot back that this did not include 
interdiction, arrests, detentions and prosecutions, the 
witness, after equivocating, reluctantly agreed. 

The Lead Counsel then disclosed that they had received 
evidence that the NIA was involved in private matters 
between citizens. The witness agreed that generally 
speaking this was true but said he could not pinpoint 
any particular case. The Lead Counsel said it would be 

impossible to reform the institution without identifying 
the problems transparently. The witness continued to 
equivocate, saying, “I cannot say it wasn’t happening.” 

However, after further probing, 
he said that while he never saw it 
happen, it must have been happening 
otherwise the allegations would not 
have swirled repeatedly. 
Growing visibly frustrated, the Lead Counsel warned 
Ousman Sowe against speaking only in generalities 
and avoiding particularity. He reminded the witness 
that his staff at the SIS would testify after him at the 
TRRC and urged him to set a good tone for them. The 
Chair then made an offhand remark about a husband 
and wife taking each other to the NIA, which the Lead 
Counsel insisted used to happen. The witness said 
he had never seen it, but that the Lead Counsel may 
be privy to additional information.

The Lead Counsel went into a detailed description of 
the powers Decree 45 granted the NIA. He spelled 
out how they had the power to impound vehicles and 
seize almost anything deemed to be intended for 
activities detrimental to the state or the welfare or 
economic well-being of persons living in the country. 
The Lead Counsel said he brought the issue up to ask 
whether the NIA should have this power, or whether 
this would be better vested in the police.

Ousman Sowe responded that since he assumed 
office as director general, the agency has focused 
on core intelligence matters and passed relevant 
information to the police and the DLEAG to act upon. 
The Chair then called for a coffee break and asked 
the witness to submit any decrees or legislation 
related to jurisdiction over drug cases. 

After the coffee break, the Lead Counsel asked about 
the laws governing the NIA. The witness responded 
there was a code of conduct, but could not confirm 
the year it was issued. When pressed, he said it 
could be from 1997, and that there was likely a copy 

63In June 1995 the Armed Forces Provisional Ruling Council, AFPRC promulgated Decree 45, which established the NIA and appears to 
still be the basic law governing the agency.
64In 2005, the National Drug Enforcement Agency, DLEAG was established as an ostensibly independent security agency responsible 
for enforcing laws regarding drugs. The Act establishing the agency was amended several times and it was renamed the Drug Law 
Enforcement Agency, the Gambia, DLEAG in November 2014. These bodies are commonly referred to as the ‘Drug Squad.’
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agreed that the NIA should not be leading operational 
activities against drug traffickers. 

The Lead Counsel then pointed out that, despite a 
purported link between immigration and terrorism, 
immigration enforcement was not within the NIA’s 
mandate. Ousman Sowe agreed. The the Lead 
Counsel then revealed that they had received 
information that the NIA was receiving funds from 
foreign governments to assist in the issue of irregular 
migration to Europe.65 The witness gave a blasé 
answer, after which the Lead Counsel sought to clarify 
for the audience the different between intelligence 
gathering and analysis, and operational activities. The 
witness responded that the immigration department 
needed to be supported in its operational activities, 
to which the Lead Counsel shot back that that was 
the police’s role. 

The witness said that while their primary product was 
intelligence reports, sometimes it was necessary to 
conduct investigations to “enrich the product.” 

After a tedious exchange, the witness 
acknowledged that even if they 
were legal, “there were excesses, 
there’s no way we can justify those 
excesses.”
Moving on to the ordeal of Lamin Karbou,66 Ousman 
Sowe insisted that he did not lead his arrest, and 
that he was actually invited to NIA Headquarters. 
The Lead Counsel then clarified that there were two 
operations, a sting operation to scuttle a supposed 
drug deal (which the witness agreed he led), and then 
the invitation of Lamin Karbou to the NIA. 

When the witness described how it began with 
them receiving actionable intelligence, the Lead 
Counsel cut him off and pointed out that the witness 
was already arrogating to himself the mandate to 
intervene, when in fact this was the purview of the 
DLEAG and the police. The witness agreed that they 
disregarded those divisions of power by mounting 

at headquarters. The Chair interrupted to ask that the 
Commission be presented with all the legal instrumental 
related to the NIA. 

Ousman Sowe’s legal officer whispered in his ear, after 
which he announced that the NIA was established and 
regulated by Decree 45 and the code of conduct. He 
said he would bring in all the documents the next day. 
Under repeated questioning from the Lead Counsel, he 
admitted that despite joining the agency in 1995, he was 
unaware of regulations passed in 1997 that would have 
applied to him. The witness continued that as a part of 
the reforms they have a legal department to ensure they 
are complaint with the law. 

The Lead Counsel then moved on, asking to confirm 
whether they should have been operationally involved in 
drug detection and interdiction. The witness responded 
that drugs were a threat to national security and 
highlighted a “close correlation between drug trafficking 
and terrorism financing” in the Sahel. In light of this 
threat, he said, collecting information and working with 
the DLEAG was a priority for the intelligence service. 

The Lead Counsel accused Ousman Sowe of “nibbling 
around the edges” of his question, and specified he was 
asking whether drug enforcement was a matter for the 
NIA or the police and the DLEAG. The witness repeated 
his argument about the “drug-terrorism nexus” and 
said that arrests could be facilitated in the interests of 
obtaining information. 

The Lead Counsel charged this was 
“overstepping your authority” and 
encroaching on the responsibilities of 
the DLEAG and police. 
After further back and forth, the witness acknowledged 
that the NIA was involved in drug operations, but did not 
comment on whether it was wrong or not, indicating they 
had the power to arrest and detain in relation to any 
serious crimes. When the Lead Counsel pointed out how 
responsibilities were doubled, the witness said it was 
no longer like that. After further heated exchange on 
who had jurisdiction on drug matters, the witness finally 

65Especially during the latter years of Yahya Jammeh’s regime, thousands of young Gambians attempted to migrate to 
Europe without documentation in the hopes of finding better employment prospects.
66See TRRC Digest Edition 12, pages 36 – 46.
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their own sting operation, but argued that the effects of 
drugs in the region made it an issue of national security. 
He said that revealing his full reasoning had current 
national security implications. 

After a three-minute private exchange, Ousman Sowe 
narrated that in 2006 they received information that 
DLEAG officers were complicit in an upcoming drug deal 
involving drugs originating from Guinea-Bissau67 being 
traded in Brikama. Thus, the NIA mounted its own sting 
operation. According to the witness, while NIA officers 
were awaiting the deal, two DLEAG agents suddenly 
appeared on the scene and interfered in the operation, 
leading to the escape of the alleged drug dealers. 

The witness confirmed that he heard that shots were fired 
during the exchange, but said he was not on the ground 
at the time. After an exchange over standard operating 
procedure, the witness acknowledged that he did not 
check his officers’ weapons afterwards to see if bullets 
had been fired, but still confirmed that a pistol was fired 
and no one was killed. 

Following the lunch break, Ousman Sowe told the 
Commission that while their operational actions on 
drug issues were perhaps not best practice, they were 
within the boundaries of the law. When the Lead Counsel 
pressed him to testify that it was “absolutely wrong”, the 
witness said that yes, lead agencies should take lead in 
matters that concern them, but refused to categorise it 
as “wrong” because according to the law they had the 
right to investigate the issue. 

After further back and forth on whether the NIA overstepped 
its mandate, the Lead Counsel alleged it was common 
knowledge that the NIA was also involved in drug deals. 
The witness immediately denied ever hearing this. The 
Lead Counsel then detailed how one scheme involved 
intercepting drug deals, allowing the dealers to escape, 
and stealing the drugs and selling them themselves. The 
witness claimed ignorance, swearing on the Quran this 
was first time he had heard NIA agents’ accused of being 
involved in drug trafficking. 

However, under repeated questioning, Ousman Sowe 
admitted that just because he did not hear it does 

not mean the allegations were not circulating. 
Nonetheless, he repeated that he had never heard 
that the NIA was running drug stings to enrich itself, 
nor that other intelligence agencies around the world 
engaged in drug peddling to enhance their resource 
base. He said it would be very disheartening if this 
were indeed occurring. 

Returning to the incident involving Lamin Karbou, 
the witness narrated that the director general of the 
NIA Bo Baaji68 and his deputy Hydara69 were briefed 
the day after the operation in Brikama. Bo Baaji then 
reached out to the Director General of the DLEA, Bun 
Sanneh, regarding the allegation that his officers 
were involved in drug trafficking. The Lead Counsel 
interrupted that there were internal mechanisms to 
deal with complaints against Lamin Karbou, which 
the witness accepted.

After Bo Baaji called Bun Sanneh, Ousman Sowe 
continued, Lamin Karbou’s boss brought him to 
the NIA. The witness said he accompanied Lamin 
Karbou to the Director of Operations, Ebrima “Jim” 
Drammeh,70 who told the DLEAG officer he had 
been invited to the NIA to explain why he was at the 
drug deal in Brikama the previous day. The witness 
remembered Officer Commanding of Investigations, 
Sukuta Jammeh, also joined them. 

The Lead Counsel interrupted, insisting that 
inviting Lamin Karbou to the NIA was wrong. The 
witness resisted the assertion, saying that a 
credible intelligence product requires evidence, but 
acknowledging that they no longer detain and arrest 
people at the NIA. He suggested that arresting and 
detaining people for investigations led to excesses. 

Moving on, Ousman Sowe said that after Lamin 
Karbou was passed onto the investigation’s unit, his 
role in the operation was concluded. Despite this, 
the Lead Counsel retorted, he had an obligation to 
ensure that Lamin Karbou’s rights were respected. 
The witness agreed. 

67Guinea-Bissau is often called a “narco-state” where international drug traffickers have infiltrated key sections of the government and 
security forces. For a more nuanced analysis, see BBC “Cocaine and Guinea-Bissau: Africa’s ‘narco-state’ is trying to kick its habit”
68See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 117 – 125.
69Likely Momodou Hydara who testified before the TRRC on 4th February 2021.
70Ebrima Drammeh, often referred to as “Jim Drammeh” testified before the TRRC on 27th January and 23rd March 2021.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-africa-52569130
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matter, would have reported it on to the President. 
In general, he stated, a committee on discipline 
would take up disciplinary actions. Sometimes the 
personnel management office would be written to for 
advice. He attested that this is way things have been 
working the last few years.

The next morning, before beginning his testimony, 
Ousman Sowe presented the Commission with the 
code of conduct for the NIA, disciplinary procedures, 
and confirmed that Decree 45 regulated the NIA. 
The Lead Counsel expressed that the date on the 
documents was 1997, and outlined that improperly 
using one’s position as an NIA officer for private 
advantage was considered an offense against 
discipline. 

The witness replied that this offence was known to be 
commonplace, as was not returning the belongings 
of people who had been arrested or detained. He 
revealed that when he assumed office there were 
a number of requests for the return of vehicles 
impounded by the NIA. He also affirmed that the NIA 
no longer arrests or detains people. 

Returning to the issue of drug dealing, the Lead 
Counsel asked Ousman Sowe knew someone called 
“mosquito.” The witness replied in the affirmative, 
saying he believed his name is Lamin Touray that 
that he had worked at the NIA and the drug squad 
before he was laid off. Upon further questioning, he 
revealed he was eventually fired for being involved 
in suspected drug activities. The Lead Counsel then 
read from a newspaper from September 2016,73 
which reported that Lamin Touray, a senior officer at 
the NIA, was arrested by the DLEAG with over 800 
kilograms of cannabis in his possession. 

The witness responded that he was not with the 
NIA at this time, but the Lead Counsel pressed 
that Lamin Touray was sent into interdiction by the 
witness, which the witness agreed to. The witness 
then clarified that the previous day, when he had said 
he was unaware of NIA officers being involved in drug 
dealing, he was referring to a larger systematic NIA 
operation involved in drug trafficking under Yahya 
Jammeh. 

He then explained that he later found 
out that while Lamin Karbou was at 
investigations with Edrisa Jobe, also 
known as Alagie Morr, he was tortured, 
then escaped, and forced to run naked 
from the NIA Headquarters to the head 
office of the DLEAG.
The witness said this was completely shocking to him. 
When asked to explain why it shocked him, the witness 
said he went into the operation concerned about the 
connection between drug traffickers and Guinea-Bissau 
and did not expect anyone to be tortured. 

Responding to the Lead Counsel, the witness confirmed 
that he was aware of a General Bubo.71 The Lead Counsel 
alleged that General Bubo was commonly known as an 
active drug dealer who had active relations with the NIA 
and the highest authorities in The Gambia. The witness 
said he knew that General Bubo was “a kingpin,” and 
that his presence in The Gambia was a matter of interest, 
but he could not remember participating in any specific 
investigation of General Bubo. The Lead Counsel said 
it was strange that the witness was investigating Lamin 
Karbou because of the alleged Guinea-Bissau connection, 
yet he was not aware of any investigation into a Bissau-
Guinean general who was a known drug trafficker. 

When the Lead Counsel brought up the Bonto raid,72 
Ousman Sowe said he was still in the external department 
of the NIA in 2009 and that the investigation was pursued 
through a joint investigation panel. He again agreed that 
pursuing drug investigations was not the core function 
of the NIA. When asked whether the security institutions 
used by Yahya Jammeh to achieve his own personal 
objectives, the witness demurred, saying he did not have 
direct contact with the former President. 

The Lead Counsel then suggested they end the questioning 
for the day, but the Chair asked the witness to describe 
the procedures to address allegations of NIA operatives’ 
involvement in drug trafficking. The witness responded 
that a report would be compiled with recommendations 
sent to the director general, who, in such a sensitive 

71General Bubo Na Tchuto was head of the Navy of Guinea-Bissau from 2003 to 2008. In 2008, he was accused of participating in a coup attempt and fled to The Gambia 
for two years. Upon his return, he was re-appointed head of the navy. He was accused to having close links with international drug traffickers, and in 2013 American and 
Cape Verdean officials arrested him with cocaine on international waters. In 2016, an American court found him guilty of drug trafficking, but released soon after and 
currently back in Guinea-Bissau. 
72In June 2010 the DLEAG and British investigators discovered over two tonnes of cocaine in the village of Bonto and arrested around a dozen foreign nationals accused 
of trafficking. See The Point, “More cocaine found at Bonto”
73See Kairo News “Senior NIA Officer Nabbed with Drug.”

https://thepoint.gm/africa/gambia/article/more-cocaine-found-at-bonto
http://www.kaironews.com/senior-nia-officer-nabbed-with-drug/
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Upon consideration of the actions 
of Lamin Touray, he said he would 
revise his answer and affirm he had 
heard of NIA agents engaging in drug 
trafficking. 
Ousman Sowe then re-affirmed his shock at the torture 
of Lamin Karbou. The Lead Counsel suggested that 
torture was part of the modus operandi of the NIA, and 
the witness responded that he believed Lamin Karbou 
was only invited to explain his role during the drug bust. 
The Lead Counsel then presented the witness with the 
code of conduct, and asked about the consequences for 
participating in torture. After waffling from the witness, 
the Lead Counsel stated that summary dismissal and 
criminal prosecution were the appropriate punishments. 

When asked what happened to Edrisa Jobe, the witness 
responded that he was not aware, but that Sukuta 
Jammeh was reprimanded. He agreed that compared to 
being prosecuted, being reprimanded was a comparatively 
light punishment. When the witness again attested that 
he did not expect Lamin Karbou to get tortured, the Lead 
Counsel alleged that the Bissau-Guineans had been 
tortured the previous night. The witness again claimed 
ignorance, saying that after leading the sting operation 
he turned the arrestees over to Ebrima Drammeh and 
was not there the night the torture happened.

When the Lead Counsel stated that Lamin Karbou was 
his responsibility, Ousman Sowe retorted it was a joint 
case between the internal and external divisions of the 
NIA. 

Under pressure from the Lead Counsel 
the witness apologised to Lamin Karbou 
for the torture he endured. He also 
apologised to the DLEAG for having its 
personnel subjected to such inhuman 
treatment.

Moving on, the witness denied that he sat on a panel 
that interrogated Lalo Jaiteh74 in the aftermath of 
the alleged coup attempt by Almamo Manneh. The 
Lead Counsel then had a clip from Ebrima Barrow’s75 
testimony played for the witness and the Commission 
in which he named Beram Jobe and Tijan Bah, 
Edrisa Jobe, Ousman Jallow, and Ousman Sowe 
as participating in his panel interrogation. Ebrima 
Barrow testified that when he told them he was not 
part of a coup attempt, Beram Jobe ordered Edrisa 
Jobe to come deal with him. Edrisa Jobe took him to 
a chair and started kicking the witness with his big 
boots and beating him with his fists. He added that 
Edrisa Jobe had asked him to take his clothes off 
during the interrogation, including his trousers and 
underpants. 

Ebrima Barrow said that when he 
did not remove his clothes quickly 
enough, Edrisa Jobe ripped them 
off his body and began pulling him 
around by his genitals. 
When the Lead Counsel asked Ousman Sowe about 
his reaction, the witness claimed that he was not 
there. The Lead Counsel insisted that victims always 
remember, but the witness continued to deny his 
involvement. Instead, he said, he was at headquarters 
where he was in the analysis unit. He said he did 
not know Ebrima Barrow, nor have any problems with 
him. The witness suggested it could be a case of 
mistaken identity, saying that some of the people 
mentioned as NIA officers before the TRRC were not 
actually associated with the institution. 

Before the coffee break, the witness asked to set 
the record straight regarding some of the events 
that had been brought up the previous day. He 
clarified that the Bonto raid was in June 2010, and 
suggested that General Bubo was given asylum in 
The Gambia “to give peace a chance in Bissau” as 
the erstwhile general’s presence was considered 

74See TRRC Digest Edition 8, pages 101 – 109.
75See TRRC Digest Edition 16, pages 112 – 118.
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When the Lead Counsel pointed 
out that meant he heard about 
the machine for 12 years without 
seeing it, Ousman Sowe dug in his 
heels, saying that it was common for 
people to not know what was going 
on in other departments. 
The Lead Counsel accused the witness of invoking 
plausible deniability, and suggested that when the 
Commission first visited the SIS, the witness had 
said there were no tortures at the NIA. The witness 
clarified he said he had not witnessed any tortures at 
the NIA, at which point the Lead Counsel threatened 
to bring up tapes of the interaction. The witness 
finally agreed he had previously stated that he was 
not aware of any tortures at the NIA.

The Lead Counsel charged that the witness was 
constantly changing his story, to which the witness 
responded, “I was speaking the truth as I understood 
it then.” The Lead Counsel continued to challenge 
the witness, having him again concede that he had 
knowledge of the torture of Lamin Karbou when it 
happened, but that he had denied knowledge when 
the TRRC visited the SIS. After further exchange, the 
witness asked to make a new statement in place 
of his other statement to affirm that the torture of 
Lamin Karbou took place and he was aware of it.

However, the Lead Counsel said this would not 
be enough, and asked again why the witness was 
changing his responses to the questions. 

Ousman Sowe replied additional 
information he had come across 
since the TRRC visit led him to now 
accept that torture was common at 
the NIA. 

unhelpful to negotiating and sticking to an agreement 
in Guinea-Bissau. Responding to the Lead Counsel’s 
sceptical questions, the witness further explained that 
since 1998 The Gambia was involved in mediation roles 
in Guinea-Bissau, and that, while he did not want to use 
the word “spoiler”, he emphasised that Bubo’s presence 
was unhelpful. 

The Lead Counsel stated that the witness was simplifying 
the situation and alleged that there was an effort by the 
NIA and SAE76 to transfer Bubo to Angola to answer on 
charges there. When the witness claimed ignorance, 
the Lead Counsel charged that he was in the thick of 
the negotiations, which the witness disputed. The Lead 
Counsel hinted that the NIA was also involved in a rendition 
programme, then restated his previous question, adding 
that it was known the witness visited Angola during the 
discussions. The witness acknowledged he travelled to 
Angola for the Africa Intelligence Service Conference in 
2009, and after a heated back and forth with the Lead 
Counsel, did not deny that he was part of negotiations 
on the margins of the conference about the potential 
handover of General Bubo to the Angolans. 

Under pressure, Ousman Sowe continued to be evasive, 
explaining his changing characterisation of his role in 
the negotiations by saying he was only now recollecting 
the events. When he claimed that an Angolan delegation 
came to The Gambia to discuss extraditing General 
Bubo, the Lead Counsel again accused him of obscuring 
his role in the negotiations and of “calibrating the truth.”

Moving on, The Lead Counsel asked the witness if he 
could speak about the “talk through” machine at the NIA. 
When witness responded hesitantly that the machine 
was used as a part of the investigation process, the 
Lead Counsel grew frustrated and charged that it was 
used to torture people. The witness, referring to it as 
“the torture machine,” explained that he had heard about 
it in the early years of his service, but did not set eyes on 
it until 2003 when he took over as officer commanding 
investigations. 

76It is not clear whom the Lead Counsel was referring to here, but it could be the External Intelligence Service, SIE, of 
Angola. 
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He asked the Lead Counsel the play the video from their 
previous encounter to help jog his memory. The Lead 
Counsel said this was unnecessary, and suggested the 
witness had clearly denied torture, which the witness 
hotly rejected. The Lead Counsel again accused the 
witness of being “economical with the truth.” 

The testimony then returned to the “talk through” 
machine. The witness restated that he found the machine 
in the investigations complex when he became officer 
commanding of the unit. He claimed that it took him 
12 years at the NIA to see it because he hardly left the 
analysis unit. He repeated his denial that he was present 
during Ebrima Barrow’s panel interrogation. He reiterated 
that he never ordered anyone to use the “talk through” 
machine while he was operations commander, but that if 
it were established his agents did use it, he would accept 
responsibility and apologise.

The Lead Counsel informed Ousman Sowe they had no 
evidence the machine was used while he served in the 
investigations unit nor that he ever ordered torture. When 
he took over the investigations unit, he said in response 
to questioning, he left the machine in the stores and 
never used it. When he came back as director general 
of the SIS in 2017, he said, this instrument was gone. 
The Lead Counsel then revealed they had received 
evidence he had actually acquired a more sophisticated 
electrocution machine when he took over in 2017, but 
that the witness had destroyed the machine to conceal 
evidence of tortures at the NIA.

The witness emphatically denied both charges, but under 
further questioning revealed that he found a torture 
chamber when he took over the intelligence agency. 

He described a red-painted-room with 
an iron bed fastened to the floor and 
chains dangling from the walls. 
The Lead Counsel later revealed the chains and shackles 
were at such a height that captives could not sit on the 
floor and were forced to sit in stress positions. The 
witness affirmed that other people’s testimony about 
being strapped to the bed and beaten mercilessly was 
truthful. 

Ousman Sowe then told the Commission that when 
he was shown the torture room, he instructed that the 
bed be cut off, the shackles removed, and the room 
painted white. When the Lead Counsel charged that 
this was removing evidence of torture, the witness 
replied he did not see it that way. After a repetitive 
exchange, the witness agreed that he changed 
the character of the room when he removed the 
instruments of torture, but denied that it was in the 
service of concealing evidence, saying instead that 
it was based on his deep shock and disappointment 
that such instruments existed in the first place. 

The Chair then interjected to ask whether he had 
ordered the room to be changed before or after he 
had received communication from the TRRC about 
preserving evidence. The witness responded he gave 
the order far before there was a TRRC or any mention 
of preserving evidence.

The Lead Counsel presented the Commission with 
contracts Ousman Sowe had signed as director 
general for construction work around the NIA. 
He then read out a list of eight contracts signed 
between August 2017 and November 2018, which 
the witness agreed were all accurate. However, when 
the Lead Counsel charged that he also ordered the 
refurbishment of Bambadinka, the witness clarified 
that while the building was rehabilitated, the cell 
itself was preserved as it was found. He said the 
cell itself was just plain concrete and looked like any 
other cell. When asked why they preserved it, the 
witness said by that point they were aware that the 
TRRC might be interested in it. 

The Lead Counsel challenged the witness’ reasoning 
by saying that in the 2016 presidential election, the 
winning coalition had pledged to establish a truth 
commission about human rights violations. The 
witness acknowledged that he knew that human 
rights would be investigated and that the NIA and 
the Solo Sandeng77 case scrutinised, but denied 
he thought the torture chamber would also be of 
interest. As the Lead Counsel dug in, the witness 
backed out, equivocating on when he knew the NIA 
and the human rights abuses committed there would 
be investigated. 

77Solo Sandeng was an opposition political leader who was arrested while leading a protest in April 2016 and detained 
and tortured to death by the NIA. See Human Rights Watch “Beaten to Death in Gambia”.

https://www.hrw.org/news/2016/11/02/witness-beaten-death-gambia
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the message clear to the operatives and service 
members that they were “cutting off the excesses.” 
Furthermore, he added, he had no motive to conceal 
evidence as he had been out of the service for seven 
years, and if he had been trying to conceal evidence, 
he would not have kept the remains of the bed and 
the shackles.

The Lead Counsel asked Ousman 
Sowe why he was not more 
forthcoming about the torture 
chamber when the investigators 
from the TRRC visited. He agreed 
he did not tell them about it, but 
insisted that did not amount to 
concealment. 
When the Lead Counsel pressed further that the 
witness did not give them full information about the 
tortures taking place at the NIA, the witness shot 
back that he took the TRRC to the torture chamber 
and explained what happened in that room. The Lead 
Counsel said that was only later and pursuant to a 
search warrant. 

After a heated back and forth the witness reluctantly 
agreed that he only mentioned the torture chamber in 
his second statement to the Commission. When the 
Lead Counsel charged that he only discussed torture 
after repeated questioning, the witness continued to 
insist he did not have a motive to conceal evidence 
about the torture chamber. 

The Lead Counsel then explained that he could have 
changed the intelligence service without disturbing 
evidence of previous tortures. He elaborated that 
trainings and sensitisations could have helped and 
that keeping the room as a museum would serve 
as a reminder of how badly the organisation needed 
reform. Ousman Sowe responded that they had 
pursued trainings and sensitisations, and that apart 

Taking a step back, Ousman Sowe framed the changes 
to the torture room as part of a campaign to change the 
orientation of the institution and ensure torture ended. 
In the moment, he claimed, he did not understand how 
it would later come to look like he was concealing or 
destroying evidence. Insisting that he would wrangle a 
confession out of the witness, the Lead Counsel again 
led him through his knowledge of what happened in 
the torture chamber and whether he believed it would 
be investigated when he ordered the renovations. The 
witness said if he had known the bed would be of such 
interest, he would not have removed it from the room. 

The Lead Counsel changed tack and pointed out that as 
someone who had led the investigations unit of the NIA, 
the witness was well aware of his obligation to preserve 
evidence and would have known that, by changing the 
character of the room, he was tampering with evidence. 
The witness stuttered that was not his motivation at the 
time. The Lead Counsel contended it was improbable 
that someone with two Master’s degrees and experience 
as a public servant would be as ignorant as the witness 
was claiming to be about the basic issues of evidence 
collection and tampering. 

The Lead Counsel and Ousman Sowe continued making 
this same circular argument, with the Lead Counsel 
insisting the witness’ rehabilitation of the room amounted 
to tampering with evidence, and the witness admitting he 
changed the room, but claiming that it had nothing to do 
with concealing evidence. The witness testified that with 
his new understanding he could see that he tampered 
with the evidence, but nonetheless insisted that at the 
time he did not consider the bed, paint, and shackles 
as evidence. The Lead Counsel, growing increasingly 
frustrated, charged that the removal of the best proof of 
human rights violations amounted to a “blatant violation 
of all the rules in the book.”

After the lunch break, the Lead Counsel asked the 
witness whether destruction of evidence was prohibited 
under the rules that governed the NIA. After first saying 
he was not sure, the witness quickly reversed and said it 
would be illegal if the motive were to conceal evidence. 
He said he had the room changed as a part of making 
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from the torture chamber they did not find shackles, 
whips or other instruments elsewhere in the building.

After a confusing exchange on whether the witness was 
now saying there was further evidence of torture such 
as whips or sticks, he again repeated that if he had 
known how much interest there would be in the room, he 
would not have made changes. When asked why he left 
Bambadinka – an empty cell – untouched but renovated 
the torture chamber, the witness said it had to do with 
timing. He denied that evidence disappeared, saying that 
he kept the bed and the shackles in another part of the 
headquarters.

Moving on, the Lead Counsel asked whether the NIA 
operated detention facilities across the country. 

Ousman Sowe described the facilities 
as “safe houses,” which after his time in 
the NIA became places where people 
were detained. 
He confirmed there were at least eight places, including 
in Jeshwang and Brusubi. The witness denied having any 
knowledge of shackles being removed at any of these 
premises, and asked that the Commission present any 
information they had on this matter to the SIS. The Lead 
Counsel said he would have to look into the issue further. 

After confirming that the witness was the head of the 
investigations unit at some point in 2004, the Lead 
Counsel asked about the whereabouts of the detention 
register for that period. The witness responded that all 
detention registers in the possession were handed over 
the TRRC. The Lead Counsel pointed out that it was 
convenient that the register that might have implicated 
the witness had gone missing and asked whether this 
was also part of a policy of concealment. The witness 
denied this in the strongest terms. He pointed out that 
he had had over 74 correspondence exchanges with the 
TRRC from September 2018 to October 2019, and the 
service had responded to the Commission’s requests.

The Lead Counsel revealed that in the analysis of the 
registers they had received, of the 571 individuals 

recorded as being detained from 1995 to 2017, 295 
were shown to have been held beyond the 72-hour 
limit, with no information on the length of stay of the 
276 who remained. 

The witness agreed that this 
suggested that the NIA was a centre 
for unlawful detention. 
Continuing with the theme of concealment, the 
Lead Counsel asked the witness if he destroyed 
any documents or materials when he took over. The 
witness responded with a resounding no and denied 
any allegations of burning documents. When asked 
about paperwork that might have been in Louis 
Gomez’s78 office, the witness said he was unaware 
that documents were reported missing from that 
office. He said he would check again at the NIA and 
turn anything over to the Commission. He pointed out 
that by the time he was appointed Director General, 
Louis Gomez had already been arrested.

When the Lead Counsel then asked about documents 
in Mr Badjie office, Ousman Sowe said he would 
provide them to the Commission. When asked why 
he was so willing to hand over Badjie documents and 
not Louis Gomez’s, the witness responded that he 
took over Badjie’s79 office himself. The Lead Counsel 
hinted to a public fight between Ousman Sowe and 
Badjie,80 but cut the witness off when he started to 
explain himself, saying he did not want to get into 
details. The Lead Counsel said he just wanted to 
highlight that the witness was publicly advised against 
tampering with evidence while he was altering the NIA 
Headquarters in ways that fundamentally changed 
its character and ultimately made the Commission’s 
work more difficult.

The witness neither confirmed nor denied he was 
ordered not to tamper with evidence. The Lead 
Counsel charged that Mr Badjie, one of the witness’ 
legal advisors, advised him against changing the NIA 
in case it destroyed evidence, but the witness said 
he could not remember this specifically. 

78Louis Gomez worked his way up the ranks of the NIA and was appointed the deputy director in early 2015. He was arrested in February 2017 in connection with the 
extrajudicial killing of Solo Sandeng and died in October 2018 at Mile 2 Prison while his trial was ongoing. 
79This would imply the witness is talking about Yankuba Badjie, who served as Director General of the NIA from 2013 to 2017. He was arrested in February 2017 and is 
currently being tried for numerous offences, ranging from conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing serious bodily harm, murder, and making false documents.
80The Lead Counsel appears to be referring to Bubacarr A.M.O Badjie, a legal advisor to the SIS who in June 2017 publicly accused Ousman Sowe of a series of offences, 
including evidence tampering and was briefly detained and subsequently dismissed. See The Point, “SIS, police demand whistleblower Badjie hand over office keys”

https://thepoint.gm/africa/gambia/article/nia-police-demand-whistleblower-badjie-hand-over-office-keys
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all full-time operatives had attended at least some 
school. He pointed out that management had more 
than ten people with Master’s degrees and more than 
ten currently pursuing postgraduate education. He 
said others were undergoing training at professional 
institutions and in foreign languages, both at home 
and abroad. He insisted they were focused on 
recruiting the best and brightest Gambians. 

The Lead Counsel again interjected, 
claiming that they had information 
that over 200 NIA staff were semi-
literate and could barely read 
or write. The witness insisted 
that all intelligence operatives in 
headquarters and across the country 
were fully literate. 
The Lead Counsel dug deeper, revealing that a former 
director general only had a form 4 certificate and many 
others were similarly under-educated. He suggested 
this was due to tribalism in hiring practices. 

After a strange exchange in which Ousman Sowe said 
that everyone in the NIA, from him to the cooks, were 
operatives, the Chair asked the witness to describe 
the genesis of Bambadinka. The witness responded 
that the name connoted an unpleasant cell. He said 
he was not detained in Bambadinka, only at the 
security front gate and he was never tortured. 

The Deputy Chair then confirmed that the bed from 
the torture chamber was still stored at the NIA. She 
announced that when they visited the NIA, the director 
general’s men only showed them the shackles 
and insisted there was no torture at the NIA. She 
requested the bed and shackles be preserved for a 
memorialisation project. The witness confirmed that 
they have photos of the room before it was changed. 

Imam Jallow then told Ousman Sowe he was disturbed 
by how the service chiefs who had appeared before 
the Commission were highly evasive and asked the 

The Lead Counsel then abruptly announced he was 
ending his questioning, saying that he could not follow 
up on “I don’t remember,” and demanded that the NIA 
turn over any documents from Louis Gomez’s office by 
5:30 that evening. He then quickly asked if there were 
other graves at the Tanji outpost other than that of Solo 
Sandeng. The witness replied he had not been informed 
of any. The Lead Counsel made a request for exhumation 
warrants for the NIA premises at Tanji. 

The Chair then asked the witness whether the NIA had a 
collection of the statements, voluntary or coerced, from 
witnesses they detained and interrogated. The Lead 
Counsel jumped in to say they acquired some of the 
statements from the more high-profile people interrogated 
at the NIA. When asked about distinguishing between 
coerced and voluntary statements, the Lead Counsel 
said it was difficult to tell, and offered to send the Chair 
the list of materials they had received. The Lead Counsel 
added that many of the statements that have come to 
light during the TRRC were coerced statements that were 
used in trials and thus were available through the courts. 

The Chair, citing testimony from Silla Bah Samateh,81 

asked Ousman Sowe whether there was any evidence 
that babies were brought, either dead or alive, from 
Victoria hospital to the NIA. The witness said they had 
no evidence suggesting that happened but said he would 
pursue further inquiries.

The Chair then asked among the different categories 
of agents at the NIA, who was responsible for the most 
tortures? After repeating that any torture was regrettable, 
the witness pointed out that witnesses at the TRRC had 
accused everyone from director generals down to junior 
officers of being involved. According to their analysis, he 
claimed many of the violations were traced back to a 
group of 10 or 20 people who did not represent the bulk 
of the officers in the intelligence service. 

Continuing, the Chair asked how the NIA recruited its 
personnel and what kind of qualifications were required 
to be an operative. Ousman Sowe responded that they 
receive applications on a daily and weekly basis, and 
also do talent spotting. Apart from the cleaners, he said, 

81See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 15 – 18.
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witness how they could change this attitude. The witness 
responded that ensuring trust with the population was 
essential, and that reform was a process not an event. 
He said there had been changes in the security sector as 
Gambians no longer feared unknown people knocking at 
their doors. 

Bishop Odico then asked about the courtyard of the NIA, 
where other witnesses had mentioned tortures took 
place. The witness said the courtyard was still there, but 
the landscaping had changed. Bishop Odico then shared 
that in his estimation there were three types of operatives 
– those who arrested, those who interrogated, and those 
who tortured. The witness confirmed this broad outline, 
but added that the interrogators came from multiple 
branches of the security services.

Commissioner Ka then thanked Ousman Sowe for 
his appearance, and asked if he would be willing to 
apologise to the nation on behalf of the institution. The 
witness said he had planned on doing such in his closing 
remarks. After asking him to also apologise for evidence 
tampering, the Commissioner asked how he disciplined 
his officers who had been accused of torture. 

The witness responded that he was 
“looking forward to the recommendations 
regarding those adversely mentioned 
and you can be sure we will act 
accordingly.”
In his final question, the Commissioner asked about the 
pace of security sector reforms. The witness responded 
that within the NIA there had been fundamental reform to 
the point where they were no longer engaging in arrests 
and detentions and were focusing on their core mandate 
of intelligence collection, analysis, and dissemination. 
He said the quality of their intelligence had improved, 
and was getting recognition at home and in the region. 
He pointed out that SIS is the chair of the ECOWAS 
Intelligence Service. 

Commissioner Samba then charged that, considering his 
15-year stint as an NIA employee and current position 
as the head of the SIS, his claim that he was unaware 

of abuses fell flat. The witness gave a meandering 
response, saying that he could not know what 
happened during the six years he was away, and that 
reforms were underway. She encouraged him to focus 
on the phrase “Never Again” and he moved forward.

Imam Sy posited that the witness had made a mistake 
by changing the torture chamber, but that the room 
did look much better now. The witness responded 
that only Allah decides certain things, that he was 
still asking for forgiveness, and that it was not his 
intention to destroy evidence.

In response to a final question from the Chair, the 
witness said he did not remember if he had ever 
violated any Gambians’ human rights, but that after 
a career at the agency, no one had mentioned him as 
treating them inhumanely. 

In his final remarks, Ousman Sowe thanked the 
Commission for their work and its contribution to the 
state formation process. He also thanked Gambians 
for standing beside the security services. He “humbly 
suggested” that the TRRC recommendations include 
a condemnation of coups and coup attempts, which 
he said had wrought so much violence in The Gambia. 
He asked Gambian citizens for their support, and 
encouraged the security services to put human rights 
at the centre of their work. Likening The Gambia to 
a patient discharged from hospital, he said Gambia 
was not fully healed from its past trauma. He said 
tolerance was necessary to build a healthier and 
stronger country. 

The witness ended his testimony with an apology, 
saying if the reforms were found to be out of place, 
he was sorry. Furthermore, he apologised for the 
actions that occurred, assumedly under the previous 
government. With that, the witness ended his 
testimony. 

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Torture (of Lamin Karbou)

Ebrima Drammeh
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Fatoumata Camara was arbitrarily arrested and detained at the NIA for participating in a peaceful protest in April 
2016. During her eight-month stay at the NIA, she was tortured and threatened with death. 
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WITNESS NAME: Omar CHAM

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 11th & 12th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The torture following the 1996 
attack on Farfenni Barracks; fabrication of evidence at 
the NIA and Holgam; the three cases against Ensa Badjie, 
investigation of the Bonto Raid; the killing of Deyda 
Hydara, tortures the witness committed while stationed 
at NAWEC; enforced disappearances and intimidation of 
political opponents

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): NIA officer from 
1996 to 2011

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): NIA officer accused of 
numerous tortures and arbitrary arrests and detentions

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: NIA officer

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Omar Cham began his testimony by acknowledging that 
he has been accused of participating in several tortures. 
He told the Commission he was born 50 years ago in 
the Central River Region. Four years after finishing fourth 
grade, he applied to The Gambia National Gendarmerie 
and was accepted for training in December 1991. 

The witness told the Commission he was among the first 
Gambian security personnel to qualify to go to Turkey for 
training. After learning Turkish for eight months, he went 
to Ankara for basic training. He also pursued a specialised 
11-month course in anti-terrorism and criminology. While 
he had been in Turkey, the Gendarmerie had been divided 
between the police and the newly minted Tactical Support 
Group, TSG. When he returned in 1993, he was assigned 

to the TSG and posted to Yundum as assistant 
station commander. 

In early July 1994, Omar Cham continued, he came 
across a large cattle-rustling operation complete with 
an abattoir. He chased the fleeing cattle rustlers and 
was struck with a machete several times across his 
arm and hand, leaving serious wounds. He was taken 
to a hospital, but was nonetheless later discharged 
from the gendarmerie on medical grounds.

A year and a half after this incident, the witness 
applied to join the National Intelligence Agency, NIA. 
He was accepted and joined the economic unit. In 
1998, he was sent to the investigation unit, followed 
by a short stint in the post office, and then shifted 
to Bundung. In 2000, he went to Nigeria for courses 
in management and leadership. When he returned 
he was posted, still as an NIA officer, at the Gambia 
National Water & Electric Company, NAWEC. He spent 
all of 2004 in Sierra Leone as a part of the United 
Nations peacekeeping mission, and then returned to 
NAWEC. He was dismissed from the NIA in January 
2011 and did not return until October 2017. The Lead 
Counsel summarised that from 1996 until 2011 the 
witness was an NIA officer.

Omar Cham confirmed, without 
hesitation, that the NIA operated 
as a torture centre between 1996 
and 2001. He said while many NIA 
operatives neither participated in 
nor witnessed the torture, no one 
could say they were unaware. 
He said claims to the contrary were not credible 
and pointed out that even there were NIA officers 
that were, in some cases, victims of torture at their 
own place of work. The Lead Counsel revealed that 
a survey of NIA staff found that 90% claimed to be 
unaware of torture. The witness eventually agreed that 
those people were not telling the truth. However, the 
witness demurred when the Lead Counsel pressed 
the witness to say they were actually covering up 
crimes.
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When the Lead Counsel charged that the tortures began 
early at the NIA, the witness equivocated, saying he was 
not there at the founding of the institution.82 The Lead 
Counsel reminded him that he joined in February 1996 
and was working there during the Farafenni attack that 
same year. The witness testified that the Farafenni attack 
was the first time he heard about tortures at the NIA. 

Omar Cham narrated that on the day of the attack he 
received a call around 3 in the morning ordering him 
to report to headquarters. When he arrived, he found 
Samba Bah with unnamed senior officers. As day broke, 
he recognised Foday Barry, Baba Saho,83 Drammeh, 
Mustapha Touray, Kijali Jabara and MA Jatta. After an 
argument between the witness and the interpreter over 
Fula semantics, the witness said that around mid-day 
they were informed that a rebel was being brought to NIA 
Headquarters. A few hours later, a man he later found 
out was Balo Kanteh84 was brought into the investigation 
unit. 

“Shortly after that” he testified, “we had 
screams from that unit.”
The witness claimed that Foday Barry, Baba Saho, Daba 
Marenah, and potentially Babadinding Jobarteh85 (he later 
said he could not remember whether he was there) were 
the officers in the investigation unit with Balo Kanteh. He 
initially denied the Lead Counsel’s charge that he had 
been in the room and seen what happened. Instead, he 
said, he never actually saw Balo Kanteh and only heard 
about it after the fact.

The Lead Counsel accused Omar Cham of lying and 
began picking his story apart. In the face of repeated 
questioning the witness insisted he was not in the room 
with Balo Kanteh and the NIA officers, but that news of 
what was happening spread quickly in the premises at 
the time. Later in the day, he continued, he saw some 
of the officers make a quick trip to the director general’s 
office then return to the investigation building where he 
had previously heard the screaming from. 

When asked who worked in the investigation unit at the 
time, the witness responded it was less than 10 people 
and did not include the aforementioned Drammeh. The 
witness affirmed that that Foday Barry, Baba Saho, and 

(Baba)Dinding Jobarteh shared one office in the 
investigations building, but said he did not know 
where in the investigation building Balo Kanteh was 
taken. After questioning the source of the witness’ 
knowledge on the subject, the Lead Counsel then 
accused him of changing his story. The Lead Counsel 
charged that while the witness did not torture Balo 
Kanteh, he was in the room during the torture.

Omar Cham grew increasingly agitated as the Lead 
Counsel kept insisting that he saw Balo Kanteh 
being tortured. While he agreed that Balo Kanteh 
was tortured, he denied that he was in the room. The 
witness maintained it was common knowledge that 
the aforementioned officers had taken Balo Kanteh 
to the room, and that he had only heard screaming 
from the outside. 

After the break, the Lead Counsel continued accusing 
the witness of having been in the room. 

However, this time the witness 
admitted to coming up to the door 
of the room, peeking in, and seeing 
Balo Kanteh being electrocuted. 
He claimed he quickly turned away and did not see 
who was doing the electrocution, but that it was the 
men he had previously mentioned who were in the 
room – Foday Barry, Baba Saho, and Daba Marenah. 
After the Lead Counsel berated the witness and 
accused him of lying, the witness agreed that the 
previous version of his story was “not full” and told 
the Lead Counsel to accept the version he was now 
offering. 

Moving on, Omar Cham affirmed that NIA officers 
carried out tortures at their headquarters in the 
aftermath of Ndure Cham’s coup attempt in March 
2006. He said five senior NIA officers were among 
those tortured on that instance, including Daba 
Marenah, Alieu Singhateh, Musa Dibba, and Kemo 
Balajo. He explained that even though he was working 
at NAWEC at the time, he heard about the torture of 
former NIA officials from other officers.

82The NIA was founded in 1995.
83Foday Barry and Baba Saho testified before the TRRC on 9th and 10th February 2021.
84See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 26 – 33.
85Lamin Babadinding Jobarteh testified before the TRRC on 11th February 2021.
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The Lead Counsel then asked what happened to Abdoulie 
Kujabi. The witness confirmed that he had once been the 
director general of the NIA, but was dismissed around the 
same time he was tortured. He said the same treatment 
was meted out to Ngorr Secka.86 

When asked what would happen if an 
individual was alleged to have done 
something to threaten Yahya Jammeh’s 
government, the witness responded 
“You are likely to be maltreated in 
most cases.” Upon further questioning, 
he agreed this could include torture. 
Omar Cham reluctantly agreed that most people arrested 
for threatening the government would be tortured. 
However, he added that not everyone arrested would 
be beaten, indicating that he was arrested and taken to 
Holgam87 but not tortured. The Lead Counsel countered 
that Holgam was known more for fabrication of evidence 
than for torture. The witness agreed, but pointed out that 
evidence was also fabricated at the NIA Headquarters. 

The Lead Counsel asked the witness to give him an 
example of when a witness was bribed at Holgam. The 
witness then launched into how he was arrested on 
a Friday on the accusation of being party to a coup. 
According to the witness, Rui Jabbi Gassama88 - who he 
mentioned also implicated Lang Tombong Tamba89 - had 
told an authority that the witness was standing guard 
while Bo Baaji90 and others plotted a coup. 

According to Omar Cham, the accusation reached Yahya 
Jammeh, who ordered for him and Rui Jabbi Gassama to 
be arrested. When Rui Jabbi Gassama arrived at the NIA, 
Ben Jammeh91 kicked him and accused him of reporting 
on innocent people again. Ben Jammeh apparently also 
revealed that Rui Jabbi Gassama told the President that 
he did not receive the 10,000 euro he had been promised 
in exchange for incriminating Lang Tombong Tamba. The 
witness said Rui Jabbi Gassama was joined in this plan 
by Ebrima Marreh92 and one other. 

After a confusing exchange with the interpreter, the 
witness explained that Ebrima Marreh and their 
unnamed colleague said that Rui Jabbi Gassama 
was lying about the witness and the others. 

After the Lead Counsel reframed 
the issue, the witness affirmed that 
Ebrima Marreh, Rui Jabbi Gassama 
and one other person had been paid 
10,000 euro by Yahya Jammeh to 
implicate Lang Tombong Tamba. 
He acknowledged this was to induce them to testify 
against innocent people and should never have 
happened. 

In addition to NIA officers and people at Holgam, 
Omar Cham said, the Minister of Justice and the 
Director of Public Prosecutions, DPP, Richard Chenge 
and Mikhail Abdullah were also involved. He began 
to discuss how Ben Jammeh, Numo Kujabi and the 
DPP were annoyed with Ensa Badjie93 and Pa Harry 
Jammeh, but the Lead Counsel cut him off and 
asked him to describe the second time he saw state 
representatives solicit false testimony to incriminate 
people they wanted to remove from the system. 

The witness responded that the second time he saw 
the government procure false testimony was from 
Sillah Bah Samateh94 against Ensa Badjie. He then 
launched into a confusing rant that was not well 
interpreted about how Sillah Bah Samateh went from 
being an accused person to becoming a witness 
against someone else. He implied that Sillah Bah 
Samateh’s claim that Ensa Badjie was telling people 
that he had been given drugs by Yahya Jammeh to 
sell was absurd. The Lead Counsel stopped Omar 
Cham, saying they were not yet ready to delve into 
Ensa Badjie’s cases. 

Returning to other instances where the state bribed 
witnesses, Omar Cham said he was not sure whether 
the government gave Rui Jabbi Gassama any incentive 
to incriminate him. Regardless, he continued, he did 

86Gibril Ngorr Secka testified before the TRRC on 25th February 2021.
87A facility run by the NDEA in Kanifing.
88Rui Jabbi Gassama appears to be an alias. His name, as reported by Gambian press at the time, is Ousainou Kujabi.
89See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 42 – 70.
90See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 117 – 125.
91Also referred to as Benedict Jammeh
92Ebrima Marreh told journalists that he had been paid D60000 by Jammeh to fabricate allegations against Lang Tombong Tamba. See Gambia, “Ebrima Marreh says 
Jammeh paid him D60,000 Dalasis to fabricate false coup allegations against Gen. Tamba and Co …” (cont)

https://www.gambia.com/ebrima-marreh-says-jammeh-paid-him-d60000-dalasis-to-fabricate-false-coup-allegations-against-gen-tamba-and-co-he-also-says-he-used-to-conduct-secret-surveillance-for-the-jungullars-before-their-op/
https://www.gambia.com/ebrima-marreh-says-jammeh-paid-him-d60000-dalasis-to-fabricate-false-coup-allegations-against-gen-tamba-and-co-he-also-says-he-used-to-conduct-secret-surveillance-for-the-jungullars-before-their-op/
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not follow their orders when they asked him to falsify 
evidence. The witness revealed that Numo Kujabi and 
others had asked him to write an affidavit claiming he 
previously investigated Sillah Bah, who had recently 
absconded, and found nothing incriminating. News of 
Sillah Bah Samateh’s escape had reached President 
Yahya Jammeh who was now asking how he had become 
the star witness in the first place. 

When the witness insisted that he see any reports written 
about Sillah Bah Samateh before signing the affidavit, 
they grew angry with him. According to the witness, 
Richard Chenge changed the affidavit to say that Sillah 
Bah Samateh had not been found “wanting” before, but 
new evidence had emerged. The witness still refused to 
sign, so, according to him, they instead found a legal 
clerk named Binta Samura who agreed to testify that the 
witness had come to her office and told her about Sillah 
Bah Samateh.

Omar Cham told the Commission he only heard Binta 
Samura’s testimony when it was presented in court. 
After trying to get a copy of the affidavit he confronted 
Binta Samura about whether he had actually spoken to 
her about Sillah Ba Samateh. According to the witness, 
Binta Samura admitted the conversation had never taken 
place, and instead claimed her bosses Richard Chenge 
and Mikailu Abdullahi had told her to write it. “I was very 
angry,” the witness said, “but when I after looking at the 
whole thing, she’s a young person who just recently came 
into the job.”

However, the witness continued, Numo Kujabi called later 
and asked why he had started a quarrel at the Ministry of 
Justice. He apparently told Numo Kujabi it was because 
they were falsely claiming he had investigated Sillah Bah 
Samateh. After explaining himself, the witness claimed 
he wrote his own version of events and sent it to his 
boss, the Minister of Justice, the Chief Justice, the DPP, 
and Deputy Justice Ahmadi, and Binta Samura and JP Ya 
Salim Mbenga. He said this case against Ensa Badjie 
(and, he later added, Kuluteh Manneh and Mamatarr 
Secka) was dropped because he refused to falsify 
evidence. When the witness tried to get into the details 
of the case again, the Lead Counsel asked him to explain 
how the charges against Ensa Badjie were later changed. 

Omar Cham responded by describing Sillah Bah 
Samateh as a “criminal, bandit, a troublemaker” for 
allegedly putting flour into small packets to sell as 
drugs. After another exchange between the witness 
and the interpreter, the witness clarified that in 
reality it was Sillah Bah Samateh who had been 
telling people he had been given drugs to sell by the 
President and was using Ensa Badjie (who was the 
Inspector General of Police, IGP, at the time) and the 
military police to assist in disbursement. When he 
had a buyer, he would call Ensa Badjie and make sure 
the person he was talking to about buying the drugs 
saw him speaking with Ensa Badjie at a distance. 
The trust acquired, the buyer would hand over the 
money, which would then be passed on to the IGP 
and military police at a distance. 

This continued, the witness said, until two Nigerians 
came to understand what was happening and 
reported the matter to Pa Mbai.95 When asked why 
they went to Pa Mbai, the witness said it was because 
the allegation that the President was selling drugs 
was so serious. As to whether Sillah Bah Samateh 
actually gave the buyers drugs, the witness said, “He 
was just fooling these people, you know, twisting and 
turning them.”

After the lunch break, the Lead Counsel asked 
what happened after the first charges against Ensa 
Badjie were dropped. Omar Cham responded that 
the documents for the second case against Ensa 
Badjie had already been forwarded to the relevant 
authorities. 

He said this second scheme against 
Ensa Badjie was perpetrated by 
Numo Kujabi, Benedict Jammeh, 
potentially Pa Harry Jammeh, and 
ultimately, “Yahya Jammeh himself 
because whatever they said, they 
would always say ‘as the President 
said.’”

93See TRRC Digest Edition 10, pages 41-58.
94Also referred to as Sillaba Samateh in the Gambian press. See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 15 – 18.
95The witness could be referring to Pa Nderry M’bai, the founder of the diaspora based online news website Freedom 
Newspaper.
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The witness agreed with the Lead Counsel that President 
Yahya Jammeh was trying to use the legal system to do 
away with Ensa Badjie. He pointed out that after that saga, 
a third case against Ensa Badjie was launched which 
accused him of storing fraudulently obtained monies in 
the form of treasury bills in a bank account. The witness 
said they investigated, and found that the monies were 
actually payment for his service in Darfur.96 

The Lead Counsel pointed out that Omar Cham later led an 
investigation that recommended Ensa Badjie prosecuted 
for robbery, aiding and abetting, commission of a felony, 
and obstruction of justice. The witness remained elusive 
and the Lead Counsel grew frustrated. He spelled out 
how there were three separate investigations into Ensa 
Badjie and the witness was involved in each one: the 
drug trafficking with Sillah Ba Samateh, corruption and 
abuse of office with the monies in his bank account, and 
a third charge of robbery together with Ramses97 and his 
group.

The witness agreed with what the Lead Counsel laid out, 
but then deflected that he could not remember the full set 
of recommendations from the first case. In the second 
case, the witness claimed the DPP prepared 76 counts 
against Ensa Badjie, but the witness said he told the DPP 
the charges would not stand up in court. In reality, the 
witness told the Commission, the money in Ensa Badjie’s 
account that was said to be the result of bribes and theft 
was legally given to him.

Moving to the drug-dealing allegation, Omar Cham said it 
was fabricated and that in their investigation they did not 
find a single person who said that Ensa Badjie told them 
he was selling drugs for Yahya Jammeh. The witness said 
that when he presented this evidence to the DPP, the DPP 
shot back that he was ignorant of the law. He rejected 
this, pointing out he had done the actual investigation of 
the charges, and in the first two cases, found them to be 
without merit.

Moving on to the third charge, the witness narrated how 
they heard a notorious bandit, a former soldier from 
Guinea Conakry known as Ramses, had been involved in 
an armed robbery. The witness said that they were told 
by Tony, the owner of City Pub, that Ramses had told him 
he had been friends with Ensa Badjie for a long time. 

The Lead Counsel then pointed out that Ramses had 
testified before the TRRC that he had been threatened 
into implicating Ensa Badjie.98 The witness shot back 
that Tony’s statement and the statement of Landing 
Bojang were evidence that Ramses and Ensa Badjie 
had been friends. 

When asked again about his recommendations 
in the third case against Ensa Badjie, Omar Cham 
initially avoided answering the question, before finally 
acknowledging that he had been among those who 
reported that the charges against Ensa Badjie were 
justified. The witness, growing irritated, hinted at 
Ramses’ criminal past and insisted that Ramses had 
lied before the TRRC. He repeated that while the first 
two cases against Ensa Badjie were fabricated, he 
still believed that the third was genuine. The Lead 
Counsel clarified they were not there to re-litigate 
the case; instead he wanted to establish that the 
state falsified evidence against Ensa Badjie with the 
motive to eliminate him. The witness agreed this did 
indeed happen. 

The testimony then moved on to the investigation of 
Deyda Hydara’s murder.99 The witness narrated that 
the case was initially given to the police, but after 
they went completely quiet, it was transferred to the 
NIA. The NIA promised publicly to reveal everything, 
but also delivered nothing. 

“They gave that big impression that 
we are going to handle this diligently 
… everything surrounding him will be 
investigated and know. That was just 
an impression. It was false. Nothing 
genuine was done.”
The Lead Counsel summarised the NIA final report 
as suggesting Deyda Hydara had offended some 
people who wanted to have him killed, and that he 
was a serial womaniser. He pointed out there were 
no ballistics tests despite the fact bullets were 
recovered from the victims. He said it was later 
revealed that the state had lied to cover up the fact 

96Gambian troops participated in the joint United Nations – African Union Mission in Darfur.
97Ramses is an alter ego for Soriba Conde, whose name is sometimes mistaken as “Soriba Conteh” in the Gambian press. See TRRC 
Digest Edition 13/14, pages 73 – 79.
98The Lead Counsel was referring to Soriba Conde who testified before the TRRC on 11th June 2020.
99Deyda Hydara was a pioneer of Gambian journalism. He was killed on the evening of 16th December 2004 by the Junglers. See TRRC 
Digest Edition 6.
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a few times. Returning to the issue of torture, the 
witness categorically denied that he put a hood 
on Sillah Bah Samateh and escorted him to Louis 
Gomez’s office where he was tortured.

The Lead Counsel then levelled the accusation that 
the witness brought Sillah Bah Samateh’s wife to the 
NIA and led him to believe that if he did not cooperate 
something would happen to her. The witness admitted 
that Sillah Bah Samateh’s wife was brought to the NIA 
to give a statement about destroying the flour, but he 
insisted that she left the premises immediately after 
speaking to the panel. The witness initially claimed he 
was not aware of Sillah Bah Samateh being tortured, 
and then changed his statement to admit he had 
been psychologically tortured because he was kept 
for a long time. However, the witness continued to 
insist that he never beat Sillah Bah Samateh and did 
not know anyone else who had. He hedged that this 
did not mean Sillah Bah Samateh was not beaten.

Taking a step back, the Lead Counsel had Omar Cham 
repeat that the NIA was a torture centre, and that 
people brought in who were viewed as threatening 
Yahya Jammeh would likely be tortured. The Lead 
Counsel pointed out that according to the witness, 
Sillah Bah Samateh had committed the ultimate 
crime by accusing Yahya Jammeh of giving him drugs 
to sell on the President’s behalf. The witness agreed 
this was among the most audacious claims anyone 
made against Yahya Jammeh while he was at the 
NIA. However, when the Lead Counsel insisted that 
he must have been tortured, the witness repeated 
that he might have been beaten, but that he was 
unaware of it. 

The Lead Counsel then asked the witness if he held 
the hand of Sillah Bah Samateh’s child as a way 
of threatening Sillah Bah Samateh that something 
would happen to his child unless he cooperated. 
The witness responded that he never saw Sillah Bah 
Samateh’s child, let alone held their hand. Based 
on the mistranslation of “child” to “son” from Fula 
to English, the Lead Counsel then asked how the 
witness knew it was Sillah Ba Samateh’s son. The 
witness pointed out that he had said “child” in Fula, 

that it was the Junglers who had been sent to kill the 
former newspaper editor. The witness agreed that the 
NIA report was indeed false. 

Moving onto the Bonto100 case, Omar Cham claimed that 
Pata Jallow had essentially been framed for drug dealing. 
When asked whether the NIA seriously investigated the 
links between the alleged drug dealers and President 
Yahya Jammeh, the witness shot back that the NIA 
were not the only ones who made mistakes on that 
case. While he acknowledged that he took part in the 
investigation, he continued to equivocate on whether the 
NIA investigation team looked into ties between the drug 
dealers and Yahya Jammeh by saying that there were 
things going on the NIA was unaware of. He also alleged 
that other security units interfered with the investigation. 

The witness admitted his investigation never looked into 
the areas where the drugs were found. Benedict Jammeh 
later told them that the more than 10 million dalasi in 
foreign currencies found at the premises was put in a 
special account at the Central Bank on the orders of 
Yahya Jammeh. The witness said he never knew who 
the signatories on the account were. The Lead Counsel 
pointed out that Gazi101 claimed the Bonto premises was 
forcibly bought from him by Yahya Jammeh and asked 
whether this was investigated. The witness repeated 
that they were not given a chance to do a thorough 
investigation. 

He disputed the government’s 
statement that they burned the drugs 
they confiscated, instead saying he 
believed they actually resold the drugs 
themselves.
Suddenly changing topics, the Lead Counsel then 
brought up Sillah Bah Samateh’s allegation that Omar 
Cham participated in his torture. The witness denied the 
charge and suggested that Sillah Bah Samateh was an 
unreliable witness. The Lead Counsel said that Silla Bah 
Samateh had admitted to fraud, but the witness pointed 
out that Sillah Bah Samateh had also changed his story 

100In June 2010, the National Drug Enforcement Agency and British investigators discovered over two tonnes of cocaine 
in the village of Bonto and arrested around a dozen foreign nationals who they accused of trafficking. See The Point, 11th 
June 2010, “More cocaine found at Bonto”.
101We believe he is referring to Rudy Rasoehamid Gazi, a Dutch national who was among those arrested at Bonto.

https://thepoint.gm/africa/gambia/article/more-cocaine-found-at-bonto
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but the Lead Counsel continued to charge that he was 
continuously changing his story and that he must have 
been there because he knew it was a son. 

After taunting Omar Cham to re-watch the video at home, 
the Lead Counsel then asked if Ensa Badjie was also 
tortured. The witness responded it was possible, but 
he had no part in it. When pressed, he said if it had 
happened, the Junglers would be the perpetrators. 
He initially said that he did not see the Junglers while 
they were conducting their investigation, but added the 
caveat that he was only in the building during the day. 
Under further pressure, he admitted that it was now 
public knowledge that most of the tortures happened at 
night when the Junglers came to the Headquarters. The 
next morning, he said, NIA officers would talk about the 
tortures that happened the night before. The witness 
said he did not hear about Junglers torturing Ensa Badjie, 
but that he ultimately did not know for sure. 

The Lead Counsel then revealed the Ensa Badjie 
claimed the witness tortured him. The witness denied 
the charge, saying that if he had beaten Ensa Badjie, 
he would own up to it. The Lead Counsel then cited the 
2011 Country Reports on Human Rights Practices102 by 
the United States government which reported that Ensa 
Badjie testified during his trial that Omar Cham covered 
his head with a plastic bag after which he was beaten. 
The Lead Counsel pointed out the method mirrored Sillah 
Bah Samateh’s testimony. 

Under further questioning, Omar Cham denied that 
Tamba and Baboucarr Sallah turned over Ensa Badjie 
to him to be tortured. He said Sillah Bah Samateh and 
Ensa Badjie were lying against him because he had 
exposed their dubious activities. He repeated that he 
had essentially saved them when he pointed out the 
evidence had been falsified in the earlier cases. He grew 
increasingly emotional until the Lead Counsel asked 
him to take a few minutes to calm down. The witness 
explained he was upset because the allegations that he 
participated in the torture of Ensa Badjie and Silla Ba 
Samateh were untruthful, and that they hurt him because 
he had defended them against falsified evidence. 

Moving on, the witness confirmed that the Junglers 
could have beaten Ensa Badjie. When asked about a 

torture team at the NIA, the witness claimed that a 
“special operations team” was established after he 
was dismissed from the service. He initially declined 
to say more, saying it would be hearsay. The Lead 
Counsel then brought out notes from their previous 
conversation, in which the witness had said the 
special operations unit tortured people who came to 
the NIA and had provided a list of names. 

Omar Cham was initially hesitant to say the names 
on the list, after which the Lead Counsel revealed 
that his notes came from their meeting on the 
previous Monday to go over his testimony. He asked 
the witness to list the names, saying he did not 
want to feed them to him. After further procedural 
discussions, the witness said that the names he 
gave to the Lead Counsel during the pre-testimony 
session came from his own notes, but that he did not 
have that document with him at that moment. 

Finally, the witness listed Lamin Darboe, Baboucarr 
Sallah, and someone called Assassin as members 
of the special operations team. When pressed for 
the other five names, the witness said this was all he 
could remember without his notes. When the Lead 
Counsel voiced Gibril Kanyi, the witness said he did 
not know anyone with that name, and suggested the 
Lead Counsel had made mistakes when taking his 
notes. The exchange grew more heated and the Lead 
Counsel said they would just play the audio to show 
that the witness was lying. 

When the Lead Counsel suggested Tamba, the 
witness replied that he remembered a Tamba Masireh 
being a member. The Lead Counsel pointed out that 
Ensa Badjie testified that the witness had handed 
him over to Baboucarr Sallah and Tamba Masireh, 
who were now identified as members of a team who 
conducted tortures. The witness continued to insist 
that Ensa Badjie was lying. 

After another tense exchange, 
Omar Cham admitted that he had 
participated in tortures on behalf of 
the NIA. 

102See Country Reports on Human Rights Practices for 2011 – The Gambia.

https://2009-2017.state.gov/j/drl/rls/hrrpt/2011humanrightsreport/index.htm#wrapper
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Moving on, the witness admitted to participating 
in the torture of Musa Oldi Jawo and Simon Grant. 
When he said he did not remember someone named 
Bakary Sowe, the Lead Counsel joked there were 
too many for him to remember. When the name 
Sainabou Keita came up, the witness said that force 
was used to arrest her, but avoided the word torture. 
When he said he fought to put her on a vehicle, 
the Lead Counsel shot back that she said he had 
kicked her like a football, bundled her, and dumped 
her into a vehicle. The witness again denied her 
characterisation. 

Omar Cham again acknowledged his responsibility 
for the beating of Pa Sallah Jeng, and implied that 
all these incidents happened in one day. The Lead 
Counsel charged that seven people had made 
allegations against him, and that for the witness, 
beating people was a normal activity that he believed 
he could get away with. The witness denied the 
second point, saying he knew he would have to 
answer for it in the next world. He said some of 
accusers were telling lies, and that he did not know 
the exact number of people he tortured. 

Before ending his testimony for the 
day, the witness disclosed there 
was a torture chamber and torture 
machine at the NIA, but couched 
that they were brought there before 
his time and he knew nothing about 
them. 
The next morning the Lead Counsel returned to Gibril 
Waka’s allegation that the witness had stripped 
him naked, beat him, and made him play with his 
genitals. The witness acknowledged that Gibril Waka 
was arrested and brought to the NIA, but insisted he 
had no contact with him. Under further questioning, 
he admitted he was indirectly involved in Gibril Waka’s 
arrest by writing a report detailing how Gibril Waka 
was reconnecting people to the grid illegally.

When the Lead Counsel tried to get the witness to 
repeat his admission multiple times, the witness asked 
him to move on to the next question, after which the 
Chair interjected in an attempt to bring some calm and 
decorum to the proceedings. 

The witness again affirmed that he participated in tortures 
at the NIA, after which the Lead Counsel began listing a 
series of names. The witness acknowledged torturing Pa 
Sallah Jeng but claimed he did not touch Gibril Waka. 
The Lead Counsel charged that the witness arrested 
Gibril Waka and searched his house, then handed him 
to Sukuta Jammeh who detained him for three months. 

Omar Cham denied this happened, and went on to 
describe how Gibril Waka was defrauding NAWEC by 
offering to secretly connect clients whose service had 
been cut back into the electricity grid. The witness said 
he deserved to be punished for this, but said he could 
not remember detaining him for three months. After a 
circular exchange in which the witness repeated that 
he did not torture Gibril Waka and was unaware of his 
detention, he revealed that NAWEC had banned Gibril 
Waka from their offices because he was hanging around 
the building pretending to be staff. 

When asked how unpaid electricity bills fit into the NIA’s 
mandate, the witness testified that they had been sent to 
the power utility company by President Yahya Jammeh to 
address fraud and help the company recover what it was 
owed by clients. When the Lead Counsel pointed out that 
was an unlawful order, the witness claimed he could not 
judge the order’s legality. 

The Lead Counsel continued to insist that the NIA fighting 
with people over having their electricity disconnected or 
failing to pay their bills amounted to unlawful harassment. 
He added that there were a number of complaints by 
NAWEC customers against the witness himself. When 
asked if he regretted his mistakes, Omar Cham replied 
in the affirmative, but said they were just trying to help 
NAWEC recover their errors. He completely denied Gibril 
Waka’s claim that the witness visited him during his 
detention to beat him with a stick and ask him to undress 
and play with his genitals. 
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As Omar Cham spoke, he grew increasingly irritated, which 
the Lead Counsel suggested was caused by him trying 
to portray everybody else in bad light. After the witness 
agreed with the Lead Counsel’s assertion that there were 
a lot of corrupt people in NAWEC, the Lead Counsel then 
said there were equally the number of corrupt people in 
the NIA. When asked if he believed everyone has rights 
and deserves to be treated according to the law, the 
witness replied, “everyone has a right no matter what the 
person did.”

The Lead Counsel shot back that when Nfamara Nasso 
was arrested from his house in Latrikunda and brought 
to NAWEC, the witness subjected him to the “monkey 
dance” until he collapsed. The witness initially shot back 
that Nfamara Nasso did not collapse, but under repeated 
questioning admitted subjecting him to the monkey 
dance, which amounted to a form of torture. He affirmed 
that this was in blatant disregard for Nfamara Nasso’s 
rights as a human being. 

Moving on, Omar Cham denied participating in the torture 
of Ebou Khan. When the Lead Counsel threatened to 
play Ebou Khan’s testimony, the witness insisted he 
tell his side of the story. He alleged that a man named 
Pa Sanyang from the NIA writing $1,000 fake coupons 
and taking them to Ebou Khan’s petrol station to 
exchange for either cash or fuel. He said that when then 
Director General Muniru Darboe found out, he initiated 
an investigation and Ebou Khan and Pa Sanyang were 
brought to the station.

The Lead Counsel disputed the witness’ characterisation, 
saying that in reality Ebou Khan caught Pa Sanyang with 
the fake coupons and reported it to the NIA. To protect 
one of their own, the NIA decided to go after Ebou Khan 
instead. After an exchange on whether the witness was 
answering the Lead Counsel’s questions directly, the 
witness finally agreed that the evidence that Pa Sanyang 
was issuing fake coupons was overwhelming, and that he 
should have been investigated and charged. 

Omar Cham admitted that as of the time of his testimony, 
Pa Sanyang was still employed in the security services as 
a senior police officer. Under pressure, he accepted that 
Pa Syanyang was protected because he worked with the 
NIA. While acknowledging that Pa Sanyang should have 

been investigated by the NIA, he also blamed the 
police for not checking his background before they 
hired him. He conceded that usually the police asked 
the NIA to do their background checks. 

The witness continued to deny he participated in Ebou 
Khan’s torture, arguing that when Muniru Darboe was 
director general, he was posted to either the post 
office or the economic unit. He then narrated how as 
far as he remembered, Pa Sanyang and Ebou Khan 
were both detained overnight. The witness suddenly 
admitted that he was the investigating officer in their 
case, before then saying that in fact Muniru Darboe, 
the Director General, was in charge of the case. When 
the Lead Counsel questioned whether the Director 
General would personally manage an investigation, 
the witness hedged he was among those who started 
the investigation. 

The Lead Counsel then pointed out that Omar Cham’s 
story kept changing, from first saying he was posted 
elsewhere, to saying that he was among the first 
to investigate the case. The exchange grew tenser, 
until the witness admitted that he was there when 
Ebou Khan was brought into the NIA, but denied he 
came into contact with him. The witness then gave a 
confusing narrative that focused on how Pa Sanyang 
was treated and how Muniru Darboe was there with 
him, Pa Sanyang and Ebou Khan. 

The Lead Counsel accused the witness of skipping 
parts in the story before relaying Ebou Khan’s 
allegation that the witness beat him mercilessly 
with a stick when he was brought to the NIA. The 
witness denied the accusation, but the Lead Counsel 
continued to press, asking why Ebou Khan would have 
identified him out of the over 500 NIA employees, 
and taunted that maybe it was because the witness 
was too handsome. The witness continuously denied 
he tortured Ebou Khan.

The Lead Counsel then took a step back and charged 
that Omar Cham tortured many people. The witness 
agreed he participated in torture, and counted up to 
seven people. The Lead Counsel rebutted they had 
gone over nine people thus far and accused the witness 
of being a serial torturer. The witness admitted to 
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Jammeh were involved, and that some of the service 
chiefs might have at least been aware. The witness 
said he did not know what happened to the drugs after 
they were seized and pointed out that when drugs 
were destroyed it was usually publicised through the 
press, but that did not happen in this case. 

After an extended exchange between the witness and 
the interpreter over the quality of the translation, the 
witness told the Commission that when it came to 
Bun Sanneh “the chances are very high that they will 
be tortured.” However, he refused to fully accept the 
assertion, only going so far as to say it was a strong 
possibility. He testified that he did not see them 
limping or with injuries, but that after he finished his 
questioning he handed them off and was unaware of 
what happened after that point. 

Taking a step back, Omar Cham 
acknowledged that he had 
committed many offences and that 
if the Commission did not grant him 
amnesty, he would be prosecuted. 
He admitted he was guilty, and 
foreshadowed that he was planning 
on apologising. 
The Lead Counsel then returned to the issue of Sillah 
Bah Samateh’s son. The witness repeated that he 
had never used the word “son,” which discounted the 
Lead Counsel’s charge that by knowing the child was 
a boy he was revealing his involvement. The Lead 
Counsel, still unaware of the interpretation issue, 
threatened to play the video, which the witness 
readily accepted. The Lead Counsel dropped the 
issue, saying he would return to it later.

On the treatment of Bun Sanneh and his group, Omar 
Cham repeated that after being arrested they were 
questioned and asked to write statements. During 
this time, he insisted, they were not tortured. He said 
if they were beaten, it was after they had been handed 
over to other authorities. When asked whether he 
participated in the panel that interrogated Lang 

participating in torture, but disputed the scale the Lead 
Counsel suggested. When the Lead Counsel brought up 
Ensa Badjie and Sillah Bah Samateh’s allegations again, 
the witness appealed to Allah to decide between him and 
those he accused of falsely implicating him. 

When asked whom else he tortured at 
the NIA, he said he could not remember, 
to which the Lead Counsel retorted, 
“because there are too many.” 
When the Lead Counsel accused the witness of torturing 
Gazi and his group and the witness admitted they were 
tortured, the Lead Counsel appeared surprised, saying 
Gazi was not actually in his notes. The witness continued 
that when they got information that drugs had been found 
at Bonto, they decided to put the suspects in handcuff 
and engage in a little “pirrim-parram.” 

After the interpreter defined “pirrim-parram” as “a scuffle” 
for Bishop Odico, the Lead Counsel asked whether this 
actually meant a beating? Omar Cham replied that the 
scuffle took place when the suspects were taken out of 
their cells. The Lead Counsel charged this is was actually 
a beating, but the witness only admitted to putting on 
their handcuffs. He then began speaking over the 
interpreter and pleading to tell his side of the story. The 
Lead Counsel suggested that the NIA officers were so 
incensed when they heard about the drugs that they beat 
them mercilessly. The witness finally admitted, “that was 
part of it.”

When the Lead Counsel brought up Sillah Ba Samateh’s 
allegations again, the witness insisted there was no 
torture because they got what they wanted from him 
without beating. However, he did concede that sometimes 
people were beaten before they were questioned. 

Returning to the Bonto case, the Omar Cham attested 
the suspects initially refused to talk. He speculated 
that considering the quantity of drugs they were moving 
around the country, top-ranking officials must have been 
involved. When pressed as to whom he was referring to, 
the witness said he refused to be pushed into a corner 
when the Lead Counsel already knew what happened. 
The witness acknowledged that Ensa Badjie and Yahya 
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Tombong Tamba and his co-accused, the witness said he 
did not take part in the investigation, but later came to 
hear that they had been tortured. 

While the witness denied ever hearing about babies 
being brought to the NIA for human sacrifice, he said he 
had heard about poisonings. When asked to clarify, he 
explained that someone named Bamba Manneh, who was 
the first to inform them about Ndure Cham’s coup plot, 
had told the witness he suspected he would be poisoned 
four days before he died mysteriously. He added that a 
number of people suspected that Musa Jammeh and 
Tumbul Tamba were also killed by poisoning. For Bamba 
Manneh, the witness said, he heard the poisoning was 
done by government security agents. 

For Musa Jammeh and Tumbul Tamba, 
it was said that Yahya Jammeh himself 
gave the directive. He said there was 
no investigation into their deaths. 
When asked about disappearances, Omar Cham 
explained they were told that Daba Marenah, Ebou Lowe, 
Bah103 and a few other detainees had escaped after 
their car had an accident as they were being escorted 
to Janjanbureh. “It wasn’t right,” he continued, pointing 
out that if such high-profile people were being escorted 
there would have been armed guards in the cars before 
and after the one carrying the inmates. He affirmed that 
government lied about the fate of the men.

When asked about Haruna Jammeh, the witness said 
he was on duty in Kanilai around 2000 when Ousman 
Tamba, an NIA officer, came to pick Haruna Jammeh up 
and taken him to NIA Headquarters. He confirmed that 
Haruna Jammeh was indeed Yahya Jammeh’s brother.104 
When asked how he knew all this, the witness revealed 
that Jalamang, another brother of the President, later 
came and started asking who had picked up Haruna 
Jammeh. At that moment, the witness said, he did not 
tell Jalamang who had come for his brother, but passed 
the information on later. The witness said it was not clear 
whether Haruna Jammeh was ever seen again. 

The Lead Counsel then asked about the NIA’s involvement 
in elections. Omar Cham said that the NIA would deploy 

across the country when elections approached to 
make sure the processes happened smoothly. He 
alleged that in 2016 they tried to help the government 
rig the elections. 

Upon further questioning, he claimed 
that after Yahya Jammeh reversed 
his concession and claimed the 
elections were rigged, the NIA 
collected voter registration books 
throughout the country to try to 
find irregularities. 
The Lead Counsel countered this was more of a 
desperate investigative than an effort to steal the 
election.

Moving on, the witness admitted that the NIA was 
used to intimidate political opponents of the Alliance 
for Patriotic Reorientation and Construction, APRC 
party led by Yahya Jammeh. He said that they would 
identify elderly people with good backgrounds in the 
community and plan how to get them to join the party. 
If the person refused, they would be intimidated. He 
explained how before the 2006 elections they heard 
that OJ105 was comparing Yayha Jammeh’s leadership 
to the Dawda Jawara’s in an unflattering light, so they 
arrested him before he could tour the rest of the 
country. 

When asked for more examples of political 
intimidation, Omar Cham described how someone 
named Kebba Touray did his own election tally, 
which came up with results that differed from those 
that were announced, so the NIA devised a plan to 
remove him from the United Democratic Party, UDP. 
The witness said he did not know if Kebba Touray 
was ever tortured.

The Lead Counsel then played the clip of the witness 
speaking about Sillah Bah Samateh’s child from the 
previous day. As another argument broke out between 
the witness and the Lead Counsel, the interpreter 
interrupted to say he had made a mistake in the 
translation of “child” in Fula to “son” in English. The 

103Likely Alpha Bah who went missing alongside Daba Marenah, Ebou Lowe, Manlafi Corr, and Alieu Ceesay in March 
2006. 
104Haruna Jammeh is also referred to as Yahya Jammeh’s cousin.
105Likely Omar A. Jallow, a prominent Gambian politician.
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Commissioner Samba then brought up the issue of 
the baby sacrifices. The witness replied that the 
person who brought this charge before the TRRC is a 
liar and is not telling the truth.106 The Commissioner 
also suggested that the witness look deeper into 
his heart when he apologised and appealed for 
forgiveness. She said that while some people may 
already forgive him, other victims of his may want him 
to do more introspection. The witness said he had 
apologised deep from his heart, and begged people 
to see that this was an issue that weighed heavy on 
his mind. 

Commissioner Kah then asked if, apart from pirrim-
parram, they had other words for torture, to which 
Omar Cham replied pirrim-parram was just Fula 
slang. The Commissioner then asked the witness to 
describe the torture instruments they had at the NIA. 

The witness listed the electrocution 
machine, handcuffs, the bed chained 
to the floor, and sticks. When asked 
about the “talk through” machine, 
the witness said this was the 
electrocution machine. 
The witness confirmed the existence of civilian spies, 
such as people at the market, who would report back 
to the NIA.

Commissioner Kinteh then brought up the torture 
of Balo Kanteh, which the witness admitted he had 
seen in a clandestine manner. He asked the witness 
to describe the scene and identify who was applying 
the machine to Balo Kanteh. The witness responded 
that the machine had cables coming out of it, some 
of which were fixed into a socket, and others, which 
would be applied to the victim. He said among the 
people he mentioned being in the room, he did not 
see exactly who was pushing the cables into Balo 
Kanteh’s body. He said they surrounded the victim 
and were holding his legs and hands. 

Lead Counsel apologised to the witness, then asked if he 
regretted the tortures he carried out at the NIA.

Omar Cham said he seriously regretted the tortures he 
took part in, “whether I was aware or not”, and appealed 
for forgiveness. As he described how he would have to 
face these accusations in the afterlife, he grew emotional. 
When asked about Sainabou Keita, who claimed the 
witness had kicked her like a football, the witness asked 
for her forgiveness. The Lead Counsel thus ended his 
questioning. 

The Chair then asked the witness to take them through 
the torture methods used at the NIA, citing beatings 
and electrocutions as examples. The witness said 
that sometimes people would be placed alone to sit 
in silence. The Chair asked about physical torture, 
specifically the “monkey dance.” The witness said the 
monkey dance was a part of physical fitness as well as a 
form of punishment. He also said they would tie people’s 
hands and legs. 

He admitted that they also engaged 
in waterboarding, and mentioned that 
Junglers would make people roll around 
on their heads. 
He said that of the ones he mentioned, the silent 
technique was taught to them by the NIA. The witness 
said of those he mentioned, he only used beatings the 
monkey dance, and what he called the “silent technique”. 

The Deputy Chair then told Omar Cham that throughout his 
testimony he had shown he was a temperamental person 
prone to mood swings and unpredictable behaviour. 
She asked if the NIA ever provided anger management 
training or training in investigative techniques. He replied 
that, yes, he had training in investigations. Furthermore, 
he said that the changes in his voice were just his way 
of talking, and that while he might have a reputation for 
having a gruff exterior, those who worked with him or 
knew him personally knew that he was not a troublesome 
person. The Deputy Chair said she hoped he would 
continue to take steps to change his behaviour and 
offered the services of the psychosocial department of 
the TRRC.

106This allegation was leveled by Sillah Bah Samateh.
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Bishop Odico then asked the witness to read out the 
medical board recommendation that had him dismissed 
from the TSG. The witness then read the medical report, 
which described the extent of the wounds on his arms 
and back and head. Bishop Odico then said that the 
report did not describe the witness currently. The witness 
responded that the report was about his arms, and that 
he sometimes has problems gripping something and his 
hands shake.

Imam Jallow then pointed out that 
some of the people he had mentioned 
as taking part in abuses were still 
working in the same job. He then 
asked the witness where he worked, to 
which the witness replied “at the same 
place.” 
The Imam shot back that according to what the witness 
had testified about others, this would mean he should 
also resign considering the abuses he had confessed to 
committing. 

Imam Sey then asked the witness had happened to the 
herders who had injured him back in the early 1990s. The 
witness said they were eventually arrested. The Imam 
then advised him to seek forgiveness and apologise to 
his victims. 

Commissioner Bojang then returned to the issue of the 
babies in the cartons, pointing out that Nfally Jabang had 
been accused of participating in the scheme. When he 
asked if Nfally Jabang worked for the NIA, the witness 
responded that Nfally Jabang was a soldier and was a 
part of the military intelligence unit and did not work for 
the NIA. Commisioner Kah then asked what happened 
to the talk through machine. The witness said as far as 
he knew it was in a storage unit but he was not certain. 
He said the last time he saw it was in the late 1990s or 
towards 2000. 

The Chair asked the witness what compensation he was 
receiving from the government for his previous injury. The 
witness responded that in 1995 he was given 40,500 

dalasi. When asked how he felt that his salary as an 
NIA officer was paid by the people he tortured, the 
witness said he really regretted it and appealed for 
forgiveness.

In his concluding remarks, Omar Cham accepted 
the allegations against him. He admitted to using 
force to arrest Sainabou Keita and repeated that he 
regretted taking part in tortures. 

He added that he did not forgive 
Sillah Bah Samateh, Ensa Badjie, 
or Gibril Waka for levelling false 
allegations against him and yet he 
ended by appealing for forgiveness. 
Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Torture (of Balo Kanteh in 1996)

Foday Barry, Baba Saho, and Daba Marenah

Arbitrary arrest (of Omar Cham and Rui Jabbi 
Gassama)

Yahya Jammeh

Assault (of Rui Jabbi Gassama)

Benedict Jammeh 

Obtaining false statements and confessions

Ebrima Marreh, Yahya Jammeh, Richard Chenge, 
Mikhail Abdullah, Numo Kujabi, Sillah Bah Samateh

Torture 

Lamin Darboe, Baboucarr Sallah, Assassin (full name 
not given)

Torture (of Nfamara Nasso, Pa Sallah Jeng, Musa 
Oldi Jawo, Simon Grant, and Sainabou Keita)

Omar Cham

Arbitrary arrest (of Pa Sanyang and Ebou Khan)

Omar Cham (confessed) and Muniru Darboe 
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Mohammed Singateh was arrested during the 2016 peaceful protests. He attended non-politically and served 
as an English to Mandinka translator. “I was seeing myself at the time as a peace mediator, I was playing a vital 
role, I don’t go there politically I go there because I love my country.  Even I was so worried.”
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WITNESS NAME: Samba GAJAGA 

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 11th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: Duties and responsibilities as 
the NIA operative; interrogation panels set up in the NIA 
during the periods of 1994 to January 2017; panels 
witness was a member of; tortures of persons that 
happened at NIA Headquarters 

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): NIA officer 

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Witness to torture, took 
part in interrogating detainees and accused of torture

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: NIA officer

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Samba Gajaga began his testimony by explaining he was 
born in Lower Niumi in December 1964. After graduating 
secondary school, he joined the Gambia Police Force in 
1982 and was deployed to the Banjul Police Headquarters 
where he went on patrols and guarded the House of 
Parliament and other government installations such 
as the Ministry of Justice and Quadrangle. This was 
before the Police Intervention Unit, PIU, existed so the 
police were responsible for guarding various government 
buildings. In 1984, the witness moved to the Prosecution 
Unit of the PIU for a year as part of the junior officers who 
would take prisoners back and forth from Mile 2 Prison. 
In this capacity, he learnt about the basic structure and 
procedure of the justice system

Sometime in 1987 or 1988, the witness said, he 
was moved to a special branch within the police force 
responsible for intelligence called the National Security 
Service, NSS. When the NSS was changed to National 

Intelligence Agency, NIA, in 1994, he was posted in 
the communications room at NIA Headquarters in 
Banjul where they communicated with posts outside 
Banjul.

Samba Gajaga added that between 1994 and 
1996 he was junior officer at the Algali Commission 
established by then President Yahya Jammeh to 
investigate tax evasion and the assets of the custom 
officers. He asserted he worked as an operative 
carrying out instructions under officer commanding 
Ousman Tamba and Yahya Badjie. After being 
asked if the people attending the commission were 
arrested and detained at any point, he answered in 
the negative and reported his role being more of an 
investigator. 

When the Algali Commission ended in 1996, he was 
posted to Barra as a liaison officer until 1999, when 
he spent a short stint at the airport before moving to 
Ndugu Kebbeh until 2003. Afterwards, he returned 
to the headquarters in Banjul Marina Parade posted 
briefly to the investigation unit headed by Ousman 
Sowe.107 Three months into his time in the unit, he 
was called to replace a man named Sheikh Omar, 
an NIA officer who carried out investigations related 
to the issuing of passports for the immigration 
department. The witness testified that investigators 
were usually busy addressing rumours of alleged 
coups. 

He described how he probed the 
names of people arrested only to 
find out that the accusations were 
baseless. 
In 2005, the witness was then deployed to Darfur as 
a part of the peacekeeping mission. 

Upon his return to The Gambia in 2006, he was 
posted in the D3 unit at the NIA where they monitored 
and investigated disgruntled members of the army.

When asked about people being taken to the NIA in 
2006, he said he heard Daba Marenah, Alpha Bah 
and Corr108 from State Guard, among others, were 

107Ousmane Sowe also testified in Session 19 of the TRRC.
108Likely Manlafi Corr, who was alleged to escaped along with Alieu Bah and Ebou Lowe and was never seen again. Alieu 
Jeng confessed to participating in their extrajudicial killing and Malick Jatta testified he was present.
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arrested and later tortured. He related how he heard 
those three specifically were boarded onto a vehicle to 
Janjanbureh, which somersaulted and allowed them to 
escape. The witness professed to not believe this story 
having had experience with the procedure used to escort 
prisoners and dealing with an escapee. 

Instead, he said, “escape means that 
they’ve killed them.” 
Between 2007 and 2008, the witness continued, they were 
dealing with a rebel faction of the Mouvement des forces 
démocratiques de Casamance, MFDC, from neighbouring 
Senegal.109 He recalled that the NIA received information 
about the rebels and first arrested one of them who had a 
motorbike. The witness recalled Ebrisa Jobe, also known 
as Alhagie Morr, and Lamin Darboe110 being in charge of 
the arrests. He identified two of those arrested as Abdou 
Salam Jammeh, a marabout from Brikama, and Lamin 
Sambou from Bakaray Sambuya. Following the arrest, 
they gained information about the MFDC rebels being 
divided into two factions that opposed each other yet 
belonging to the same group. One faction worked for the 
Senegalese Government, and he later pointed out that 
Yahya Jammeh did not have a good relationship with then 
Senegalese President Abdoulaye Wade. 

The witness explained that the seven rebels were 
detained for a day or two within the NIA Headquarters 
while investigations were being  conducted.  During this 
time, they would be taken to Mile 2 Prison and back to 
the NIA on a daily basis without any paperwork for the 
court. The witness testified that even though the NIA did 
not have permission to detain people in Mile 2 Prison 
without a court order, this procedure was rampant at the 
time. He recalled that Modoulamin Jarju aka Mola, was 
the District Judge.

The witness confessed that he was a member of the 
interrogation panel of the alleged rebels alongside 
Alhagie Modou Jobe, Lamin Darboe, Musa Kinteh, Lamin 
Bo Baaji from the military, Moku Jabbie from the police 
and other CID personnel. He confirmed that, as was the 
norm at the time, the panel consisted of members from 
the police force, the army and from the NIA Headquarters. 

He added that there was an observer from the State 
House leading the panel and that everything was 
passed to then Head of State Yahya Jammeh on a 
daily basis, who he said was ultimately in charge of 
what happened.

Samba Gajaga told the Commission he witnessed 
suspects being tortured in the process of panel 
interrogation. They were beaten with a whip on their 
body for about five minutes. He claimed the torture 
did not last long as it quickly resulted in evidence, 
namely the whereabouts of 1.5 million CFA112 and 
two motorbikes. He testified that Musa Kinteh, Lamin 
Darboe and Edrisa Jobe carried out the torture, 
but that he, the late ARK, and Lamin Bo Baaji were 
only observers. When asked what he did during the 
beatings, he replied, “I just sympathise with them,” 
saying he sat to the side. 

He claimed that if someone interfered 
with the torture, they would not 
spend the night in their own bed. He 
said he did not dare take action to 
stop the torture that took place. 
In addition to the seven rebels arrested and tortured 
at the NIA, the witness attested that a soldier named 
Sam Kambai113 and one of the witness’ colleagues 
named Kebba Secka114 were accused of helping the 
rebels. They were also detained, brought before a 
panel at the NIA, and beaten with a wire by the same 
individuals. He claimed that all he did during the 
torture was to urge both men to persevere.

Samba Gajaga revealed the existence of a torture 
room, which he said was in the investigation room 
in the hall with a wire grill. He said there was a 
metal bed cemented into the floor to stop tortured 
individuals from moving. The room was coloured red 
to instil the emotion of fear to detainees. He initially 
did not recall shackles on the metal bed, but later 
confirmed their existence when the Deputy Lead 
Counsel described them. 

109The Mouvement des Forces Démocratiques de Casamance, MFDC, is a separatist movement in the Senegalese region of Casamance adjacent to 
The Gambia. It still formally exists but is no longer the movement it once was.
110Lamin Darboe testified on 28th January 2021.
111See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 117-125.
112Around USD 3,011 at the time.
113See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 11 – 14
114Kebba Secka also testified during Session 19 of the TRRC.
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According to the witness, torture was rampant at the 
NIA and the directives were given by then President Yaya 
Jammeh. While he confirmed torture was carried out by 
the panel he was part of, he said he only heard of other 
incidents but was never present. When asked about the 
Junglers, he claimed they were “more powerful” than the 
NIA, entered and exited as they pleased, and performed 
tortures during odd hours of the night and morning.

The Deputy Lead Counsel brought up the testimony of 
Mumin Baldeh115 who indicated that he was arrested in 
a rebel incident and tortured before a panel in 2007. 
Samba Gajaga insisted he was unaware of Mumin 
Baldeh’s place of arrest prior to watching his testimony. 
After an exchange on the particulars of Mumin Baldeh’s 
court case, the Deputy Lead Counsel charged that Mumin 
Baldeh testified that Samba Gajaga was part of the panel 
and did in fact hit him during his interrogation. Samba 
Gajaga denied hitting Mumin Baldeh stating that he had 
no reason to pick him out of everyone. Questioned if 
he was part of any other panel at the NIA, the witness 
replied in the negative. 

Moving on, the witness detailed how he moved to Amdalai, 
then to State House, then back to the NIA and Amdalai 
until in December 2012 he replaced Ben Jammeh as 
acting director general at the National Drug Enforcement 
Agency, NDEA.116 He denied witnessing any human rights 
violations while serving at the NDEA. In addition, unlike 
at the NIA, he said no one was detained beyond the 72 
hours limit in the constitution.

Upon questioning from the Deputy Lead Counsel, the 
witness explained while he was at the NDEA, the institution 
had a good relationship with the NIA. He described 
them as a sister service who would request assistance 
which was also geared to national security. There was 
an NIA officer whenever a drug law enforcement officer 
was present. Samba Gajaga went on to differentiate 
that the NDEA has the power to break into a suspected 
area with drugs while the NIA has no such power. NIA are 
meant to collect intelligence and pass on to the relevant 
institutions for consideration whether concerning the 
police or the NDEA. 

Referencing previous testimonies, the Deputy Lead 
Counsel made a clear division in terms of jurisdiction 
between NIA and the NDEA.  When asked if he 
accepted that the NIA had no business dealing with 
NDEA, Samba Gajaga answered that it depends on 
the nature of the work. In a situation where the NDEA 
is unavailable, the NIA has the power to arrest an 
individual and detain him, then inform the relevant 
authorities that will then continue the investigation.

Regarding NIA and police officers that testified 
they were afraid to stand up and speak out against 
injustice, the witness said confusion was widespread 
within the country. As a member of the panel, failure 
to participate would be considered disloyal to the 
then President.

The witness exclaimed “at that time it was easier for 
me to sleep during the day than during the night”. 
The Commission challenged him on his testimony 
that he had not been involved in torture, to which he 
responded, “I did not torture but there was a strategy 
that I used to play”, he answered. While the beating 
occurred, he would pretend to hit but would not and 
he would declare, “speak the truth” in an attempt to 
give the impression he was making an effort. 

In his concluding remarks, the witness thanked the 
Commission and expressed how pleased he is with 
the establishment of the TRRC. He appealed for 
forgiveness and ended by appealing everyone that 
gives a testimony to be transparent. 

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary arrest (of alleged MFDC rebels, Abdou 
Salam Jammeh, and Lamin Sambou)

Ebrisa Jobe, Lamin Darboe

Unlawful interrogation (of alleged MFDC rebels)

Samba Gajaga (confessed), Alhagie Modou Jobe, 
Lamin Darboe, Musa Kinteh, Lamin Bo Baaji, Moku 
Jabbie, Yahya Jammeh

115See TRRC Digest 17, pages 21 – 24. 
116The National Drug Enforcement Agency, NDEA was established in 2005. The Act establishing the agency was amended 
several times and it organisation was renamed the Drug Law Enforcement Agency, the Gambia, DLEAG in November 
2014. These bodies are commonly referred to as the ‘Drug Squad.’ 
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Torture (of alleged MFDC rebels, Sam Kambai, and 
Kebba Secka)

Musa Kinteh, Lamin Darboe and Edrisa Jobe

Present during torture (of alleged MFDC rebels, Sam 
Kambai, and Kebba Secka)

Samba Gajaga (confessed), A.R.K., Lamin Bo Baaji

Arbitrary detention (of alleged MFDC rebels)

Samba Gajaga (confessed)
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WITNESS NAME: Kebba SECKA

TRRC HEARING Date (S): 13th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The extent of torture perpetrated 
at the NIA; the witness’ arrest, detention, torture, trial, 
and reinstatement; the torture and statement taking of 
suspects from the 30th December 2014 attempted coup 
and the protests on 16th April 2016

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): NIA officer

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): NIA officer in the 
investigations unit and later a victim of torture and 
arbitrary arrest and detention

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: NIA officer 

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Kebba Secka began his testimony by explaining he 
was born in Banjul in September 1972, graduated 
from Muslim High School, and applied to the National 
Intelligence Agency, NIA, in 1998. After three months of 
training in information gathering, espionage, surveillance, 
investigation, national security, and the constitution, he 
was then posted at the NIA Headquarters in Banjul in the 
political affairs department. 

In response to a question from Counsel Singhateh, the 
witness revealed that when he was posted in the political 
affairs department, they spied on major opposition 
parties by obtaining, recording, and analysing data 
from their meetings. According to Kebba Secka, those 
recordings would then be sent up the ladder to President 
Yahya Jammeh. 

He admitted that although the NIA’s 
stated purpose was to defend the 
integrity of the state, in reality its 
loyalty was to Yahya Jammeh.
Kebba Secka explained that the torture began at 
the NIA once an investigation unit was established 
in 1994. This unit was to be responsible for arrests, 
detentions, and investigations. He said that most of 
the cases they dealt with were executive directives 
from Yahya Jammeh that were given to them either 
verbally or in writing through the Director General. 
He identified Bamba Manneh, Lamin Darboe, Lamin 
Fatty, Jawneh, Omar Cham, Musa Kinteh, and former 
Minister Lamin Jobarteh as members and said they 
were led by Operations Commander Foday Barry.117 

Later in his testimony, the witness alleged that in 
2007 someone revealed to him that former Minister 
Lamin Jobarteh was involved in Balo Kanteh’s118 

torture. He said the names he gave were a part of 
the line-up he found when he first started working 
there, but there were many transfers and people 
would move in and out of the unit.

The witness revealed to the Commission that most 
of the torture took place in the conference hall and 
was always done outside of working hours. 

When asked why, he speculated 
that it was done in secret to keep 
the information about the torture 
compartmentalised within units. 
He also told the Commission the special operations 
unit was established in 2014, and headed by Lamin 
Darboe, Tamba Masireh, and Baboucarr Sallah 
amongst others. The witness explained that torture 
was normalised by the NIA saying, “whether you like 
it or not you have to accept it”

117Lamin Darboe testified to the TRRC on 28th January 2021, Omar Cham also testified during session 19, and Foday 
Barry testified to the TRRC on 9th February 2021. 
118See TRRC Digest Edition 18, pages 26 – 33.
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Kebba Secka revealed that detainees 
at the NIA were not given legal counsel, 
allowed to see their families, nor even 
formally charged for their alleged 
crimes. 
He also told the Commission there were no mattresses 
in the cells nor was there any mosquito netting. Later 
in his testimony, the witness informed the Commission 
that detainees were often not registered nor their arrivals 
officially recorded, especially for cases handled by the 
investigation unit. At the time only people in the security 
and investigation unit would know exactly which detainees 
had been brought in.

The lack of formal documentation did not stop word 
from spreading among other officers at the NIA. When 
asked directly if all NIA officers were aware of the torture 
and detention happening, he responded that while 
officers outside Banjul might not be aware, those at the 
headquarters would definitely know. “Maybe he could not 
be a part of it,” the witness said, “but one way or the other 
you will hear about it”. 

Kebba Secka was then asked to explain the events of 
25th May 2007 when he was an operative in the tourist 
development area. He recollected that on that day he was 
called in by Demba Sowe and told to see Baboucarr, who 
had him wait until closing. Musa Kinteh then approached 
the witness and informed him that he was to be detained. 
When asked if he was informed of the reasons for his 
arrest, he responded that he was not, but defended 
the person who arrested him by saying it was because 
the information was on a need-to-know basis. After an 
exchange with the Counsel, Kebba Secka acknowledged 
the wrongdoing of the people responsible for his arrest.

The witness was taken to Bakau Police Station where 
he was detained for three days before being moved to 
the main entrance of the NIA along with former National 
Assembly Member Duta Kamaso119  and over seven 
others. The witness was never registered and stayed 
for days in what he described to be “light detention”, 
meaning that he was not placed in a cell. During that 
light detention, Baboucarr Njie, a colleague from the NIA 
warned him that he was soon to be tortured. 

He explained how hearing he was 
to be tortured was “very shocking, 
but after all I was expecting it too 
because in those days if you are 
arrested, the order of the day is 
torture. Especially in government 
interested cases”. 
Later that night Kebba Secka was later called in 
front of a panel consisting of many of his colleagues 
including Sheriff Wadda, Baboucarr ARK Jallow, 
Samba Gajaga, Lamin Darboe, and Edrisa Jobe (also 
known as Alagie Morr), as well as police officers 
Salif Nyang and Boto Keita, and Bo Baaji from the 
military.120 At the panel the witness finally learned 
he had been arrested for allegedly working with 
rebels from Casamance121 and having one of their 
motorcycles registered in his name. He recalled 
telling the panellists the accusations reflected a lack 
of research because at the time he was posted far 
away from where the rebels were located.

However, the witness continued, pointing out the lack 
of evidence angered Edrisa Jobe, who proceeded 
to force the witness to strip naked and cuffed his 
hands in front of his body. Then Edrisa Jobe and 
Lamin Darboe began beating him with cables. No 
one stopped them.

He grew emotional as he recounted 
the 20-minute beating, “I gave them 
my back, my legs, everywhere except 
my face and my stomach and my 
private parts”. 
The witness said had injuries all over his body including 
his wrists where his handcuffs cut him. Eventually, 
he said, Baboucarr ARK Jallow intervened and the 
beating stopped and the questioning resumed. 

When they were done, Kebba Secka was taken to the 
“day and night cell” which had no sunlight and terrible 

119See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 33 – 36.
120Samba Gajaga also testified during session 19 of the TRRC. See TRRC Digest Edition 17 pages 117 – 125 for Bo Baaji’s 
testimony.
121Likely a reference to the Mouvement des Forces Démocratiques de Casamance, MFDC, a separatist movement in the 
Senegalese region of Casamance adjacent to The Gambia. It still formally exists but is no longer the movement it once was.
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ventilation with just a few holes facing the main entrance. 
He was detained alongside 11 alleged rebels from the 
Casamance. According to the witness, they arrived two 
weeks before him, and they were all injured. The witness 
described there being bloodstains everywhere, even after 
they did their best to wipe it down. 

During his 45-day detention, the witness told the 
Commission, he was not allowed to bathe. There was 
no bedding, so they slept on cardboard. As for the food 
situation, every detainee was given 75 dalasi per day and 
used it to buy one bowl of rice that was meant to sustain 
them for the whole day. At first, they did not have any 
access to family, but eventually he was allowed to see his 
wife and he told her about the torture he endured.

After he saw his wife, Kebba Secka testified, Salif Nyang 
and Baboucarr ARK Jallow asked him to change his 
statement to incriminate the Casamance rebels, but he 
turned them both down. When asked why, he replied by 
expressing his disgust for Edrisa Jobe: “Alagie Morr is such 
a character before he start torturing he will go and drink 
alcohol, smoke cannabis so that he can execute whatever 
he wants to do.” He said he did not fight the accusations 
because he had already been tortured and was ready to 
face the consequences. However, he insisted that there 
was no truth in the accusations and he had never been 
in contact with the rebels.

After 45 days in detention without being charged, Kebba 
Secka was moved to Mile 2 Prison along with the 
Casamance rebels, Sam Kambai, and Mumin Bah.122 He 
informed the Commission that Sam Kambai had confided 
in him that he was tortured by the Junglers and recalled 
seeing him covered in scars. Mumin Bah, he said, was 
a Rastafari and at the NIA Lamin Darboe, Musa Kinteh, 
and Alagie Morr shaved his head with broken bottles as 
a part of the torture they subjected him to. Due to Mumin 
Bah’s light complexion, Kebba Secka could see all of his 
scars.

The witness was detained for two years before being 
taken to Brikama Magistrate Court then under Magistrate 
Pa Harry Jammeh and charged with terrorism alongside 
Kemo Conteh, Sam Kambai, Mumin Bah123 and the rebels 
from Casamance. The Director of Public Prosecutions 

Barhoum (a Nigerian national) referred to it as a 
holding charge. It was then the witness was finally 
remanded and given visitation rights. After the first 
court proceeding, Pa Harry Jammeh was replaced 
with Magistrate Mahoney. The witness’ lawyer, Lamin 
LS Camara, argued the terrorism charge was too 
high for the Brikama Court and that it should be 
transferred to The High Court in Banjul. 

At the High Court, Kebba Secka continued, the 
holding charges were dropped and six new charges 
were brought in. Eventually, the witness and the 
three other Gambians were charged with negligence 
of duties, but later acquitted and discharged. During 
his detention he was still employed and paid by the 
NIA and after his acquittal he spent one year on bail 
before lobbying to get his job back. He mentioned 
his distaste for men like Lamin Darboe and Edrisa 
Jobe who were charged, acquitted and reinstated 
immediately, whereas he had to speak with the then 
Secretary General and get his lawyer involved. When 
asked why he chose to return to the NIA, the witness 
responded, “because I was not dismissed from duties.” 

The witness told the Commission that he was 
reinstated in 2013 and was working in the investigation 
unit during the failed coup d’état on 30th December 
2014. He testified that he and his colleague Lamin 
Ceesay were ordered by his commanding officer 
Ousman Jallow to take their statements and give 
them to the military prosecutor, who at the time 
was Bahoreh Jaiteh. The only people who interacted 
with the alleged coup plotters and knew about their 
detention were the investigation unit, the Junglers 
who brought them in, and the military prosecutor 
Bahoreh Jaiteh. 

The witness also revealed that the 
families of the alleged coup plotters, 
including their wives and mothers, 
were also arrested and detained.
Kebba Secka detailed how he took the statements 
of the commanding officer of Fajara Barracks Alhagie 
Jobe, Amadou Sowe, and someone with the surname 

122See TRRC Digest Edition 19, pages 11 – 15 
123Likely Mumin Baldeh. See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 21 – 24.
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Jarju. When asked about his view of the whole fiasco as 
a victim of torture himself he replied, “It was very wrong, 
very unlawful, very inhuman”. The Counsel asked why he 
did not speak up and Kebba Secka responded, “At that 
point in time, everybody is very careful. You dare not to say 
such. If not, you will pay the price.”

The witness then went on a tangent explaining how 
while he was in the investigations unit he would try to 
give some of the detainees’ families peace of mind by 
pretending to take them for a search of their homes, but 
instead letting them see their families. He recalled doing 
so for Dodou Touray and after the then deputy editor of 
the Daily Observer Alhagie Jobe.

Going back to 30th December 2014, Kebba Secka 
explained that only the Junglers were allowed in the 
torture chamber while torture was taking place. However, 
he said he still knew what happened “because if you are 
tortured, they will then bring you to go take your statement. 
If you see the individual, you yourself will know the best 
man is tortured. You will see blood stains, see lashes, 
and sometimes will even confess to you that they were 
tortured.”

The witness testified that the torture sessions happened 
around 2 to 3am and there were no independent 
witnesses present. He said the frequency of torture 
depended on what the suspect said in their statements. 
Essentially, they were tortured until the NIA officials were 
satisfied with the statement they gave. Statements were 
also taken from the family members and acquaintances 
of those arrested including women, the elderly, and a 
teenager, but they were not tortured.

Kebba Secka also revealed that when the Alhagie Jobe 
was brought in, the Junglers and members of special 
operations unit including Lamin Darboe, Tamba Masireh, 
and Baboucarr Sallah tortured him so badly that he could 
not even write his own statement because his hands 
were swollen. 

The witness was then directed to speak about his 
experience on 14th April 2016. He explained that around 
5 to 6pm, their commanding officer Samba Sowe told 
them to be on standby to interview incoming suspects. 
He denied being briefed about the alleged crimes of 

the individuals before they arrived, but admitted 
that he had heard they were members of the United 
Democratic Party, UDP.

The investigators were given 10 pre-written 
questions to ask but were not instructed to take 
their statements. To protect themselves, Kebba 
Secka said, they suggested to their OC they record 
the process, reasoning that “the election was fast 
approaching and it is a political case, because we know 
there will come a day like today so to save ourselves 
as investigators the video camera should be there”.

The witness confessed that he and 
Lamin Ceesay were responsible 
for conducting the interviews and 
that all of the suspects who came 
before them showed signs of being 
severely tortured beforehand. 
The Counsel asked if he could hear their cries as 
they were being tortured and the witness responded, 
“of course yes. Not only hearing the cry. They 
would sit before me. You will see how these people 
were tortured.” He recalled Fatoumata Camara, 
and Fatoumata Jawara124 having come into the 
investigation room after being tortured particularly 
badly saying “they cannot even talk and they ended 
up helping them to even sit properly”.

Despite pressure from the Counsel, Kebba Secka 
maintained that he did not know who participated in 
the torture because he was never in the room during 
the physical beating. He only gave the Commission 
three names: Tamba Masireh, Baboucarr Sallah, and 
the then commanding officer of special operations, 
Haruna Bojang. The Counsel remained sceptical that 
he could not provide more names and proceeded 
to read the statement from the cameraman Assan 
Badjie, who claimed that the UDP supporters looked 
fine in the morning but by evening had clearly been 
visibly tortured. The witness denied seeing them in 
the morning and explained that he and Assan Badjie 

124See TRRC Digest Edition 9, pages 70-77 for Fatoumata Camara and pages 49 – 56 for Fatoumata Jawara.
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had different roles. He insisted he only interacted with 
the three aforementioned people and did not know the 
names of the other torturers.

The witness estimated that there were 10 suspects 
brought in that day. When the Counsel corrected him that 
there were actually 50 suspects interviewed that day, the 
witness responded that he did not interview all 50. When 
asked about how the UDP supporters were treated, the 
witness responded it was very disturbing. The Counsel 
reminded the witness that he had already said that the 
NIA was loyal first to Yahya Jammeh. She added that the 
UDP supporters themselves told the Commission that 
they were cursed at and insulted. 

Kebba Secka denied ever behaving badly towards the 
UDP supporters and referenced Nogoi Njie’s125 statement 
where she mentioned that the interview room was the 
only place she was treated civilly. He also explained by 
2016 he never sat down to chat with his colleagues. “At 
that time, we don’t even trust each other,” he testified 
about his NIA colleagues. “Especially those of us who 
have already experienced the seven-star hotel.126 We don’t 
trust anybody.”

According to the witness, the videos that were taken were 
given to lab technicians and were being used in the Solo 
Sandeng case.127 

He then admitted that in most cases 
the interviews and statements they 
took at the NIA were given under severe 
duress with the ever-looming threat of 
torture and even death. 
The Counsel then ended her questioning and gave the 
floor to the Chair. 

After Kebba Secka told the Chair that he had no role in 
drafting the questions posed to the UDP supporters, the 
Deputy Chair inquired how the witness could continue 
working at the NIA whilst knowing about the torture and 
having been a victim of it himself. The witness told her 
that he did it out of fear and a feeling he had no other 
choice. The Deputy Chair was not convinced, and the 

witness stressed that if he left the job he would have 
had to leave the country. He said did not know if 
torture victims suffered from internal injuries. 

When Imam Jallow asked where the orders to torture 
came from, the witness claimed they were not trained 
to torture. The Imam then asked if, as a victim of 
torture himself, he had any recommendations, to 
which he answered they should exercise confession 
and forgiveness.

Commissioner Kinteh then cast doubt on Kebba 
Secka’s answer to the Deputy Chair’s question, saying 
that he was not senior enough to fear for his life if he 
left the NIA. He reminded the witness that he had a 
chance to not be in the NIA after his court case, but 
instead lobbied for his reinstatement. The witness 
disputed his characterisation, telling Commissioner 
Kinteh that it was not as easy as it sounds, especially 
after he had already been accused of being a rebel. 
Kebba Secka then confirmed that Samba Gajaga 
and Mumin Bah were familiar with each other, even 
though Samba Gajaga pretended they were not during 
his testimony. The witness insisted he only could 
identify three of the torturers, although he admitted 
there were more than three, from the April 2016 case 
because he was not in the room during the physical 
abuse. 

In response to a question from Commissioner Kah 
the witness said he never heard of video recordings 
taking place at the NIA, but was aware of photography. 
Commissioner Samba was the last to ask a question 
and she wanted to know if he was allowed to pray in 
the 45 days he was detained at the NIA. The witness 
answered in the affirmative.

Beginning his final remarks, Kebba Secka thanked 
the new director general of the NIA Ousman Sowe128 
for instituting reforms. He praised the disbandment 
of the investigation department and acknowledged 
the horrors that occurred there. Kebba Secka finished 
his testimony by asking for forgiveness and stressing 
its importance in developing The Gambia saying, “the 
only thing we have to do now… to seek forgiveness 
from the Gambia and people who we were supposed 
to protect.”

125See TRRC Digest Edition 9 ,pages 102 – 111.
126A common reference to Mile 2 Prison.
127Solo Sandeng was among the UDP supporters arrested in April 2016. He was subsequently tortured to death in NIA custody. 8 former NIA 
officers are currently facing trial for his murder in addition to conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing serious bodily harm and making 
false documents.
128Ousman Sowe also testified during session 19 of the TRRC. In January 2017 the NIA was renamed the State Intelligence Services.
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Obtaining false statements and confessions (from 
UDP supporters including Fatoumata Camara and 
Fatoumata Jawara in April 2016) 

Kebba Secka (confessed), Lamin Ceesay

Torture (of UDP supporters including Fatoumata 
Camara and Fatoumata Jawara in April 2016)

Tamba Masireh, Baboucarr Sallah, Haruna Bojang

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Torture (of Balo Kanteh)

Lamin Jobarteh

Arbitrary arrest and detention (of Kebba Secka in May 
2007)

Musa Kinteh 

Unlawful interrogation (of Kebba Secka in May 2007)

Sheriff Wadda, Baboucarr ARK Jallow, Samba Gajaga, 
Lamin Darboe, Edrisa Jobe, Salif Nyang, Boto Keita, Bo 
Baaji 

Being present during torture (of Kebba Secka in 2007)

Sheriff Wadda, Baboucarr ARK Jallow, Samba Gajaga, 
Salif Nyang Boto Keita, Bo Baaji

Torture (of Kebba Secka in 2007)

Edrisa Jobe, Lamin Darboe

Soliciting false statements and confessions (from 
Kebba Secka in 2007)

Salif Nyang, Baboucarr ARK Jallow

Torture (of Mumin Bah)

Lamin Darboe, Musa Kinteh, Edrisa Jobe

Unlawful interrogation and obtaining false statements 
and confessions (from alleged December 2014 coup 
plotters including Alhagie Jobe, Ahmadou Sowe, and 
Jarju)

Kebba Secka (confessed), Lamin Ceesay, Ousman Jallow, 
Bahoreh Jaiteh 

Torture (of Alhagie Jobe)

Lamin Darboe, Tamba Masireh, Baboucarr Sallah
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WITNESS NAME: Sarjo SANNEH

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 13th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: Corruption at the NIA; arbitrary 
arrest, detention and torture of Lamin Sanneh; tortures 
related to 2006 Ndure Cham coup attempt and to the 
April 2016 crackdown on peaceful protesters 

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Mechanic at the NIA

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): Witnessed illegal activities 
of NIA officers, intervened to assist detainees, arbitrarily 
arrested and detained on two occasions 

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: Mechanic at 
the NIA

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Sarjo Sanneh began his testimony by explaining he was 
born in December 1977 in Kiang Kaif in the Lower River 
Region. After finishing primary school in the provinces, he 
moved to Banjul. When he finished grade six, he stopped 
going to school and began working as a mechanic. 
He said he applied to be a mechanic at the National 
Intelligence Agency, NIA, around 2004. He presented 
the Commission with his appointment letter, and, as he 
could not read English, Counsel Jahateh read out that his 
employment with the NIA began in November 2004.

In response to questioning, the witness acknowledged 
that he had since worked for the NIA for around 21 years 
– the Counsel later corrected it to 17 - and that he had 
some knowledge of the staff and how the institution 
operated. A few months after his appointment, the 

witness continued, he attended the training school. 
“Had I known this is what is going to happen, I would 
not have taken the job” he said, alluding to a lack of 
pay and the hardship the training involved. Despite 
being appointed as a mechanic, he was also given 
training in intelligence. 

Sarjo Sanneh then listed all the director generals he 
served under including Daba Marenah, PA Jallow, Bo 
Badjie, Harry Sambou, Numo Kujabi, Yankuba Badjie, 
and now Ousman Sowe.129 When asked to describe 
the work of the NIA, he explained the institution was 
responsible for collecting information, investigating, 
finding the truth, and briefing the government and the 
rest of the country. He initially said as far as he knew, 
the NIA stuck to the jurisdiction of its work. 

When the Counsel then stated they had received 
ample evidence that the NIA interfered with other 
institutions, such as the police, the witness 
agreed. He said he was aware that NIA officers 
were sometimes used by private citizens to settle 
their personal vendettas, including by arresting, 
detaining, and torturing people who owed debts. He 
affirmed that despite the existence of the National 
Drug Enforcement Agency, NDEA130 the NIA also 
investigated, effected arrests, and prosecuted drug 
cases. 

He confirmed there was a culture of 
incommunicado illegal detention 
and torture in highly political cases, 
and that the agency was used to 
satisfy the personal desires and 
politics of President Yahya Jammeh. 
On prompting by the Counsel, Sarjo Sanneh then 
began to describe the day-to-day functioning of 
the mechanics shop at the NIA. He said he did 
not fraternise with the investigators at the agency 
and never participated in any arrests, detention, 
or torture. “I’m from the provinces so I know what 

129For Ba Baaji see TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 117-125. Ousman Sowe also testified in Session 19 of the TRRC. 
130In 2005, the National Drug Enforcement Agency, NDEA was established as an ostensibly independent security agency 
responsible for enforcing laws regarding drugs. The Act establishing the agency was amended several times and it was 
renamed the Drug Law Enforcement Agency, the Gambia, DLEAG in November 2014. These bodies are commonly referred 
to as the “Drug Squad”. 
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I’m doing,” he explained. When asked directly if he was 
involved in violating anyone’s rights, the witness said he 
was not and all he did was try to help. 

The Counsel then asked the witness to explain what 
happened to Lamin Sanneh. The witness recounted that 
around 8:30 in the morning (he could not remember 
the date), he was coming into the NIA compound where 
he saw Lamin Sanneh, the one-time director general of 
Gambia Agency for the Management of Public Works, 
descend from his car. When the witness asked what 
happened, Lamin Sanneh responded he did not know, he 
had just been picked on the way to his office. 

That day, Sarjo Sanneh said, he waited at the NIA after work 
for Lamin Sanneh because their fates were intertwined. 
Around 6pm, he testified, Lamin Sanneh was taken out 
of the investigation unit and placed into ‘light detention,’ 
which he referred to as a big parlour with rooms. Three 
days later the witness went to the investigations unit 
and appealed to Lamin Manneh that people with the 
surnames Sanneh and Manneh were all the same. He 
said he also told him people were calling asking about 
Lamin Sanneh and that his family was not aware of his 
whereabouts. The witness said he threatened to go to 
the head of the NIA, but Lamin Manneh told him to wait. 

When asked to describe the conditions of Lamin Sanneh’s 
detention, the witness explained that someone who 
had not suffered in their life would be extra affected by 
hardship. The witness said he told Lamin Sanneh that he 
would contact his family and let them know his condition. 
When asked if Lamin Sanneh was maltreated, the witness 
alluded to conditions of relative hardship, but stated that 
Lamin Sanneh was not tortured while at the NIA.

After a month of detention at the NIA, Sarjo Sanneh 
continued, Lamin Sanneh was taken to Mile 2 Prison. 
The witness claimed the move was partly because he had 
become involved in the matter. During Lamin Sanneh’s 
lengthy detention at Mile 2 Prison, the witness sought 
a meeting with the NIA Director General Numo Kujabi. 
Numo Kujabi refused to see him in his office, but the 
witness finally confronted him outside the building and 
asked to know the situation. 

Numo Kujabi apparently responded 
that the order to arrest and detain 
Lamin Sanneh came from “the 
elder” on top, who he identified as 
President Yahya Jammeh. 
One day, when Lamin Sanneh was brought back to 
the NIA from Mile 2, the witness sensed something 
had happened. When he asked Lamin Sanneh, he 
was unresponsive. The witness said he later came 
to know that Lamin Sanneh had been beaten at Mile 
2 Prison. When he told Lamin Sanneh’s family what 
happened, he divulged, his mother did not eat for a 
week.

According to Sarjo Sanneh, he then approached Lamin 
Manneh, who worked under Commanding Officer 
Sukuta Jammeh, and expressed his unhappiness. 
He asked for them to arrange bail for Lamin Sanneh 
and warned he might die in their custody. By the time 
Lamin Sanneh was eventually released, “he was just 
waiting for death.”

After Lamin Sanneh was released, the witness 
continued, he advised Lamin Sanneh’s wife to take 
him to hospital. He said he went and spoke with 
him every day. While in recovery, Lamin Sanneh 
apparently told the witness that people dressed in 
black beat him at night. When the Counsel pointed 
out that usually prisoners were taken from Mile 2 
Prison and beaten at the NIA Headquarters, not the 
other way around, the witness stuck to his story. 

Ten days after Lamin Sanneh was 
released, the witness said, he died 
from the wounds inflicted during the 
beating. He never found out what 
Lamin Sanneh was alleged to have 
done which cost him his life. 
“I will not blame the government, it’s Yahya Jammeh 
I blame because of what I was told,” Sarjo Sanneh 
declared, revisiting how he pleaded with Numo 
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Kujabi to have Lamin Sanneh released on bail. After 
acknowledging that he had ignored other people he saw 
detained at the NIA, he said he intervened in this case 
because “both of us come from the same village and we 
share the same surname therefore he is my relative. If 
I did not stand for him there is nobody from Kaif in this 
office.” 

Moving on to the 2006 coup attempt by Ndure Cham,131 
the witness said one day he found Bunja Darboe132 
handcuffed in the waiting room surrounded by black clad 
soldiers he later identified as Junglers. Bunja Darboe 
apparently called out to him, and when the witness asked 
how he was doing, Bunja Darboe responded, “It’s not 
okay,” before crying and saying that he had been beaten. 

In response to a question from the Counsel, Sarjo Sanneh 
said Bunja Darboe would not have felt comfortable 
disclosing who beat him considering the Junglers were 
guarding him. The witness said the atmosphere was 
fearful, and he quickly left the waiting room as soon as 
possible. 

Taking a step back, the Counsel asked the witness if 
during his 17 years at the NIA he had heard who was 
accused of participating in torture. He specifically 
named Tumbul Tamba and Maliamoogoo.133 When asked 
if anyone who was accused of torture still worked at the 
NIA, he said he had heard two names at the TRRC, but he 
did not believe it because one of the people came from 
the provinces. After further back and forth, the witness 
named specifically Edrisa Jobe and Lamin Darboe.134 He 
revealed that Edrisa Jobe, also known as Alagie Morr, fled 
the country after the change in government. When asked 
more about whose torture Edrisa Jobe was implicated 
in, the witness said Edrisa Jobe would be better able to 
answer that question. 

Moving on to the Solo Sandeng case, Sarjo Sanneh 
said that around 4pm, the then head of operations, 
Sheikh Omar Jeng, called and told them they had to 
stay after work that day. Two hours later, he said, he saw 
vehicles arrive with paramilitary officers, NIA officers (he 
specifically named Baboucarr Sallah, also known as Huru 
Hara), and the Police. 

The witness told the Commission that he noticed a 
number of people coming in through the back of the 
building. He wandered over, suspecting that some of 
the detainees may be from Kiang as the area was 
home to many UDP supporters. He discovered a boy 
he knew named Dede who had been beaten and who 
asked the witness to ensure someone spent the 
night in his room at home. Just looking around he 
could see that Dede was not the only detainee who 
had been beaten. 

Sarjo Sanneh narrated how he was woken around 
11pm that night as he slept in his office. He walked 
out to the veranda and looked over to a half built 
multi story building by the seaside that was filled 
with people. He remembered hearing three types of 
screams. The first was an older man who screamed 
in Mandinka “You will kill me!” The second scream 
was from a woman who said, “You will kill me, please 
stop!” The third scream was from a person who was 
pleading for their life. 

He said the screams were all 
happening at the same time, 
meaning the tortures were taking 
place simultaneously. 
The witness said he did not know who was doing the 
tortures at the time, but once the court case began, 
he heard that Baboucarr Sallah was involved. The 
Counsel then asked him not to mention any more 
names because it was connected to an on-going 
case.135

The Counsel then read a list of people Sarjo Sanneh 
claimed to have seen detained at the NIA over the 
course of his career, including Ensa Badjie, Sillah 
Bah Samateh, Fafa Sanneh, Cherno Marenah, Pa 
Harry Jammeh, Imam Ba Kawsu, CDS Jatta, Halifa 
Sallah, Ousaniou Darboe, and Kemeseng Jammeh.136 
The witness confirmed that illegal detention was 
commonplace at the NIA at the time. 

Moving on to his own ordeal, the witness explained 
that his first arrest was at Holgam and his second 

131See TRRC Digest Edition 17.
132See TRRC Digest Edition 5, pages 46 – 52.
133A common nickname for Musa Jammeh. The correct spelling is Maliyamungu and refers to Isaac Maliyamungu, known as Idi Amin’s “hitman”. He was responsible for the 
mass murder of civilians and soldiers suspected of being disloyal to Idi Amin.
134Lamin Darboe testified at the TRRC on the 28th of January 2021.
135Baboucarr Sallah is among a group of NIA currently standing trial for the murder of Solo Sandeng, conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing serious bodily hard and 
making false documents. (cont)
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at the NIA. The second time, he narrated, he came in on 
a Wednesday morning and was told the director general 
wanted to see him. The director general told him they 
had received a complaint that he had not paid for some 
meat and ordered him to be put in “light detention” over 
the weekend. He was never charged and had no access 
to his family or a lawyer during his four-day-detention.

After a complicated back and forth, it emerged that Sarjo 
Sanneh would regularly buy a dozen or two dozen bulls in 
the months leading up to Ramadan, then slaughter them 
during the holy month and sell the meat at the lowest 
price. He said sometimes people warned him that it was 
dangerous to sell meat at a lower price than what Yahya 
Jammeh was selling meat for. One year, they told him 
not to bring his cattle to the market, and instead he was 
given meat from Yahya Jammeh to sell. It was on the 
allegation that he had not paid for this meat that he was 
detained at NIA Headquarters for four days. After he was 
released, he came back with the receipt showing he had 
paid in full, which to him evinced the lack of investigation 
on the part of the NIA. 

The witness then narrated that the first time he was 
arrested, he received two calls in the evening from Foday 
Barry,137 who at the time was the boss of Holgam, and 
Pateh, who he said was in operations in the Drug Squad, 
asking his whereabouts. He was later arrested and taken 
to Holgam in Kanifing where he was detained for almost 
one month. He was not told why he was arrested, but later 
learned that he had been accused of selling cannabis at 
the NIA. 

When asked how he came to be accused of selling 
drugs, he explained that he used to buy sugar in bulk and 
distribute it to people on credit. He said he used the NIA 
premises to store the sugar, which he acknowledged was 
inappropriate. He recounted that the security guards saw 
him offloading the bags of sugar, and it was later said 
that the bags of sugar were bags of cannabis. According 
to the witness, his arbitrary arrest and detention took a 
heavy toll his other business of flipping sheep. 

After his month-long detention at Holgam, he returned 
to the NIA as a mechanic. He said he threatened to 
resign, but decided not to because people told him if he 

resigned, they would also resign. They also warned 
him he would not enjoy life if he resigned. 

When asked the impact of his detention on his life, 
he again spoke about how his various businesses 
suffered. 

He said he blamed Yahya Jammeh 
for what happened to him, claiming 
that the former President had 
ordered the arrest that landed him 
in Holgam. 
The Counsel then handed the witness back to the 
Chair and ended her questioning.

Without any questions from the Commissioners, the 
witness launched into his concluding remarks by 
addressing the Commissioners and thanking them 
for their work. He urged other witnesses before 
the Commission to be truthful and for everyone to 
remember that Gambians are one big family. 

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary detention (of Lamin Sanneh)

Lamin Manneh, Numo Kujabi, Yahya Jammeh

Torture

Tumbul Tamba, Musa Jammeh, Edrisa Jobe, Lamin 
Darboe, Baboucarr Sallah

136For Ensa Badjie, see TRRC Digest Edition 10, pages 41 – 58, for Sillah Bah Samateh see TRRC Digest Edition 18, 
pages 15 – 18, for Imam Ba Kawsu Fofana see TRRC Digest Edition 11, pages 133 – 142, for Ousainou Darboe see 
TRRC Digest 5, pages 10 – 15.
137Foday Barry testified between the TRRC on the 9th of February 2021.
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WITNESS NAME: Basiru SEY

TRRC HEARING DATE (S): 14th January 2021

EVENT (S) DISCUSSED: The operating procedures of 
the Special Operations Unit at the National Intelligence 
Agency, NIA; the arrest and torture of alleged fraudsters, 
and extortion by NIA officers

POSITION BEFORE THE EVENT (S): Quranic teacher and 
soldier in the Gambia National Army

ROLE DURING THE EVENT (S): NIA officer in the special 
operations unit

POSITION AT THE TIME OF TESTIMONY: NIA officer

SUMMARY OF TESTIMONY:

Basiru Sey began his testimony by affirming he was born 
in Banjul in July 1979. After completing high school, 
he helped his father teach the Quran before joining the 
Gambia National Army in 2001. He served for 12 years, 
including a stint with the African Union peacekeeping 
mission in Sudan in 2006, and was discharged with the 
rank of corporal. In 2015, he continued, he joined the 
NIA, and after 6 months of training, was attached to the 
Special Operations Unit. 

The witness identified Lamin Darboe138 as the commanding 
officer of the unit, followed by Baboucarr Sallah. He said 
he shared an office with Tamba Masireh, Alasan Baldeh, 
Gibril Kanyi, Alieu Sumareh (also known as Tamayi), and 
Louis Gomez (also known as Eco).139 When asked about 
Omar Sanneh, the witness said he was part of a group 
who operated outside the office. The commanding officer 
reported to the director general, who at that time was 

Yankuba Badjie. He claimed their missions came 
from President Yahya Jammeh through the director 
general and the commanding officer. 

When asked why he believed that, 
he responded, “the people that we 
were dealing with and picking up 
were people who had differences 
with the President.”
When he first joined the unit, Basiru Sey continued, 
he was often the first person at the office in the 
morning. His colleagues noticed and told him they 
could not arrive as early as him because they usually 
stayed until around 10pm. Responding to the Lead 
Counsel, he said this was not necessarily because 
the unit did most of its work at night, but instead 
because sometimes they would be assigned a job 
late in the day or even called at home at night and 
told to report to the office. He said the staff at the 
Special Operations Unit did not sign in to work and 
were generally allowed to do things on their own time. 
He agreed that they were treated as a special unit.

The witness went on to describe the mysterious and 
threatening aura around the unit. He explained that 
they did not fraternise with other NIA personnel, 
who often did not know what the unit was doing and 
would resort to gossiping about them. Under further 
questioning, the witness acknowledged that the 
Special Operations Unit instilled fear in people. 

He specifically mentioned how people 
would sometimes hear screams 
coming from their offices and suspect 
they were detaining people for two 
or three days. The witness agreed 
with the Lead Counsel’s assertion 
that the special operations unit was 
in fact the Junglers of the NIA. 

138Lamin Darboe testified before the TRRC on 26th January 2021. 
139Lamin Darboe, Baboucarr Sallah, Tamba ba M and Yankuba Badjie are currently standing trial for the murder of Solo 
Sandeng, conspiracy to commit felony, assault causing serious bodily hard and making false documents.
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Basiru Sey testified that they participated in the arrest 
of high-profile suspects – he named the inspector 
general and other top officials - or people they believed 
would resist or were dangerous. When the suspect was 
brought in, the commanding officer would order them to 
obtain a statement. If the suspect did not cooperate, 
the commanding officer would order them to give the 
person the “VIP treatment.” When asked what the VIP 
treatment meant, the witness said it started with the 
“monkey dance, squatting or push-ups,” but if the person 
still resisted, they would be held to the table or floor and 
beaten with a hosepipe. 

When asked who meted out the beating, the witness 
said the only person who did not participate was Alieu 
Sumareh, who apparently also advised the witness not 
to join in. The witness indicated that the beatings were 
done on the direct orders of Lamin Darboe, who also 
accompanied the suspects upstairs and downstairs. 
When asked about gradation of treatment, the witness 
asserted they would usually start by trying to convince 
the person to cooperate using softer interrogation 
techniques. Taking himself as an example, he said he 
would try to get people to talk by warning them the 
consequences if they refused. 

The Lead Counsel then asked Basiru Sey about his 
training in the army. The witness explained that after 
basic training, he did a commando course with the Turkish 
Gendarme Training Team. They were initially trained to 
operate as a special unit to be used in emergencies, but 
the senior officers later changed the plan and divided 
them among the State Guard, the barracks at Yundum 
and Fajara, the navy, and the training school. Under further 
questioning, the witness revealed that some of his batch-
mates, specifically Michael Jatta, Nfansu Nyabally, Alieu 
Jeng and Rambo,140 went on to become Junglers.

Moving on, the witness confirmed that Tamba Masireh 
and Baboucarr Sallah worked at the Special Operations 
Unit, although he said he did not even know of them 
until he had been there 6 to 7 months because they 
did not come into the office. When asked about Lamin 
Senghore,141 also known as Assassin, the witness said 
he had already left by the time he joined the unit. He also 
denied knowing Alagie Morr. 

He attested that when he joined 
the unit, he was told everything that 
happened there was confidential 
and that the directives came from 
President Yahya Jammeh. 
Basiru Sey told the Commission he was unaware that 
the Junglers came to their offices until he saw them 
there one night with Jogoh Sowe142 and Abbas Jarju. 
Taking a step back, he narrated how it started when 
Lamin Darboe ordered the witness, Alasan Baldeh, 
Gibril Kanyi, Louis Gomez, and Alieu Sumareh to 
arrest a group of money doublers143 who were 
operating across western Kombo. The witness said 
he and Lamin Darboe apprehended the first suspect, 
Abbas Jarju, in Kotu. 

In a tense exchange with the Lead Counsel, the 
witness acknowledged they did not have a warrant 
to arrest Abbas Jarju, but argued that he was not 
actually arrested, as the witness was just ordered 
to invite him to the NIA. However, when pressed, 
he conceded Abbas Jarju’s “invitation” as not really 
voluntary because Lamin Darboe had ordered the 
witness to ensure Abbas Jarju did not escape. He 
said this meant the action was not in compliance 
with the law. 

Basiru Sey continued narrating how Abbas Jarju was 
not actually at his office that morning, but they found 
his car on the road and the witness flagged it down, 
hopped in, and told him he was needed at their office. 
The witness told the Commission he told Abbas Jarju 
that he was from the Office of the President. When 
he said he was part of the Special Operations Unit, 
Abbas Jarju, who was on the phone with his wife, 
told her that the director general, who was a friend 
of his, was calling him. Instead of depositing Abbas 
Jarju’s cellphone with security when they got to the 
NIA, Lamin Darboe told him to confiscate it himself 
and take the suspect straight to their offices. He said 
that the offices of Lamin Darboe and Yankuba Badjie 
kept Abbas Jarju all day. 

140See TRRC Digest Edition 7, pages 62 -71 for Alieu Jeng. Rambo is a common alias for Modou/Momodou Lamin Jarju.
141See TRRC Digest Edition 4, pages 9 – 14.
142See TRRC Digest Edition 17, pages 41 – 43.
143A general term for financial crimes. 
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Around the time they would usually go home for the 
evening, the witness continued, they were asked to pick 
up someone with the surname Sowe,144 who had allegedly 
been given six trunks of fake money by Abbas Jarju. Sowe 
told them he had passed the trunks to someone named 
Jogoh Sowe, but “it was difficult for Sowe to tell us where 
Jogoh Sowe was and where the money was. It was difficult 
and that led to him being beaten.”

When Sowe refused to reveal the whereabouts of the 
trunks of fake money, Basiru Sey continued, Lamin 
Darboe ordered them to give him the VIP treatment. After 
doing the monkey dance and squats until he could no 
longer stand up, they then told him to do some press 
ups. The witness accepted that because this was forced 
on the suspects it was not physical exercise and in fact 
was akin to torture. Still, in Lamin Darboe’s inner room, 
they “stretched” the suspect, holding his feet and hands 
while they beat him with hosepipes for between 15 and 
20 minutes. He testified that Lamin Darboe started the 
beating and was joined by Alasan Baldeh, Louis Gomez, 
and the witness himself. 

The witness said abuse would usually start with “drills” 
in Lamin Darboe’s office. After this, suspects were taken 
to “Invest”145 which had ample outdoor space, was by the 
seaside, and was away from other offices or buildings. 
He said the building there was a big hall painted red on 
the inside with a water spigot and clips on the wall. When 
the witness said he did not see an iron table, the Lead 
Counsel said the table had been removed in 2017, and 
thus the witness must have seen it. Basiru Sey claimed 
that he never actually went to the facility. 

Instead, Basiru Sey narrated, if a 
captive was not cooperating, they would 
arrange for NIA officers and Junglers to 
pick them up at night. 
Initially, he continued, he was not a part of these missions 
because Lamin Darboe did not know much about his 
past. However, after Nfansu Nyabally recognised the 
witness in front of Lamin Darboe, he began to see the 
witness in a new light and called him to take part in a 

night mission. Before the Commission stopped for a 
break, the Lead Counsel warned officers at the NIA 
or anyone else watching not to call the witness and 
threaten him during the break. He suggested the 
Chair ask the witness to surrender his phone until 
his testimony was over. 

After the break, the witness admitted that Sowe only 
told them that Jogoh Sowe had the trunks of money 
after they began beating him. When confronted with 
the suggestion that they obtained this confession 
through torture, the witness hedged that he tried to 
take it easy with Sowe. The Lead Counsel then asked 
if it was standard that when a person came to the 
NIA they had to say what the officers wanted to hear. 

The witness responded that even if 
the suspect was speaking the truth, 
if it was not the truth they wanted, 
the person would be beaten “and it 
leads them to say things or admit 
things that they have not even 
done.”
Up to this point, Basiru Sey said, they had not touched 
Abbas Jarju, likely because he was a friend of the 
director general. However, after they brought in Jogoh 
Sowe, Abbas Jarju started telling the officers that 
the fraud they were perpetrating was good because 
it brought money into the country and he was proud 
to be doing it. “That was the first time that I touched 
someone in that office,” the witness said, “I was so 
angry so I turned around and slapped him.”

The witness said the slap took his colleagues, who 
had never seen him hit someone, by surprise, and 
Abbas Jarju was taken from the room. Jogoh Sowe 
was then handcuffed and beaten by Alasan Baldeh, 
Gibril Kanyi, and Louis Gomez. The witness interjected 
that he was surprised that Jogoh Sowe had not told 
the Commission about how the witness had met 
with him multiple times and apologised. When the 
Lead Counsel brought up the specific water boarding 

144Likely Saidou Sowe.
145We believe this is a reference to a facility run by the investigations unit.
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allegations, the witness said he was not present for 
that torture, but that he was there for the drills with the 
Junglers. 

Basiru Sey explained that the Junglers would only get 
involved if it was a case that concerned the President. 
Often in these cases Nuha Badjie would come to their 
offices around 6pm and meet with the director general. 
He affirmed that the director general was aware of every 
operation the unit participated in except those where 
agents were taking it upon themselves to recover debts 
for the friends. He said that no one would dare torture 
anyone without the authorisation of the director general 
because the people brought in were usually senior 
officials. He said the suggestion that the director general 
was unaware of the tortures carried out in the Special 
Operations Unit was false. 

The Lead Counsel then asked if a person at the NIA was 
entitled to not incriminate themself. The witness then 
went into a discussion of how they once arrested an 
Egyptian man for taking photos of young women in front 
of the National Assembly. Apparently, the Egyptian man 
was just trying to get the women to wear headscarves, 
but when they tried to interrogate him, he demanded 
a lawyer and ended up spending around 72 hours in 
detention. The witness said he brought this anecdote up 
to show how even those who demanded their rights were 
denied them. 

Returning to the tortures of Abbas Jarju, Sowe, and Jogoh 
Sowe, Basiru Sey narrated how one evening Lamin Darboe 
picked him up from the airport junction and took him to 
Sadinka. Apparently Jogoh Sowe had told them where the 
cases of money were kept after Abbas Jarju pleaded with 
him that it was his last chance before being beaten. The 
witness described how they went to an abandoned house 
in Sadinka where they found two heavy suitcases full of 
foreign currencies. He said the suitcases were so heavy, 
they struggled to get them into the vehicle. 

It was still night when they got back to the headquarters 
and brought the suitcases to the director general. 
However, when they opened them, all they found were 
bricks, which only increased their anger at Jogoh Sowe. 
He said Jogoh Sowe must have tricked them to allow time 

for his marabout to escape. Lamin Darboe told them 
they would stay at the office until they recovered the 
money, “because that was what the President said.”

Basiru Sey told the Commission that the men told 
them that the fake money came either from the 
President or his friend. After a short digression in 
which the witness described arresting a man named 
Sey and his discomfort at picking him up while he 
was on his way to pray, the Lead Counsel brought 
out the witness’ previous statement. He read how 
Abbas Jarju was being accused of trading fraudulent 
currencies and gold and diamonds because he was 
having problems with President Yahya Jammeh or 
the Mauritanian President. The witness’ previous 
statement then listed the suspects in the illegal 
activities as Abbas Jarju, Buba Ceesay, Saidou Sowe, 
Yusupha Saidy Leigh, Omar Liberia, Jogoh Sowe, and 
his driver, Camara.

The witness said that Abbas Jarju was tortured the 
night they finally brought the boxes of money in from 
the marabout’s room. According to the witness, they 
did not steal much of the money because Lamin 
Darboe was there. When asked if it was normal to 
steal the belongings of people they apprehended, the 
witness said he did not take part in such activities, 
but that Tamba Masireh and Baboucarr Sallah did on 
two occasions.

Basiru Sey then proceeded to narrate how the 
two aforementioned officers were among a group 
of senior officers who ran their own “missions” 
extorting cannabis sellers and sex workers in Banjul 
at night. He said they were very close, and referring 
to testimony from the previous day, said they were 
known as Huru and Hara or Puchu and Paka or twins 
like Ousainou and Assan. He alleged they were 
sometimes intoxicated during their outings. 

The witness told the Commission he would sometimes 
follow them into Banjul and try to protect the citizens 
of Banjul, the place of his birth, from their predatory 
practices. He described how when he foiled their 
attempts they would threaten him. He narrated a 
time he found one of them following a sex worker and 
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her Bambara client to the end of Tobacco road. He said 
he saw Puchu follow them into a room, at which point he 
shone his lights on the room. Puchu came out and the 
witness learned that he and the Bambara were trying to 
steal all of the woman’s earnings. The witness said he 
took some of the money back from them and gave it to 
the woman for her fare home. 

Returning to the night he first saw the Junglers and the 
torture of Abbas Jarju, Basiru Sey claimed that while he 
saw Abbas Jarju with a swollen face the next morning, 
he was not present during the beating and did not know 
who landed the blows. The Lead Counsel, reading from 
the witness’ statement, pointed out he had previously 
said that Lamin Darboe called him at one in the morning 
to report to the office, where he found Alasan Baldeh and 
Gibril Kanyi. They were ordered to bring Abbas Jarju, who 
had been detained for a week. 

While they fetched Abbas Jarju, the witness continued, 
Director General Yankuba Badjie arrived. He was soon 
followed by the Junglers, who were led by Nuha Badjie 
and consisted of Michael Jatta, Nfansu Nyabally, Yahya 
Jammeh146 and their driver Sulayman Sambou. Continuing 
to reference the statement, the Lead Counsel read how 
the witness left the room once the Junglers arrived. Soon 
after, they all exited the office and said they were going to 
take Abbas Jarju to Invest.

When asked what happened at Invest, Basiru Sey insisted 
he did not go with them. Returning to the statement, 
the Lead Counsel read how Nuha Badjie appealed to 
the witness to join them at Invest, but Alieu Sumareh 
advised him not to. The witness affirmed that, essentially 
Alieu Sumareh helped him avoid joining them that night. 
Instead, he said, Abbas Jarju was taken out back and 
severely beaten with hosepipes. 

The witness first said he did see who tortured Abbas 
Jarju, but later said that everyone he had mentioned was 
there that night, as well as Michael Jatta, and that they 
used a taser to scare him. The witness again affirmed 
that everyone accused of being involved in the scam was 
tortured except for the man with the surname Sey. He 
also affirmed that the director general knew Abbas Jarju 
was tortured because he would have seen him after he 
was beaten.

Basiru Sey said they also picked up an old man in 
Fajikunda who was said to be involved in money 
doubling and fake passports. According to the 
witness, when they went to pick him up they found 
potentially incriminating evidence in his room but the 
man himself was hiding. Nonetheless, the neighbours 
all came out with his two elder daughters to protest 
the arrest. While they were waiting around, a man 
suddenly tried to jump over the fence so the NIA 
officers caught him and took him to Banjul. During 
the scuffle, the man’s pants were removed and 
Alasan Baldeh, Gibril Kanyi, Alieu Sumareh, Louis 
Gomez, and the witness beat him.

When the Lead Counsel pointed out that the witness 
had previously testified that Alieu Sumareh never 
participated in the beatings, the witness clarified 
that this was the only instance in which he had seen 
Alieu Sumareh beat someone. 

He added, “in that office, if you refuse 
to partake in the beatings, it gets to 
a point where people begin to notice 
you.”
The testimony then moved on to the cattle dealer 
with the surname Camara who was looking after 
Yahya Jammeh’s cattle. Basiru Sey said when they 
questioned him he believed Camara was telling him 
the truth, but his colleagues were sceptical. During the 
interrogation, which the witness insinuated included 
torture, Camara mentioned an old man who worked 
at the abattoir. When the old man was brought in, he 
refused to cooperate and was tortured mercilessly 
alongside Camara. According to the witness, Lamin 
Darboe started the beating and Alasan Baldeh, Louis 
Gomez, and the witness joined him. When asked 
if the old man eventually confessed, the witness 
replied there was no crime to confess to.

The Lead Counsel then moved on to Yusupha Saidy 
Leigh, who the witness said was part of the Jogoh 
Sowe case, but was not tortured. The witness then 
clarified that Sey, Sillah, and Mustapha Saidy Leigh 
were all a part of the Jogoh Sowe case, but were not 

146The Lead Counsel specified this was a different Yahya Jammeh who was also called “Chairman” who had previously 
testified before the TRRC. 
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taking protection money from business people. The 
witness emphatically said that their bosses gave 
them many of these money collection assignments. 
The witness said he never knew whether this was 
lawful. “Whatever they asked us to do was what we 
did,” the witness responded. 

After confirming that most of the tortures they did 
were done for and on behalf of Yahya Jammeh, the 
Lead Counsel ended his questioning and turned 
the witness over to the Commissioners. At the 
Chair’s request, the Lead Counsel read out a list of 
repayments the witness facilitated.

Imam Jallow then confirmed that the witness was 
a religious person before asking him why he still 
worked at the NIA considering all the things he had 
done. Basiru Sey said at the time they did not see 
their actions as bad and that he wanted to continue 
working for the government. 

Commissioner Kah then asked if NIA officers ever 
offered medical treatment to any of the people they 
tortured. The witness responded that their victims 
were usually taken to the clinic the day after they 
were tortured. He said the clinic was there for officers 
who got sick and to look after detainees who were 
injured. He said he was unaware of whether the clinic 
was used to fabricate death certificates. The witness 
said he continued to pray five times a day while he 
was torturing people, saying that those who do wrong 
should ask for forgiveness from God. Responding to 
questioning from the Commissioner, he said he also 
sought forgiveness from the victims. He affirmed 
that peer pressure was a factor that led to him to 
participate in torture and other illegal activities at 
the NIA. 

Bishop Odico then complimented the witness before 
asking him what he was thinking while he tortured 
people who were older than him. The witness 
responded that he was taught to respect his elders, 
but at the NIA, “you dare not disobey an order.” He said 
since listening to the TRRC sessions he now realises 
how bad the situation was. He said his colleagues at 
the NIA did not see the point in watching the TRRC, 
but he watches every testimony because there is 

tortured. The witness said he did not know much about 
the case of the marabout from Daru Hairu, and could 
not confirm whether the issue was between him and the 
president. He said the marabout was detained for three 
moths alongside either his father or child. 

When asked if he had regrets, Basiru Sey claimed he did 
not know the actual role of the office before he joined. 
He said that the man with the surname Camara was 
Malian, and that he had since tried to find him to no 
avail. He expressed regret for the day he stepped into the 
office and everything since, saying he believed he was 
there to serve the country, but ended up being looked at 
suspiciously by everyone. 

He told the Commission he was grateful 
to Alieu Sumareh who had helped him 
avoid partaking in abuses. “If it were 
not for Tamayi, my hands would have 
been stained in a lot of these crimes.”
The witness attested that initially he did not participate 
in torture and instead spent his time talking to his 
colleagues about religion. However, he continued, at 
some point he felt he had to get involved so he began 
beating suspects. He apologised whole-heartedly to his 
victims. In response to a question from the Lead Counsel, 
he said he had no recollection of a Fula currency trader 
in Manjai. The Lead Counsel clarified the man’s identity, 
and the witness asked for a moment to think, after which 
he said something to the Lead Counsel in confidence. 

The Lead Counsel then asked about NIA officers using 
their position to extort money from citizens. The witness 
responded that sometimes people who were owed money 
by other private citizens would come to the NIA to report 
the people who owed them money. The witness would 
then invite the person with the debit to the NIA. Once 
the person admitted they were in arrears, the witness 
would help them draw up a payment plan. He insisted 
there was no insulting or beating. However, he admitted 
that often once the person recovered their money they 
would give the witness a token sum. He denied that the 
person in arrears would also have to pay the NIA to be 
released. He said he was unaware whether the NIA were 
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much to learn about what happened and what not to do. 
“With the education that we have now acquired through 
the TRRC proceedings,” the witness said, “I don’t think 
there is anybody within the NIA from the highest office to 
the bottom who can commit me to torture anybody given 
what I know now.”

Commissioner Kinteh then suggested that maybe Jogoh 
Sowe did not accept the witness’ apology because of 
how he approached him. If the witness did not take 
his apologies seriously, the Commissioner warned, his 
victims might not accept them. The witness agreed and 
said that while he had apologised to Abbas Jarju when he 
ran into him in public, he was not sure whether he had fully 
forgiven him. He claimed he has met Jogoh Sowe twice 
and was surprised when he mentioned Alasan Baldeh 
but not him. The Commissioner reminded the witness 
that the TRRC had a special reconciliation committee to 
moderate such an encounter. 

Before Imam Sey asked his question, the Lead Counsel 
quickly confirmed that the director general said nothing 
when the witness slapped Jogoh Sowe. Then, in response 
to Imam Sey’s question, the witness said there was a 
special room they kept elders in with a mattress, prayer 
mat, and good ventilation. He said he never heard nor 
saw an elderly person being beaten. 

In his concluding remarks, Basiru Sey greeted everyone 
in the room and asked for their forgiveness. He urged 
his colleagues to tell the truth before the Commission 
and appealed to everyone he treated improperly at the 
NIA to forgive him. He said he wanted to set an example 
for the Quranic students he taught before he joined the 
army. He revealed that before his testimony, a few people 
called and asked what he was going to talk about. He 
said he was not testifying to implicate anyone, just to tell 
the truth. He again thanked everyone and asked for their 
forgiveness.

The Chair then interrupted and asked 
how the witness went from being 
a religious teacher to becoming a 
torturer. 

The witness responded that he never cut anyone’s 
flesh; he just beat them with a hosepipe. He denied 
participating in extortion. He repeated that he 
participated in torture mainly to win his colleagues’ 
confidence. 

The Lead Counsel then issued a final warning to 
members of the NIA against making threats to the 
witness and warned that they would be watching. 

Persons Mentioned By Witness During Testimony:

Arbitrary arrest (of Abbas Jarju and Sey)

Lamin Darboe, Basiru Sey (confessed)

Torture (of Sowe)

Lamin Darboe, Alasan Baldeh, Louis Gomez, Basiru 
Sey (confessed)

Torture (of Abbas Jarju)

Basiru Sey (confessed), Yankuba Badjie, Nuha Badjie, 
Michael Jatta, Nfansu Nyabally, Yahya Jammeh, 
Sulayman Sambou, Alasan Baldeh, Gibril Kanyi

Torture (of Jogoh Sowe)

Alasan Baldeh, Gibril Kanyi, Louis Gomez

Arbitrary detention (of Abbas Jarju)

Basiru Sey (confessed), Alasan Baldeh, Gibril Kanyi, 
Lamin Darboe

Torture (of Camara and the old man at abattoir)

Lamin Darboe, Alasan Baldeh, Louis Gomez, Basiru 
Sey (confessed) 
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